Save up to 80% off cover prices on these subjects:

- Absurdities & the Bizarre..........................37
- Activities for Kids.................................50
- Adult Humor.........................................37
- All About Cats.......................................17
- All About Dogs.......................................17
- Appetizers & Snacks...............................77
- Applique................................................5
- Architectural Details..............................5
- Asian & Eastern Cuisines..........................72
- Bartending Guides.................................78
- Beadwork.............................................53
- Beverages.............................................81
- Books & Paper Ephemera.........................15
- Breakfasts............................................79
- Cabinetry & Furniture Making....................7
- Calligraphy..........................................58
- Canning & Preserving..............................82
- Ceramics & Pottery.................................57
- Cheese...............................................78
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- Collectors' Advice & Price Guides..............12
- Cookies, Breads & Baking........................79
- Cooking Techniques & Guides...................60
- Craft Project Collections.........................53
- Crafting Techniques & References..............53
- Crochet...............................................47
- Cross Stitch.........................................50
- Crosswords & Word Games........................34
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- Desserts.............................................80
- Do-It-Yourself Advice..............................9
- Embroidery & Needlepoint.........................49
- Encyclopedia Almanacs............................20
- European Cuisines.................................73
- Exotic & Rare Plant Species.......................43
- Fabric & Textile Arts...............................54
- Fashion & Costume.................................54
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- Fish & Seafood.......................................72
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- Fruits & Cooking.....................................83
- Garden Features & Furniture.....................41
- Garden Plans & Planting Schemes..............41
- Garden Tours & Notable Gardens................45
- Gardening Fundamentals & Techniques.......39
- Glass, Silver & Jewelry............................16
- Hand & Power Tools...............................7
- Help for the Handyman............................60
- Holiday & Gift Crafting............................60
- Holidays & Entertaining...........................78
- Home Building & Remodeling.....................5
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- Indoor Plants & Greenhouses.....................43
- Interior Design & Decorating.....................3
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- Jewish Cuisine.......................................74
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- Landscaping & Design.............................43
- Legal Advice & the Legal System................10
- Low Fat & Healthy Cooking......................67
- Martial Arts.........................................25
- Metal Crafts.........................................57
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- More Works on Gardening.........................44
- Mosaics...............................................56
- Navigation & Boating..............................21
- Needlework Projects & Reference...............50
- Notable Chefs & Celebrities......................75
- Other Arts & Crafts.................................59
- Other Reference Titles............................20
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- Pet Stories and Humor..............................18
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- Poultry & Game.......................................72
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- Wine & Spirits.......................................78
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Household Hints

- **378128** GOOD HOUSEKEEPING SIMPLE CLEANING WISDOM. Ed. by Carolyn Forte. Chock full of speedy and smart advice to make quick work of cleaning your home inside and out. This go-to guide is packed with savvy shortcuts and expert tips to help you save time and money using stuff you probably already own. Well illus. in color. 384 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

- **375535** HOLIDAY HACKS. By Keith Bradford. Looking to save time, money, and sanity this holiday season? It’s time to hack your way through holiday mayhem! You’ll find tips tailored to simplify all the tasks that come between you and a stress free celebration. With time and money saving tricks, you’ll be more prepared for the celebration, and feel less stressed. 240 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

- **284183** KNACK ORGANIZING YOUR HOME: Decluttering Solutions and Storage Ideas. By Emily Wilks. This fully illustrated guide shows how to get organized, one step at a time. Learn how to clear the clutter and efficiently deal with everything around your house. Fully illus. in color. 201 pages. Hearst. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95


- **379832** A GUIDE TO NATURAL HOUSEKEEPING. By Christina Snutt. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. GCO Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

Current titles are marked with a ★.

See more titles at erhbc.com/815
**Household Hints**


**Interior Design & Decorating**

5795641 GREAT KITCHENS: Design Ideas from America's Top Chefs. By Ellen Whitaker et al. An intimate look at the kitchens of 26 chefs, who share their secrets of making a kitchen a great place to cook, relax, and enjoy the best of food and company, displaying a remarkable range of styles, and including their favorite home recipes. Fully illus. in color. 232 pages. Taunton. 9¾x10. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

3722236 BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS 150+ EASY FURNITURE PROJECTS. By Pamela Porter. With the help of these more than 150 clever makeovers as inspiration, you can revamp your furniture instead of getting rid of it. These projects show how to give ho-hum furniture a fresh face using doable and thrifty ideas for all skill levels. So grab your rig and get ready to rescue it today! Fully illus. in color. 392 pages. HMH Paperbound. Pub. at $31.95

6751113 A WOMAN’S HUTS AND HIDEWAYS: More Than 40 She Sheds and Other Retreats. By Gill Heron. Over 40 remarkable women share their own private retreats—from beach-side bolt holes to sleek studio sheds—proving that having a space of your own is easier than you think. Each place has its own story, whether it’s somewhere to escape, to create, to work, or simply to “be.” Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. CICO Books. 7¼x10. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95

2850710 SYRIE MAUGHAM: Staging Glamorous Interiors. By Pauline C. Metcalfe. This volume celebrates the work of this legendary British designer in the first comprehensive study of her dramatic life and meteoric career. In Maugham’s blend of traditional refinement and the Style Moderne, Surrealist flourishes, this cosmopolitan beau monde discovered a perfect expression of café society chic. Fully illus., some in color. 299 pages. Acanthus. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $75.00

3731006 PERFECT ENGLISH FARMHOUSE. By Ros Byam Shaw. Examines the charming history and fascinating history of the classic farmhouse, and shows how to turn your own home into a beautifully welcoming retreat. Fully illus. in color. 191 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $46.00

**LIMITED QUANTITY** 3769135 PERFECT ENGLISH. By Ros Byam Shaw. The twenty-one houses featured here are country cottages, farmhouses and rectories, not mansions. A stunning volume about houses that are as comfortable as they are attractive and relaxing, and that are as comfortable as they are attractive and relaxing. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Thames & Hudson. 7¼x7¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

2859518 DECORATING WITH CARPETS: A Fine Foundation. By Ashley Stark Kamen et al. Decorators have long recognized the importance of a fine carpet, its impact on the colors, textures, and furnishings of a space, its contribution to creating an atmosphere, its feel of luxury, and with the best examples, its visual value. This broad volume promises to be the definitive guide on carpet, that like its subject, captures great beauty and has timeless value. 248 pages. Vendome. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $60.00

2852195 NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DESIGN HOME. By Ellen S. Fisher with J. Renzi. An introduction to design and decor with lush photographs and line drawings that reveals big ideas as well as the smaller touches that make a house a home. Fully illus. in color. 264 pages. Clarkson Potter. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $66.00

3705073 PAN T H E M S: A History of Art and Architecture. By Michael Freeman. Introduces both a Western and an Eastern inspiration for interior space. The philosophies may seem opposed but through the medium of interior space they balance each other very well, as depicted in this beautifully illustrated dual-volume. 208 pages. Lighthouses. $7.95

**Interior Design & Decorating**

3790415 WABI-SABI HOME: Finding Beauty in Imperfection. By Mark & Sally Bailey. Divided into five chapters—Textiles, Textures, Colors, Pieces, and Collections—this beautiful guide considers how to incorporate this ancient Japanese philosophy into your home. An ideal guide focusing on a single home that encapsulates these ideas. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. 9x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

3802288 GREAT ENGLISH HOUSES. By D. Milburn & D. Moore. Take a panoramic tour inside some of Britain’s finest buildings with the stunning photographs in this lavishly illustrated volume. Discover more about the designers and architects who built them, charting the evolution that has made British style so enduring, from the 17th century into the 21st. Hardcover. 11¼x14¼. Pub. at $60.00

2859513 AROUND THAT TIME: Horst at Home in Vogue. Ed. by Hamish Bowles. This lavish volume showcases many of the stories featured in Vogue’s 1970s and 80s. Originally published in 1986 with beautifully reproduced images and never before seen photographs from those homes and portraits of such figures as Diana Vreeland, and images from other exciting stories that Horst shot well into the 1980s. 384 pages. Abrams. 10¼x14¼. Pub. at $75.00

3760227 SPANISH INTERIOR DESIGN. By Michelle Galindo. This beautifully illustrated volume shows the potential for modern designers, which characterizes the Spanish interior design of today. Forty-seven of the best designs display from 150 categories: living and work settings, restaurants, hotels, commercial and cultural spaces. Text in English and Spanish. 208 pages. Braun. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $29.95

3705671 BEAUTIFUL SPANISH KITCHENS. By Ana Lluch. A wonderful introduction to the world of Spanish cooking and the traditional and modern kitchen designs in Europe’s favorite country. From elegant custom built-in kitchens to charming, rustic kitchens, the focus is on authenticity, whether it’s countryside living or more modern lifestyles. 336 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $40.00

3705425 THE COMPLETE PAMPHLET DECORATOR: Designing Every Room in Your Home with Confidence & Flair. Ed. by Colleen Dorsey. Learn by doing how to devise a floor plan, select colors and furniture, choose the right light fixtures, and incorporate special touches that make a house a home. You will be inspired by hundreds of photos showing the work of today’s top designers, including their ideas and approaches to design with an emphasis on creating comfortable living areas. 336 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

3769746 SMART APPROACH TO DECORATING, REVISED 4TH EDITION: Decorate Every Room in Your Home with Confidence and Flair. Ed. by Colleen Dorsey. Learn by doing how to devise a floor plan, select colors and furniture, choose the right light fixtures, and incorporate special touches that make a house a home. You will be inspired by hundreds of photos showing the work of today’s top designers, including their ideas and approaches to design with an emphasis on creating comfortable living areas. 336 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

2859511 ABOUT THAT TIME: Decorating With Horst in Vogue. Ed. by Hamish Bowles. This lavish volume showcases many of the stories featured in Vogue’s 1970s and 80s. Originally published in 1986 with beautifully reproduced images and never before seen photographs from those homes and portraits of such figures as Diana Vreeland, and images from other exciting stories that Horst shot well into the 1980s. 384 pages. Abrams. 10¼x14¼. Pub. at $75.00

2850711 SYRIE MAUGHAM: Interiors, Volume 1: Staging Glamorous Interiors. £15.95

2850712 SYRIE MAUGHAM: Interiors, Volume 2: Staging Glamorous Interiors. £15.95
Residential Architecture

★ 6962378 ARDOSSAN: The Last Great Estate on the Philadelphia Main Line. By David Neiles Warden. This book tells the richly-detailed history of the baronial splendor of the Philadelphia Main Line estate Ardoissan and the Montgomery family who built eight large gatefolds and over 450 illustrations. An intimate portrait that captures the elegant lifestyle of the Montegos and the majesty of their beloved home and estate. 356 pages. Published by E. & D. Dean. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. PRICE CUT TO $24.95 3721051 21ST CENTURY HOUSE. By Jonathan Bell. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Abbeville. 8¼x11. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95 ★ 3714255 COMPACT HOUSES: 50 Creative Floor Plans for Well-Designed Small Homes. By Gerald Rowan. Well illus. 107 pages. Storey. 8½x11. Paperbound. $19.95 $14.95 ★ 2993937 THE ARTS & CRAFTS HOUSES OF MASSACHUSETTS, 1860-1940. By G. A. Hallet. Showcases the elements of refined cabin style by top designers in destination mountain resorts and pristine rural, rustic and mountain regions around the country. The beautifully designed homes curated in this work represent a fresh look at the genre, from disastrous trends of the early 20th century, to the more modern and contemporary styles. 377 pages. Gibbs Smith. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $85.00 ★ 2993938 THE ARTS & CRAFTS HOUSES OF COLORADO, 1860-1940. By A. Hall. This book presents the elements of refined cabin style by top designers in destination mountain resorts and pristine rural, rustic and mountain regions around the country. The beautifully designed homes curated in this work represent a fresh look at the genre, from disastrous trends of the early 20th century, to the more modern and contemporary styles. 377 pages. Gibbs Smith. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $85.00 ★ 2991874 LONG ISLAND COUNTRY HOUSES AND THEIR ARCHITECTS, 1860-1940. Ed. by Robert B. MacAuley et al. A rich architectural history and compendium of architects who designed breathing designs for the long epoch called “well-heeled”. Combines text, drawings, plans, and a wealth of vintage photographs to examine a treasure house of domestic architecture in myriad styles representing changes in open building tastes over more than a century. 563 pages. Norton. 9x11/2x12/. Pub. at $85.00 ★ 3744442 CABIN STYLE. By Chase Reynolds Ewald, photos by A. Hall. This work presents the elements of refined cabin style by top designers in destination mountain resorts and pristine rural, rustic and mountain regions around the country. The beautifully designed homes curated in this work represent a fresh look at the genre, from disastrous trends of the early 20th century, to the more modern and contemporary styles. 377 pages. Gibbs Smith. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $85.00 ★ 2961121 COLORS OF THE WORLD: A Geography of Color. By Jean-Philippe & Dominique Lenclos. Examines the palettes of diverse habitats to reveal how geology, climate, sociocultural behavior, the traditions of local residents, and construction techniques uniquely shape a landscape’s architectural personality and chromatic character. Fully illus. in color. 222 pages. Gibbs Smith. 8½x11/2x12/. Pub. at $39.95 ★ 2961176 ANIMALS IN STONE: Architectural Sculpture in America. Ed. by Robert Arthur King. This delightful collection of creatures that people New York City buildings includes the following: sheep; those who loves finding urban treasures. All sorts of animals, from realistic to fantastic, can be found in this collection. Includes maps of Manhattan, Brooklyn, the Bronx and Queens showing the locations of these four-legged sculptures. Norton. 8¼x7/4. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95 ★ 2960982 ANGELS OF PARIS. By Rosemary Filanovsky. Look up and discover the angels of Paris. They’re watching over you, whether you’re hiding in plain sight, each telling their own stories about the city. Their stories are entwined with monks, pirates, courtesans, and street urchins. Some angels are taming lions, others are working on the railroad or crushing dragons, but all are watching over and protecting Paris. Fully illus. in color. 229 pages. The Little Bookroom. 6¼x9¾. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

Real Estate

★ 6617190 THE BOOK ON INVESTING IN REAL ESTATE WITH (NO AND LOW) MONEY DOWN. By Brandon Turner. A guide that will give you the tools needed to finance your next real estate deal and pursue your dreams. You will discover: where to find low down payment bank loans, strategies for finding government and private money, how to get your first property despite a lack of experience and cash, and more. 187 pages. BiggerPockets. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95 ★ 3010430 REAL ESTATE INVESTING 101. By Michael D. Mazza. This book is meant to understand the information you need to know to build a business or make money on the side, and you don’t have to be a full time landlord to do it. Whether you’re looking to master the principles of real estate investing or just want to learn more about the market and make some money while doing it, this title has all the answers. Color photos. 270 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95 ★ 6760899 EVERY LANDLORD’S GUIDE TO MANAGING PROPERTY, 2ND EDITION: Best Practices, from Move-In to Move-Out. By Michael Boyer. Covers everything landlords need to know to keep tenants happy, including seamless processes for move-in, move-out, balance landlording with a day job, and avoid conflicts over late rent, unauthorized roommates, and clutter. 440 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95 ★ 6851729 THE BOOK ON MANAGING REAL ESTATE PROPERTIES. By Brandon & Heather Turner. A guide for investors, tenants, and landscapers. You’ll discover: low-cost strategies for attracting the best tenants, tips for selling your property, and more. This book is a must-read for any real estate investor. 325 pages. BiggerPockets. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

Home Building & Remodeling

★ 2982652 LIVE. By A. Gelner & D. Keister. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Marlow. 8½x11. Pub. at $19.95 ★ 6784747 LOG CABINS: How to Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks. Offers clear, practical instructions on how to build your own log cabin, and furnish it too, while harmonizing the structure’s interior and exterior with the surrounding environment. This is an easy to understand guide to cabin-making from the ground up, for both builders and dreamers. Well illus. 151 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 ★ 3755347 THE FAMILY HANDYMAN ULTIMATE STORAGE SOLUTIONS. Ed. by Gary Wentz. You’ll discover over 450 clever projects and tips that will help you manage the mess in the home. Learn how to customize a garage storage system, declutter your entryway, optimize kitchen storage, or build the ultimate garden shed. With step by step instructions that show you how to finish the job. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95 ★ 5643932 SHUTTERS, SHACKS, AND SHANTIES AND HOW TO MAKE THEM. By D.C. Beard. This excellent hands-on guide by one of the founders of the Boy Scouts of America contains a wealth of practical advice on how to build everything from a bark teepee and a tree-top house to a log cabin and a sod house. Line drawings. 243 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

Vacation & Country Homes

★ 2999016 DOORS. Selected by Bob Wilcox. Throughout history, doors have received special attention from architects and builders. Some are primitive, some elaborate, but all are fascinating. More than 100 doors from around the world are shown here in every variety imaginable, and each tel ling their own stories of design and deco rating; quick and easy tips. Features 730 home plans. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Firefly. 8½x11/2. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 ★ 2962113 COLORS OF THE WORLD: A Geography of Color. By Jean-Philippe & Dominique Lenclos. Examines the palettes of diverse habitats to reveal how geology, climate, sociocultural behavior, the traditions of local residents, and construction techniques uniquely shape a landscape’s architectural personality and chromatic character. Fully illus. in color. 228 pages. Norton. 9x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95 ★ 2961776 ANIMALS IN STONE: Architectural Sculpture in America. Ed. by Robert Arthur King. This delightful collection of creatures that people New York City buildings includes the following: sheep; those who loves finding urban treasures. All sorts of animals, from realistic to fantastic, can be found in this collection. Includes maps of Manhattan, Brooklyn, the Bronx and Queens showing the locations of these four-legged sculptures. Norton. 8¼x7/4. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

Architectural Details

★ 2960982 ANGELS OF PARIS. By Rosemary Filanovsky. Look up and discover the angels of Paris. They’re watching over you, whether you’re hiding in plain sight, each telling their own stories about the city. Their stories are entwined with monks, pirates, courtesans, and street urchins. Some angels are taming lions, others are working on the railroad or crushing dragons, but all are watching over and protecting Paris. Fully illus. in color. 229 pages. The Little Bookroom. 6¼x9¾. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
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**Home Building & Remodeling**

- **3740815 BARNS, SHEDS & OUTBUILDINGS, 4TH EDITION**. Ed. by Laura Taylor. This guide comes step by step instructions for constructing and designing more than 100 barns, sheds, and other types of outbuildings in a variety of shapes and sizes. You can choose between designing and building a shed or barn from scratch, or you can order a plan package within these pages. You decide what option is best for you. Fully illus., in color. 304 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

- **3798707 STANLEY TRIM: A Homeowner’s Guide. By Scott Schuttner. A comprehensive and visual guide packed with detailed information that will allow you to tackle any trim carpentry project with confidence. Includes introductory chapters on trim styles, tools and techniques, and directions for windows, drawers, shelves, and pantries; conquer counter-top clutter; and find easy and efficient ways to recycle. Fully illus., in color. 280 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $18.95


With personal stories and checklists, this guide will take readers through all stages of remodeling. Color photos. 216 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

- **3704515 ESSENTIAL RAMMED EARTH CONSTRUCTION. By Tim Krahn. This thorough guide covers design, building science, tools, and remodeling methods for all climates. Includes questions about the trickiest fix-ins, including how to deal with recurring ceiling cracks and getting rid of garbage disposal stench. Fully illus. in color. 100 pages. Hearst. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95


- **3798706 100 WEEKEND PROJECTS. By Thomas Byers et al. This complete home improvement manual, it offers photos, drawings, and understandable text. Readers need essential tools and materials, and your home and yard in no time. 288 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

- **3798708 KITCHENS THAT WORK: The Practical Guide to Design and Installation. By Martin & Richard Edic. This comprehensive and visual guide packed with detailed information that will allow you to tackle any trim carpentry project with confidence. Includes introductory chapters on trim styles, tools and techniques, and directions for windows, drawers, shelves, and pantries; conquer counter-top clutter; and find easy and efficient ways to recycle. Fully illus., in color. 280 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $18.95


Limited quantity. **379514X FAMILY HANDYMAN MOST REQUESTED PROJECTS. Gathered in one volume, this collection offers a society of DIY projects that are sure to please any and all DIYers. Projects include sheds, kitchen storage upgrades, tile projects, bookcases, outdoor furniture, closet organizers, and much more. Illus. in color. 286 pages. Trusted Media Brands. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

- **3669715 PHOTOVOLTAICS, REVISED. Design and Installation Manual. By Solar Energy International. Harnessing energy from the sun using photovoltaic (PV) systems has become a major industry worldwide. This manual contains an overview of PV system components, including PV modules, batteries, controllers, and inverters, along with the information you need for successful installation and maintenance. 329 pages. New Society. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $55.95 $43.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/815
WOODWORKING


LIMITED EDITION 3790983 MADE WITH SALVAGED WOOD: 35 Contemporary Projects for Home Accessories Created From Recycled Wood. By Hester van Overbeek. Create cool and contemporary furniture and home accessories with 35 simple projects that fully utilize the beauty of salvaged wood. There are stylish desks, shelving units, side tables, storage ideas, and more. Includes step by step instructions and clear photographs, along with various techniques for treating wood. 128 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

379114 50 THINGS TO DO WITH A PENKNIFE. By Matt Collins. The perfect combination of cool craftsmanship with savvy survival projects, accompanied by detailed step by step illustrations make this the ideal guide for the creative adventurer or whittler in your life. 144 pages. Princeton Architectural Pub. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

3703789 SCANDINAVIAN FIGURE CARVINGS: From the Viking Era to Doderhultarn, Trygg, and Modern Carvers. By Harley Refael. Presents a fascinating look at this ancient art. You’ll discover the rich history of Scandanavian figure carving from the Viking era to the modern day, with photographs and illustrations provided. Includes a variety of pieces. Includes step by step instructions for carving an iconic Dalecarlian horse. 79 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

2994553 SPOON CARVING. By EJ Osborne. While the techniques used in spoon carving are relatively simple and can be used to create a range of beautiful and functional objects, they require a level of craftsmanship that is often absent in other areas of woodworking. This book offers step by step carving and cutting techniques for making your own simple, yet elegant, woodworking projects. Fully illus. in color, 143 pages. Linden. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

6954273 MINI-LATHE TOOLS & PROJECTS: REVISED. By David Fenner. Presents a series of projects that will help to extend the versatility of small metal lathes. This volume covers the Mark 2 Mini-Lathe, and specific tools and attachments needed to build and use it. Includes attachments, the tailstock and the dividing head, and includes techniques such as taper turning and knurling. Well illus. in color, 120 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $8.95


2965687 FOOD & STEAM: Simple Staining Techniques for 16 Projects in Wood. By Charlie Whitney. This practical introduction to the art of bending wood with steam will make the performance interested in developing an exciting new skill. Includes 16 steam-bent projects for making simple and beautiful coat hangers, trivets, chairs, and more, with step by step instructions and inspiring color photographs. 144 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

6942776 TURNING HOLLOW FORMS: Techniques and Projects. By Mark Sanger. Vases and other hollow forms are functional objects that can also be beautiful in their own right. This comprehensive guide offers you all you need to know to get started with this satisfying technique, from getting started to tackling seven step by step projects. Well illus. in color, 168 pages. Taunton. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95


3707055 THE BIG BOOK OF WOODEN LOCKS: Complete Plans for Nine Working Wooden Locks. By Tim Delbecq. Each of these lock designs are fully functional, working wooden locks with absolutely no metal components. They are arranged in order of difficulty and include measured drawings. Includes both novice and experienced woodworkers alike. 168 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

3704823 WOODBURNING REALISTIC ANIMALS. By Minissa Robinson. With 12 projects that include hand drawn patterns, photo references, and step by step instructions, create stunning works of art as you take your pyrography skills to a brand new level. The author shows her expert knowledge for every task from beginning to end. This guide is a source of inspiration and new pyrography skills. An excellent resource for Fox Chapel. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

3764136 FANCY COFFINS TO MAKE YOURSELF. By Dale Power. Offers a complete guide to coffin making, taking you from choosing the right materials and techniques to creating your own coffin. Fully illus. in color, 124 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95


3790738 FLAT-BEADED MARQUETRY& VENEER. A collection of 38 articles from the magazine, skillful craftsmen explain how veneer is manufactured, and how you can save your own. Includes step by step instructions on tools and supply sources, and displays end-products utilizing inlay techniques. Well illus. 90 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

3745392 THE ART OF WHITTLING: A Woodcarver’s Guide to Making Things by Hand. By Nicklas Karlsson. Offers the perfect antidote to the stresses of modern living and a means of getting back to basics and creating handmade items from scratch. Karlsson explains the different types of woods to use in your work and the simple tools you need to get started. Well illus., most in color.

3750702 WOODWORKER’S HANDBOOK: The Beginner’s Reference to Tools, Materials, and Skills, Plus Essential Projects to Make. By Roger Horwood. A go-to resource for both beginner and advanced woodworkers, this handbook covers the fundamentals and practice their skills. You will be able to complete five step by step projects that are beautiful useful, items including a dining room table and a bedside cabinet. Concise and practical this handbook with a wealth of techniques, project inspirations, and the shop storage, this compendium of information is the perfect companion whether you are starting from scratch or upgrading the shop you have. 218 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

3731871 ART OF COPPERSMITHING. By John Fuller. S. Written in 1893 by one of the industry’s leading authorities, this reference has come to be recognized as the classic work in its field. The clearly written text is supplemented by 474 illustrations and is completely indexed. This is a reprint of the original edition, 327 pages. Astragal. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

2984032 WOODSHOP: Expert Advice for Designing a Great Workshop: From choosing a location to using the shop safely and comfortably. With advice on workbenches, accessories, and shop storage, this compendium of information is the perfect companion whether you are starting from scratch or upgrading the shop you have. 218 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

3790738 SCROLL SAW BABY ANIMALS: More Than 50 Adorable Puzzle Projects to Make in Wood. By Judy Horwood. An expert shows you how to complete a step by step hanging baby sloth practice project to become familiar with scroll sawing a free standing figure and払e. With all of the basic information and instructions given, you can use the more than 50 ready to use scroll saw patterns for a wide variety of baby animal puzzles. Fully illus., many in color, 144 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

3766721 SOLID-POINT PYROGRAPHY: An Introduction to the Art of Burning onto Wood. By Lisa Shackleton. The author demonstrates how to use a solid point woodburning tool so you can get started in this wonderfully creative and enjoyable craft. Includes twelve original step by step projects that show how materials available in craft stores, there is also information on techniques and equipment. Well illus. in color, 80 pages. Guild of Master Craftsman. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3732223 PRACTICAL CARRIAGE BUILDING. Compiled by M.T. Richardson. A go-to resource for both beginner and advanced woodworkers, this handbook covers the fundamentals and practice their skills. You will be able to complete five step by step projects that are beautiful useful, items including a dining room table and a bedside cabinet. Concise and practical this handbook with a wealth of techniques, project inspirations, and the shop storage, this compendium of information is the perfect companion whether you are starting from scratch or upgrading the shop you have. 218 pages. Astragal. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

3757155 BUILD-IT-YOURSELF BIRDHOUSES. By Chris Peterson. Join the author on this step by step journey that is perfect for beginners. This book introduces a variety of creative birdhouses and feeders, from the classic bluebird house to a mid century modern home. While all the designs are completely original, they are also adaptable for beginning woodworkers. Includes step by step instructions and detailed photos to take any guesswork out of the assembly. 160 pages. Cool Springs Press. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/815
Personal Finance


2945969 475 TAX DEDUCTIONS FOR BUSINESSES AND SELF-EMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS, THIRTEENTH EDITION. By Bernard B. Kamoroff. This invaluable reference list not only the individual items that are deductible from accounting apps to bookkeeping costs, but also the categories and the facts on your income tax form. This thirteenth edition is updated to include changes in the new tax law, deductions for on-demand workers, and all special deduction rules for home-based businesses. 233 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

2916797 HOW TO DISAPPEAR: Erase Your Digital Footprint, Leave False Trails, and Vanish Without a Trace. By Frank M. Ahearn with E.C. Horan. In a world where strangers scan your data and use it to your disadvantage, Ahearn provides field-tested tips, tools, and techniques for maintaining privacy, as well as strategies for protecting personal information and preventing identity theft. 208 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

2897753 CURRENCY KINGS. By Ben Krugler. Who decides what day, FX dwarfs all other markets. It’s a market dominated by masters—but not as tough as people think. This guide provides the keys anyone can use to unlock the enormous potential of FX. Use this unparalleled investing guide to profit beyond your wildest dreams. 304 pages. McGraw-Hill. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95


2858878 COMMON-SENSE INCOME STRATEGIES: Simple Step-by-Step Ways to Maximize Your Retirement. By Robert Kiyosaki. In this book you will learn how “common-sense” investments are being ignored as Eastern fact-checks Wall Street, and then with the information he gives you, explore your retirement options and how they combined with methods to avoid being trapped, for success toward your goal. 158 pages. Advisors’ Academy Press. Pub. at $21.95

6972063 THE RETIREMENT SURVIVAL GUIDE, REVISED EDITION: How to Make Smart Financial Decisions at Retirement. By Julie Jason. In this book Jason explains how to use easily accessible financial resources to enhance your retirement and includes financial strategies that will help you spend more and accumulate more during your retirement. 297 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 YEAR-END SPECIAL $4.95

2989931 POGUE’S BASICS: Money. By David Pogue. Each of the 150 simple tips and tricks featured here includes a ballpark estimate of the money you could save or earn. And you could come out ahead by $61,195 a year! Illus. 287 pages. Flatiron. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

3784744 YOU NEED MORE MONEY. By Matt Mariner. In polite society, we don’t like to talk about money. But it’s too important to tiptoe around. In these pages you will learn: how the money has moved; the dangers of living in a “False Positive”, the cheap comfort of: “But wait! There’s more!” by design; and the trade-offs of being an employer or employee. Get ready for your wake-up call! 230 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

3719962 BAD WITH MONEY: The Real Story of My Financial Sh*t Together. By Gaby Dunn. Through her hilarious anecdotes, Dunn will help you pay off your student loans before you’re in a nursing home; keep money coming from claiming your income; change your family and mental health shapes your money habits; and distinguish between a 401(k) and a Roth IRA as easily as you “cook” ramen every night. 290 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

2897120 YOUR SCORE: An Insider’s Secrets to Understanding, Controlling, and Protecting Your Credit Score. By Anthony Davenport with M. Rudy. A consumer friendly roadmap for understanding and navigating the secretive world of consumer credit. Drawing on the real stories of some of the world’s high-profile clients, Davenport reveals where your credit score comes from, how to improve, maintain, or rescue it; and how to avoid the hidden credit pitfalls. 202 pages. HMH. Pub. at $22.99

3749762 THE ONLY INVESTMENT GUIDE YOU’LL EVER NEED. By Andrew Tobias. This completely updated edition will show you the best way to manage your money, no matter where you are in life. Tobias delivers sensible advice and useful information on spending, saving, investing, and much more. 296 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95


2999331 POGUE’S BASICS: Money. By David Pogue. Each of the 150 simple tips and tricks featured here includes a ballpark estimate of the money you could save or earn. And you could come out ahead by $61,195 a year! Illus. 287 pages. Flatiron. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

3770575 THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF WEALTH: The Most Powerful Writings on Creating Riches from the World’s Greatest Prosperity Teachers. Ed. by Chris Gentry. Collects twelve of the most revered, time-honored classics on attaining wealth and success: As A Man Thinketh; How to Attract Money; Riches Are Your Right; Ages of Diamonds; A Message to Garcia; The Ideal Made Real; The Game of Life and How to Play It; The Science of Getting Rich; Live on 24 Hours A Day; The Golden Key. 719 pages. Hampton Roads. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

377046X THE LOST SECRET: Unlocking the Hidden Chapters of Napoleon Hill’s Deduction Rules for Getting Rich. By Robert Kiyosaki. Provides a distillation of the key components of Think and Grow Rich and provides what Napoleon Hill and manifestation experts believe are the secrets that were intended to be kept of the 1937 edition. These insights provided by the author, this volume is one of the most extraordinary guides to wealth. 199 pages. Waterside Productions. Pub. at $22.95


— End of Document —
2843021 DOLLHOUSE AND MINIATURE DOGS, 1840-1980. By Marcie Tubbs et al. This wonderful resource, featuring over 525 color photographs of over 1,500 dogs, traces the history of commercially made miniature dolls: figures that were often painted by professional artists, professionally costumed, and storybook characters. Dolls made of a wide variety of materials are pictured, with values reflecting 2009 market pricing. 258 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. PUB. AT $79.95

2981351 ANTIQUE OFFICE MACHINES: 600 Years of Calculating Devices. By Thomas A. Russo. Chronicles 600 years of calculating devices providing valuable information for historians and collectors alike. Sketching from ancient times to the earliest computers, this book presents insight into the breadth and depth of human creativity and drive. Includes a 2001 value guide. Fully illus. in color. 210 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. PUB. AT $39.95 PRICE CUT TO $19.95

2907319 COLLECTING AMERICAN FAIRGROUND-ILLUMINATING DEVICES. By James G. & Sandra F. Piatti. This is the most comprehensive guide to collecting fair-related antiques available, presenting a fascinating collection of functional items like helmets, parade trumpets, alarm boxes, lanterns, and more. Covering the colonial times to the present, this reference serves hobbyists and most serious “framaatics.” Includes 2014 pricing. Fully illus. 208 pages. Schiffer. 9x11. PUB. AT $49.99

2865130 WARMAN’S ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES 2018, 51ST EDITION, By Noah Fleisher. Filled with remarkable and rare antiques and collectibles, in nearly 50 categories, all illustrated with 1,500 gorgeous color images from some of the finest auction houses and private collections in the country. This stunning volume is more than just a mere price guide. 702 pages. Schiffer. PUB. AT $19.95

2882035 THE BEATLES: Fab Finds of Fab Four. By Noah Fleisher. Unearths a treasure trove of rock relics in a stunning pictorial overview of Beatlomania. Discover John Lennon’s lost Gibson guitar now worth millions; the most expensive vinyl record in the world; a sculpted bust featuring Sir Paul McCartney; treasure trove of Beatles memorabilia. 240 pages. Krause. PUB. AT $4.95

2881555 WRISTWATCH ANNUAL: The Catalog of Producers, Prices, Models, and Specifications. By Peter Braun with M. Radkai. The must have guide for any enthusiast interested in mechanical wristwatches. Complete information, including 2015 prices on over 1,400 models made by more than 130 international brands. Fully illus. in color. 352 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. PUB. AT $7.95 PRICE CUT TO $5.95

2759568 THE STORY OF ANTIQUE NEEDLEWORK TOYS. By Bridget McConnel. Chronicles the history and diversity of needlework toys dating from ancient Egypt through the 20th century. Everything from doll clothes and clothespins, to beehive boxes, taffeta hoops, and chinaware mugs. 266 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. PUB. AT $19.95

2907968 VINTAGE FOLK ART FISHING LURES. By Jeff Kierny. Over 700 striking full-color photographs present vintage folk art fishing lures. Originally made for catching fish, these lures are available from available materials and household supplies. The text includes comprehensive background, historical information, explorations of primitive lures, vintage folk art classics, folk artists, fisherman-modified factory lures, and much more. 240 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. PUB. AT $49.99

2973647 PIN-UPS: Night and Day. By Bridget McConnel. Chronicles the history and diversity of pin-up girls dating from ancient Egypt through the 20th century. Everything from doll clothes and clothespins, to beehive boxes, taffeta hoops, and chinaware mugs. 266 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. PUB. AT $19.95

2795302 FURNISHED DOLLHOUSES, 1880S-1980S. By Dian Zillner with P. Cooper. Features nearly 150 dollhouses from Europe and America, showcasing furniture pieces and furnishings. Most of the houses are pictured fully furnished, with complete accessories. Includes the work of companies such as Tootsietoy, Gottschalk, Ideal, and Marx. Includes values from 2001. 256 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. PUB. AT $59.95 PRICE CUT TO $19.95

289136X ANTIQUE PHONOGRAPH ADVERTISING: An Illustrated History. By T.C. Fabrizio & S.F. Paul. Whether pragmatic, inspirational, or purely avuncular, phonograph promotion assumed a variety of mantle during its first fifty years. Charming trade cards, brightly lithographed posters, lively postcards, and more! A wide variety of bizarre objects embellished with marketing slogans were used during the 1877-1929 period. Includes 2002 price guide for collectors. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. PUB. AT $49.95 PRICE CUT TO $19.95
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2975396 HOOKED RUG TREASURY. By Jessie A. Turbayne. Fully illus. in color. 184 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95


2971658 GREETINGS FROM CLEVELAND, OHIO. 1900-1960. By Robert M. Reed. Explores the growth of the city from 1900 to the 1960s through postcards of Tour Euclid Park, Public Square, the Municipal Airport, and Playhouse Square and see for yourself how the city emerged from humble beginnings to a thriving industrial metropolis. Includes 2008 values. Fully illus. most in color. 11¼x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

2922932 A POSTCARD HISTORY OF THE PASSENGER LINERS OF THE WHITE STAR LINES. By Donal V. Sporer. Collects more than 500 colorful postcards for the lines in which so many of our predecessors sailed as emigrants, soldiers, administrators, and artists. Includes prices. 224 pages.


585864X 2016 STANDARD CATALOG OF WORLD COINS 1901-2000, 43RD EDITION. Ed. by George S. Cuhaj. The most complete volume on coins of the 20th-century. Features updated dates of mintage, all coin descriptions and invaluable detail. For the serious collector of 20th-century coins, this is the one tool you cannot afford to do without. Includes 2008 values. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $70.00


2982933 ART NOUVEAU & ART DEC O ARCHITECTURE. By Gary Lovisi. Showcases 525 vintage postcards of buildings & other memorabilia of this area including Cape Charles, Cape Henry, Newport News, Portsmouth, Norfolk, Old Point Comfort or Fort Monroe, resorts of Buckroe Beach and Ocean View, and many more places. Includes 2008 values. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99

2971666 GREETINGS FROM HAMPTON ROADS, VIRGINIA. By James Tigner, Jr. Showcases 252 vintage postcards and other historic memorabilia of this area including Cape Charles, Cape Henry, Newport News, Portsmouth, Norfolk, Old Point Comfort or Fort Monroe, resorts of Buckroe Beach and Ocean View, and many more places. Includes 2008 values. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99

2984121 THE PHILOBIBLON. By Richard Bury. This book is the earliest treatise on the value of preserving neglected manuscripts and building a library, was written in 1345 and circulated widely for over a century. This legendary work combines the author’s love for and commitment to the importance of books with thoughts on collecting, lending, and enjoying them. 80 pages. Dover. Pub. at $20.00

297164X GREETINGS FROM STEAMBOAT DAYS ON THE COLUMBIA RIVER TO ALAMEDA COUNTY. By Samuel Peyton Menefee. Charlotteville, Virginia, and surrounding Alameda County were revisited through some 300 vintage postcards in this fascinating volume. Includes 2008 values. Fully illus. most in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95

2975116 CHINESE PROVINCIAL FURNITURE: Selections from the Late Qing Dynasty. By Kimberly R. Hessler. Fully illus. in color. 238 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95

2974985 ASIAN IVORY. By Jeffrey B. Snyder. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $79.95

585865X 2016 STANDARD CATALOG OF WORLD COINS 1901-2000, 43RD EDITION. Ed. by George S. Cuhaj. The most complete volume on coins of the 20th-century. Features updated dates of mintage, all coin descriptions and invaluable detail. For the serious collector of 20th-century coins, this is the one tool you cannot afford to do without. Includes 2008 values. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $70.00

Books & Paper Ephemera

2665319 DISCOVERING BOOK COLLECTING, SECOND EDITION. By John Chidley. This title sets out to show that there are few pastimes as fascinating, enjoyable and rewarding as collecting books. The author gives firm, solid knowledge on everything you’ll need to know as you collect. He explains the obscure terminology, shows how to detect a first edition, how to distinguish between original booklets, and more. Illus. 128 pages. Shire. Paperback.

3731014 PLANET OF THE APES: The Original Topps Trading Card Series. Ed. by Orlando Dos Reis. Contains the fronts and backs of all the cards from the trading card series Topps based on the original film; all sixty-six cards based on the TV series; and all 90 base cards, as well as more than 500 other cards from various Topps subsets from the Burton Film. Includes an introduction and commentary by Gary Gerani, editor of hundreds of trading card series for Topps. Fully illus. in color. 480 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $24.95

**All About Dogs**

**Limited Quantity 3765202 How To Get Your Dog To Do What You Want.** By Warren & Andrea Eckstein. Wit, wisdom, and practical advice for training your dog, the fine art of peaceful, effective discipline and more. Photos. 288 pages. Ballantine.

Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

---

**6823191 BIT PULL: The Battle over an American Icon.** By Bronwen Dickey. An illuminating story of the battle to protect the American Staffordshire terrier, which became the most demonized and supposedly the most dangerous of dogs, and what role humans have played in the transformation. With thoughtful commentary and a grasp of scientific fact, Dickey offers us a clear-eyed portrait of this extraordinary breed. Photos. 330 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.95 $16.95

---

**291706X U.S. MILITARY WORKING DOG TRAINING HANDBOOK.** By Department of Defense. Discover how to train your dog exactly as the U.S. military trains its canine soldiers. From the basics, such as heel and stay, to negotiating an obstacle course, tracking, searching, and even attacking, this manual reveals how dogs are trained to be the best trained canines in the world. 295 pages. Lyons.

Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

---

**2862133 HOW TO WORK LIKE A CAT.** By Andrea Donner. What can a cat offer a woman that a man cannot? This fun little volume is here to tell you what, and why a woman is wise to lose her man and marry the cat instead. Fully illus. in color. Willow Creek.

Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

---

**5684811 THE CAT WHO CAME BACK FOR CHRISTMAS.** How a Cat Brought a Family the Gift of Love. Once quiet and withdrawn, the author’s autistic son found a new ray of hope when he met an adorable stray cat in the garden. For three years, George and Ben were inseparable. But just days before Christmas, a call from more than 50 miles away could change everything. 274 pages. Plume. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $3.95

---

**3697827 I LEFT YOU A DOG.** By Robb Finley. The mischievous mutts and pampered pups featured in this adorable photo collection just may show some light of what your own dog is thinking. Cider Mill.

Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

---

**2923262 BONZO’S WAR: Animals Under Fire 1939-1945.** By Clare Campbell. What was it like to be a dog or cat when the world was at war? To find out, the author had to search for two accounts of those who entwined their lives with animals. What she found were inspiring and harrowing stories. Thoroughly researched, and deeply moving, this title gives a fascinating account of the forgotten wartime animals. 16 photos. 372 pages. Constable.

$6.95

---

**3741206 I HAVE A HOTDOG! What Your Dog Is Really Thinking.** By Ben Huh. This little collection of favorites from I Has A Hotdog.com, and never before seen photos, will have you barking for more! Grand Central.

Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00 $3.95

---

**3754650 RAISING HAPPY RABBITS: Housing, Feeding, and Care Instructions for Your Rabbit’s First Year.** By B. May & P. Austley. This guide will help you choose the right kind of pet rabbit for your home, and answer questions about housing, litter training, proper feeding, exercise, freedom, grooming, and more. Fully illus. in color. 145 pages. Knickerbocker.

Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

---

**2804862 THE FIRST AID COMPANION FOR DOGS & CATS.** By Amy D. Saja. All pet owners should own this companion guide, set up in A to Z format, that covers everything from common problems, potential illnesses, emergency situations, and more. Fully illus. in color. 453 pages. Rodale.

Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**2935031 YOUR BEAGLE PUPPY MONTH BY MONTH.** By Terry Albert et al. 362 pages. Alpha.

Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

---

**2862123 THE DOG: A Natural History.** By Adam Miklosi et al. 224 pages. Princeton.

Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $15.95

---

**2930035 LIFE WITH A VERY LARGE DOG.** By Karin Wormold. Cats and dogs are often a choice, not a given. But Gizelle was always there for her, so when Gizelle got sick and she realized her best friend might not always be around, Watt designed a bucket list to make the most of the time they had left. A heartwarming adventure and a testament to the power of unconditional love and the value of each precious moment. Photos. 243 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

---

See more titles at erhbc.com/815
**2610147 HOMER AND THE HOLIDAY MIRACLE.** By Gwen Cooper. Homer, the world-renowned blind wonder cat, returns with an ins-purr-ational tale of holiday cheer. The heroic blind cat proves, once and for all, that hope and love aren’t things you see with your eyes. You feel them with your heart. Humorous and heartwarming, this story is the perfect holiday treat for every cat lover. 38 pages. W. M. Allen. $19.99

**2965267 LESSONS FROM TARA: Life Advice from the World’s Most Brilliant Dog.** By David Rosenfelt. Through Tara—and many other dogs—he has saved dogs over 3,000 years. Rosefield continues inspiring people with his courage, resilience, and renewed heart. A moving true story of love and second chances. 16 pages of color photos. 338 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. $28.95

**6975208 WILL’S RED COAT: The Story of One Old Dog Who Chose to Live Again.** By Tom Ryan. LARGE PRINT EDITION. The story of Will, an elderly, deaf, and nearly blind dog filled with anger and pain who is adopted by Tom. With endless patience, Tom nurtures Will into thriving, happy, and healthy. A story of hope and inspiration for anyone who has ever lost a loved one. 276 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $15.99. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**2841797 THE GOOD LUCK CAT: How a Cat Saved a Family, and a Family Saved a Cat.** By Lisa Warren. When Lisa Warren’s father needed a companion, Ting, a small, black cat entered his life and changed everything. Less than a year after her father’s death, Warren faced another tragedy. The living feline extension of her father’s love has much more to teach. 428 pages. Lyons. **PRICE CUT to $12.95**

**3149153 SUSIE’S SENIOR DOGS.** By Erin Stanton. The viral social media sensation Susie’s Senior Dogs has amassed millions of followers as it advocates for the adoption of elderly dogs. In this heartwarming volume, SSD’s owner shares the touching collection of ‘happily ever after’ adoption stories for our oldest and dearest canine pals. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages.  **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**2889048 RESCUE ROAD: One Man, Thirty Thousand Dogs, and a Million Miles on the Last Hope Highway.** By Peter Zheutlin. The extraordinarly story of one man who has driven more than one million miles to rescue thousands of dogs from hunger, abuse, and neglect and given them a second chance at life and love. Rich in detail and heartwarming, this inspiring account and the unique bond between dogs and humans, and how the extra mile can make a life changing difference for these dogs and for us. 236 pages. Sourcebooks. **PRICE CUT to $15.95**

**2973189 BE THE PERSON YOUR DOG THINKS YOU ARE.** By C. J. Frick. For dog owners and dog lovers everywhere, a humorous, heartfelt and fully illustrated title that shows you what we feel at even the worst of our days, but dog owners think we’re the best, so start acting like it! FlatIron Books. Paperbound. $19.99 **PRICE CUT to $15.95**

**2688220 CLAW THE PATTERN: Poems from the Cat Uprising.** By Francesco Marciuliano. The cats have had it with humans. They’re done with us ignoring their demands. And together they raise their paws and protest as they give full voice to their uprising with poems of protest such as It was Time, Universal Language, and No. So Support the Uprising! 80 pages. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**3755678 INCREDIBLE STILLS: How the Pembroke Welsh Corgi Rescued a Family.** By M. Meeks & E. Ridley. In a leap of faith, the Meeks family adopted and welcomed the adorable Pembroke Welsh Corgi into their home, and through this incredible dog, the daily pressures of work, stress, and Marika Meeks’s health problems seemed to slip away. After sharing her story with the world, the story is now an international social media star. 16 pages of color photos. 236 pages. Citation Press. Paperbound. $11.95

**281572X VETS AND PETS: Wounded Warriors and the Animals That Help Them Heal.** By D. Guerin & K. Ferris. Experience firsthand the inspiring, heartwarming, and heart-wrenching bonds between wounded veterans and their service and companion animals. In this volume are fifteen emotional and entertaining accounts of these incredible bonds. Discover how these animals help veterans return to civilian life. 16 pages of color photos. 195 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $21.99. **$4.95**

**6855874 SOME VERY INTELLIGENT CATS PERHAPS YOU WEREN’T AWARE OF.** By Doogile Horner. You will meet all kinds of truly intelligent felines—from the wise old cat who took undercover cop: Ninja to catnip enthusiast: and kleptomaniac to traitor cat: Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Workman. Pub. at $10.95. **$4.95**

**5751797 CATS ON THE JOB: 50 Fabulous Felines Who Purr, Move, and Even Sing for Their Supper.** By Lisa Rogak. Meet Princess the mouser, Tuna the star of the show and even a cat who Chases, lures, a mongoose, and many other whiskered workers who keep their human colleagues company from 9 to 5, with the occasional break for a nap or a belly rub, and make every day at the office better than it could be. 136 pages. Thomas Dunne Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. **$5.95**

**3758818 DOCTOR CATS: How Our Best Friends Are Becoming Our Best Medicine.** By Maria Goodavage. The author brings us behind the scenes of cutting edge science at top research centers as well as into the lives of people whose well-being depends on the services of MDs (medical doctors). Goodavage explores how doctors and cats are becoming our happy allies in the fight against dozens of physical and mental conditions, 16 pages of color photos. 353 pages. Dutton. **$16.95**
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**6793244 THE DOGIST PUPPIES.** By Vicky Hutton. Hutton’s irresistible photos, coupled with thoughtful and humorous quotes compare make this cheerful little volume irresistible to Lab lovers. Willow Creek. Pub. at $14.95. **$3.95**

**6942857 THE LINGUA FRANCA LABS.** A light-hearted A through Z romp depicting such admirable Lab traits as Acceptance, Bravery, Curiosity, Determination and Zeal. 256 pages. Price: $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**6942857 THE LINGUA FRANCA LABS.** A light-hearted A through Z romp depicting such admirable Lab traits as Acceptance, Bravery, Curiosity, Determination and Zeal. 256 pages. Price: $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**6942857 THE LINGUA FRANCA LABS.** A light-hearted A through Z romp depicting such admirable Lab traits as Acceptance, Bravery, Curiosity, Determination and Zeal. 256 pages. Price: $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**6942857 THE LINGUA FRANCA LABS.** A light-hearted A through Z romp depicting such admirable Lab traits as Acceptance, Bravery, Curiosity, Determination and Zeal. 256 pages. Price: $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**6942857 THE LINGUA FRANCA LABS.** A light-hearted A through Z romp depicting such admirable Lab traits as Acceptance, Bravery, Curiosity, Determination and Zeal. 256 pages. Price: $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**6942857 THE LINGUA FRANCA LABS.** A light-hearted A through Z romp depicting such admirable Lab traits as Acceptance, Bravery, Curiosity, Determination and Zeal. 256 pages. Price: $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**6942857 THE LINGUA FRANCA LABS.** A light-hearted A through Z romp depicting such admirable Lab traits as Acceptance, Bravery, Curiosity, Determination and Zeal. 256 pages. Price: $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**6942857 THE LINGUA FRANCA LABS.** A light-hearted A through Z romp depicting such admirable Lab traits as Acceptance, Bravery, Curiosity, Determination and Zeal. 256 pages. Price: $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**6942857 THE LINGUA FRANCA LABS.** A light-hearted A through Z romp depicting such admirable Lab traits as Acceptance, Bravery, Curiosity, Determination and Zeal. 256 pages. Price: $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**6942857 THE LINGUA FRANCA LABS.** A light-hearted A through Z romp depicting such admirable Lab traits as Acceptance, Bravery, Curiosity, Determination and Zeal. 256 pages. Price: $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**6942857 THE LINGUA FRANCA LABS.** A light-hearted A through Z romp depicting such admirable Lab traits as Acceptance, Bravery, Curiosity, Determination and Zeal. 256 pages. Price: $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**
Your Pets in Pictures

**305800X THE YORKIE DIARIES.** By Melissa Sovey. Ever wonder what's really going on inside those pretty little Yorkshire Terrier heads? A lot more than one of us imagine! This adorably compiled collection of some of the private Yorkie files, alongside beautiful color photos, will entertain and enlighten the JRT breed. Willow Creek. Pub. at $14.95

**3057836 PUG MUGS: Juvenile Delinquents.** They may be small, round, and sweet, but the mugs on these Pugs can't always be believed. Hidden beneath the big eyes and innocent-looking faces often lurks a Pug who has wandered to the wrong side of the tracks. Here is a collection of Pug mug-shots—caught in the act of their pernicious crimes! Willow Creek. Pub. at $14.95

**298901X CATS IN SWEATERS.** By Alice Defazio. If you're ever lucky enough to own a Labrador retriever, you know you have lessons to teach: they have an admirable, innate understanding of the joys and simplicities of life that makes everyone around them happier. This collection of beautiful images convey these lessons to help us understand the gift of being alive. Willow Creek. Pub. at $14.95

**3044610 101 USES FOR A YORKIE.** Marvel at this collection of 101 full-color photos of these energetic dogs performing daily tasks, from ferocious wyvern, to alarming food critic, dish washer, modest towelette, and many more. Willow Creek. Pub. at $14.95

**3049124 JACK RASCALS.** By Bonnie Louise Kuchler. Not an instruction manual, not an owner's guide, not even a training handbook. Instead, Jack Russell Terrier owners can enjoy ninety-six pages of frolicking fun and full-color photographs while gaining new insight into the plucky and lovable JRT breed. Willow Creek. Pub. at $14.95

**3057844 PUG PRINCIPLES: Celebrating the Canine Credo.** A delightful “learn by example” guide for human folk using thoughtful and clever quotes and dazzling Pug photographs. By following the Pug Principles, you'll be able to enjoy life's simple pleasures to the fullest. Willow Creek. Pub. at $14.95

**690054X POUNCE.** By Seth Casteel. An adorable, funny new collection of portraits showing cats and kittens as they jump through the pages. Pounce stretches out—alas in Casteel’s signature up-close, midaction style. Little, Brown. 10½x8½. Pbk. at $20.00

**6927815 CATS ON CATNIP.** By Andrew Martill. Whether a cat is eating catnip with it, or rolling around in it, catnip turns these domestic feline friends into hilarious balls of activity in this stirring collection of color photographs.

**3070830 UNDER DOGS.** By Andrus Burb. This heartwarming and unique look at man's best friend, with striking photos of dogs taken from below, is by turns surprising and hilarious—providing readers with a little-see view of the pets we love. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**3707296 LUKE & FORREST: My Saviors, My Salvation.** By Donna Demari. This touching volume follows the entire arc of the lives of two very special dogs while chronicling their remarkable journey in healing and lifting the author’s troubled life from darkness into light. Fully illus., most in color. 192 pages. Willow Creek. 11⅛x9⅝. Pub. at $35.00 *PRICE CUT to $3.95*

**2901445 DOGS IN CARS.** By Lan Yo Regan. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**2789009 SHAKE PUPPIES.** By Carl Davidson. 144 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 *PRICE CUT to $1.95*

**6904459 METAL CATS.** Photos by Alexandra Crockett. 136 pages, powerhouse Books. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

Encyclopedias & Almanacs

**2798970 THE CIA WORLD FACTBOOK 2019.** This comprehensive guide offers complete and up to date information on the world’s nations. Packed with data on the politics, populations, military expenditures, and economics of 2017. It also includes appendixes with useful information. A must have resource for students, journalists, travelers, and business people. 1130 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**3751244 THE NEWISH JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA: From Abraham to Zabar’s and Everything in Between.** By Stephanie Butnick et al. Deeply knowing, highly entertaining, and just a little bit irreverent, this fascinating encyclopedia of all things Jewish and Jew-ish covers culture, religion, history, habits, language, and much more. Includes hundreds of photos, charts, infographics, and illustrations. 318 pages. Artisan. Pub. at $36.00

**2938227 THE CIA WORLD FACTBOOK 2017.** From Afghanistan to Zimbabwe, this reference offers complete and up to date information on the world’s nations. Packed with data on the politics, populations, military expenditures, and economics of 2016. 1078 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99


**3689003 2020 THIS DAY IN HISTORY CALENDAR.** For history lovers and trivia buffs alike, this day by day record of the extraordinary happenings throughout the ages includes fascinating photographs that will delight all. Runs from January to December. 12 pages. Sourcebooks. 12x12. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**3691861 2020 LLEWELLYN’S DRAGON CALENDAR.** Spectacular dragons will bring you exhilarating opportunities and blazing courage all year long. These marvelous creatures, with great power and grace, encourage you to be bold and free of success. This 12 month calendar showcases clever drakes, ferocious wyvers, and more. Calendar runs January 2020 to December 2020. Llewellyn. 12x12. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95
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Sports & Leisure

**6824269 INCREDIBLE BASEBALL STATS.** By K. Hayey & R. Spaeda. Tells unique baseball stories showcasing extraordinary stats and facts in baseball history, through the 2015 season. The authors have scoured the records for untold tales and looked at familiar ones with new statistical insights to create a perfect resource for baseball fans from coast to coast. Illus. 279 pages. Sports Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $5.95

**2956685 INCREDIBLE BASEBALL STATS: The Coolest, Strangest Stats and Facts in Baseball History.** By K. Hayey & R. Spaeda. Tells unique baseball stories showcasing extraordinary stats and facts in baseball history, through the 2018 season. The authors have scoured the records for untold tales and looked at familiar ones with new statistical insights to create a perfect resource for baseball fans from coast to coast. Illus. 279 pages. Sports Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $5.95

**2979332 GOLF’S FORGOTTEN LEGENDS & INFORGETTABLE CONTROVERSES.** By Jeff Golde. Collects the stories of the first 100 years and covers legendary controversies and scandals—and also how golf and the Bible are interconnected. Illus. 191 pages. Morgan James. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $4.95

**2855909 SMART BASEBALL.** By Keith Law. This provocative volume takes the established view of baseball stats, undermining over a century’s worth of baseball dogma. Law examines how allowing three outs to be family friendly can get baseball’s irrational adherence to tradition, and offers a clear-eyed discussion of the new stats that are helping teams win. 301 pages. Triumph. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95

**2956683 AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF WOMEN’S WRESTLING: 100 Profiles of the Strongest in the Sport.** By LaToya Ferguson. Written by a noted authority, and containing full-color photos, this encyclopaedia references the fun, the drama, and the struggle of women’s professional wrestling through the years and on 100 different wrestlers, each profiled with relevant stats and includes their compelling stories. 272 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

**6718566 WWE ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW.** By S. Pantaleo & D. Miller. Learn the inside info on superstars such as John Cena, Seth Rollins and strange and fascinating facts about WWE superstars, including popular competitors from RAW, SmackDown Live, and NXT. This unique reference will surprise and delight wrestling fans and entertainment fans of all ages. 200 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9½x11. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**2841665 AT THE OLD BALLGAME.** Ed. by Jeff Silverman. Before multimillion-dollar salaries and luxury boxes, there existed the belief in players and the game itself. Nothing captures that spirit better than these 22 classic pieces by Ring Lardner, Zane Grey, Candy Cummings and others. 240 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95

**2979187 THE GREATEST EVER: The 2017 World Championship Collectible.** Ed. by W.H. Taft. This World Series story will be remembered for both its moments—Edelman’s incredible catch, Hightower’s two field goals and many more—and the unforgettable stories from the championship. This is the only book that dramatizes the shifting culture and society of the 1970s in the context of the greatest World Series ever. With full-color photos. 336 pages. Sports Publishing. Hardcover. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

**6823165 FACING THE GREEN BAY PACKERS.** Ed. by Chuck Carlson. A veteran sportswriter takes Packers fans inside the locker rooms, onto the sidelines, and out on the field with opposing players and coaches and covers the most dramatic moments, most intense rivalries, and most unforgettable games from Green Bay’s pro football lore. 184 pages. Sports Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $8.95

**6895549 VIKINGS 50: All-Time Greatest Players in Franchise History.** By Jim Brunton. In commemoration of its 50th anniversary, this is the definitive history of the Minnesota Vikings. Tarkenton and coaching titan Bud Grant. This volume covers them all. Fully illus. in color. 210 pages. Triumph. 9½x11½. Pub. at $29.95. $6.95

**372168X THE TOTAL BICYCLING MANUAL.** By R.F. James & the eds. of Bicycle Times. Exhaustive skills for the everyday cyclist. Comprehensive guidance on buying the right bike and getting the most out of your ride—whether you’re just getting started, training for trails, or beyond. Also includes illustrated instructions to guide you through a wide range of DIY repairs. Cover has metal corners. Weldon Owen. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00. $7.95

**2914466 THE NEUTRAL RACE, Shaped by the Giro d’Italia.** By Colin O’Brien. This account is a celebration of the Giro d’Italia in all its kaleidoscopic glory after more than one hundred stagings of this glorious race. A desperately never-it-all road race, how it all started, how the Giro has bred characters and stories that dramatize the shifting culture and society of its home. Photos, some in color. 238 pages. Pogacus. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95. $6.95

**3775216 AMERICA’S GAME: The NFL at 100.** By J. Rice & R.O. Williams. This intimate chronicle of the NFL’s first 100 years is a compelling, insightful, authoritative look at pro football’s grand transformation from a loose coalition to its eventual preeminence as an integral part of American life, and is filled with surprising tales from the locker room to the trenches. A must-read for NFL fans of all ages. Due Day. Paperback at $27.99. $21.95

**6927802 ELECTRIC OCTOBER: Seven Super Bowl Live XLV Minutes of Fame That Lasted Forever.** By Kevin Cook. Cook ruminates on the first ever televised World Series of 1947 between the New York Yankees and the Brooklyn Dodgers, when six men plucked from obscurity to shine on the sport’s greatest stage. For some, the 1947 Series was a memory to hold on to. For others, it would haunt their dreams for the rest of their days. 16 pages of stunning photos. 289 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00. $8.95

**2924390 THE NEW YORK YANKEES OF THE 1950S: Mantle, Stengel, Berra, and a Decade of Dominance.** By David Fisher. This comprehensive book on the Yankees features a new historical perspective. Fisher brings expertise and a knack for great storytelling to the saga of the most dominant decade in the annals of sport, set during a defining moment in U.S. history. Illus. 280 pages. $26.95. $19.95

**3774481 THE 1919 BLACK SOX SCANDAL.** By Dan Heyman. In the almost 100 years since eight White Sox players were banned for life from the game, accusations of player misconduct have continued. This story still haunts all of baseball. Hardcover. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95

**5200482 THE PATS: An Illustrated History of the New England Patriots.** By G. Staal & R.A. Johnson. This is the first complete story of the New England Patriots, from their inauguration as the Boston Patriots in 1960 to their championship in Super Bowl XXXVI. The definitive, lively, and robust history of New England’s most treasured sports team. Hardcover. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95

**6899498 50 SUPER BOWLS: The Greatest Moments of the Biggest Game in Sports.** By A. Maki & D. Naylor. Following the event’s beginning as the first World Championship Game between the NFL and the AFL in 1967 to the raucous worldwide cultural event that was Super Bowl 50, the authors recount the greatest story in America’s biggest game in this fully illustrated collector’s edition. 160 pages. Firefly. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. $12.95

**3704560 WWE 35 YEARS OF WRESTLEMANIA.** By B. Shields & D. Miller. For the first time, all the most exciting matches, celebrity appearances, and controversies in this premier event’s storied history. The key historic matches at every WrestleMania are explored in depth here so get ready for the greatest spectacle in sports entertainment! Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9½x11½. Pub. at $24.95. $19.95

**6895380 WINNING UGLY: A Visual History of the Most Bizarre Baseball Uniforms Ever Worn.** By Todd Radom. Just like there’s love out there for French bulldogs or persian cats there is both undefinable and immediately undeniable beauty in these ugly sweaters, ugly uniforms that hold a warm place in the hearts of all baseball fans, and this volume is an ode to that love. This book brings smiles and happiness to everyone who follows the game. Well illus. in color. 156 pages. Sports Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $6.95

**3772004 PITTSBURGH’S GREATEST ATHLETES.** By David Finoli. Greatness in sport is both undeniable and immediately recognizable. The athletes from Pennsylvania have been graced with a long history of athletes who embody the essence of greatness. Finoli covers the greatest fifty men and women athletes in Pennsylvania history, many in color. 366 pages. HMH. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $35.00. $26.95

**686550X DEATH ON MOUNT WASHINGTON: Stories of Accidents and Foolhardiness on the Northeast’s Highest Peak.** By Randi Minetor. Describes the circumstances behind the tragic tales of those who have lost their lives on the mountain. No one is safe from the mountain’s mercurial weather conditions. Learn from the mistakes of those that have climbed and remember to respect Mt. Washington on your next ski trip. 210 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. $13.95

**3765292 BASEBALL AMERICA HEAD OF THE CLASS.** By Matt Eddy. Trace the evolution and growth of the sport with four decades of contemporaneous reporting from Baseball America’s industry-leading voices. This volume collects 39 seasons of college baseball reporting, covering the years 1961-2019. Illus. in color. 280 pages. Baseball America. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

**3788854 NITRO CIRCUS LEGENDS, STORIES, AND EPIC STUNTS.** By K. Entwistle. Go behind the scenes of some of the premiere action sports companies in the world Nitro Circus! With stunning photography, and behind the scenes stories, you’ll feel like you’re right there in the nitro circus arena. This is the Nitro Circus you’ve always wanted to see! Hardcover. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95
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Martial Arts

3797252 THE ART OF LIFE AND DEATH: Lessons in Budo from a Ninja Master. By S. Aziz & D. Fletcher. Provides a reflection of the philosophy that lies hidden within the martial way. It is a glimpse at the hidden potential of the martial arts, one that the practitioner can embrace transcence and transformation in order to face all the fears that litter life and also life’s most fearsome opponent. Death. Illus. 224 pages. Tuttle. @ $17.95

4790710 THE SECRET ART OF COMBATIVES: Techniques to Disable Anyone in Seconds Using Minimal Force. By Vince Morris. Written by a ninth-dan master and a renowned expert on pressure point fighting, this book teaches 300 step by step photos which show each point and strike. 134 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. @ $15.95

6950698 TAEKWONDO GRAPPLING TECHNIQUES: Hone Your Combat Edge for Mixed Martial Arts. By Tom Tokitsu. Edge fighters need a new skill to add to their arsenal. This book will teach you how to achieve it, how to control the minds of your enemies, and much more. Illus. 202 pages. Tuttle. @ $8.99

3794229 THE INNER ART OF KARATE: Cultivating the Core of True Spirit. By Kenji Tokitsu. Explains the “coiling power” of Jin and how to use it. 218 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. @ $13.95

5519720 PRESSURE POINT FIGHTING: Techniques to Disable Anyone at a Glance. By Mark Chen. Features nine levels of instruction; over 600 photos with motion arrows; a nondenumerational approach to staff, stick, sword, and other grappling moves. This is an indispensable resource for all martial artists, in the field or out of it. 375 pages. YMMA. Paperbound. @ $19.95

2965854 JUDO FORMAL TECHNIQUES: A Basic Guide to Throwing and Grappling. By D. O. D. Freyberg. Offers a complete step by step instructions of the core techniques of throwing and grappling as well as important transitional movements, and applications. This is an indispensable resource for all martial artists. Fully illus. Tuttle. Paperbound. @ $14.95

3756821 CHEN STYLE TAIJIQUAN: History of a Martial Art. By Mark Chen. Chen Zhaopai (1893-1972) is universally recognized as a preeminent grand master of Chen family Taijiquan and is the founder of all taijiquan schools. This book tells the story of this significant martial art and its history. Illus. 232 pages. Blue Snake Books. Paperbound. @ $18.95

2976285 NJINJA: The Unofficial Secret Manual. By Stephen Turnbull. This secret manual will teach you everything you need to know before you begin your training, including famous ninja and their stunning achievements, invisibility and much more. Illus. 208 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperbound. @ $14.95

2916800 THE JUDO ADVANTAGE: Combatives with Modern Kinesiology. By Steve Scott. Explains the dynamics of how and why the human body works most efficiently for throwing, submission, and pinning techniques. This is a must-have book for this great sport. Author’s analysis also relate to other grappling sports such as Brazilian jiu-jitsu, Olympic and collegiate wrestling. Illus. 217 pages. YMMA. Paperbound. @ $16.99

3077578 KRAV MAGA COMBATIVES: Maximum Effect. By David Kahn. Designed for krav maga trainees, security-conscious civilians, law enforcement, security professionals, and military personnel alike, this guide includes key strategies; krav maga’s 12 most effective combatives; how to develop power and balance, and much more. 305 pages. YMMA. Paperbound. @ $17.95

5851009 THE ART AND SCIENCE OF STAFF FIGHTING: A Complete Introduction. By Lee VanDyke. Features nine levels of instruction; over 600 photos with motion arrows; a nondenumerational approach to staff, stick, sword, and other grappling moves. This is an indispensable resource for all martial artists, in the field or out of it. 203 pages. YMMA. Paperbound. @ $22.95

3914437 THE ART OF EXPRESSING THE HUMAN BODY. By Bruce Lee. Drawing directly from Lee’s copious training records and notes, editor John Little has set out in meticulous detail the ever evolving regimen employed by the martial arts icon of our time. In addition to serving as a record of Lee’s own training, this reference also provides simple to follow training routines. Illus. 256 pages. Tuttle. @ $8.99

3758753 STRIKING DISTANCE: Bruce Lee and the Dawn of Martial Arts in America. By Charles Russo. Based on over one hundred original interviews, this book chronicles not only Bruce Lee’s rise to stardom but also the heated martial arts proving ground that thrived on San Francisco Bay in the early 1960s. 240 pages of photos. 232 pages. Ulysses Press. Paperbound. @ $24.95

2914344 AKIDO AND THE DYNAMIC SPHERE. By A. Westbrook & O. Ratti. With over 1000 illustrations, this comprehensive guide provides a complete foundation in the practice of Aikido, as well as a basic introduction to a martial art—of self-defense that can be used against any form of attack. 375 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. @ $24.95

2905105 PLAY BALL: Doughboys and Baseball During the Great War. By Alexander F. Barnes et al. Illus., some in color. 258 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. @ $19.95

2997614 BIKE REPAIR & MAINTENANCE: Idiot’s Guides as Easy as It Gets! By Christopher Wiggins. Cycling is a great way to get outdoors and get exercise—and discovering how to repair your bicycle when things go wrong saves you time and money. This helpful guide will show you how to expertly care for and maintain your bike on your own. Illus. 210 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. @ $21.95

9537951 OBJECTS & H. Lew-Jones. 240 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x11. Paperbound. pub. @ $28.00


6944787 GOING YARD: The Everything Home Run Book. By Lee Smith. 228 pages. Haper. Paperbound. pub. @ $16.95


2891540 THE NOBLE ENGLISH ART OF SELF-DEFENCE. Illus. 86 pages. Fushin. Paperbound. pub. @ $9.95


2840225 THE CONQUEST OF EVEREST: Original Photographs from the Legendary First Ascent. By G. Lowe and P. Jones. 240 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperbound. pub. @ $39.95

2993376 A HISTORY OF AMERICAN SPORTS IN 10 OBJECTS. By Cai Murphy. Illus. 372 pages. Basic. Paperbound. pub. @ $29.99


546537X LOST BALLPARKS. By D. Van Doren & E.J..p. Fox. Illus., some in color. 144 pages. Palladium. pub. @ $19.95

2787228 HOCKEY CARD STORIES 2: More True Tales from Your Favorite Players. By Ken Reid. Well illus. in color. 268 pages. ECW Press. Paperbound. pub. @ $19.95

2965463 GREAT AMERICAN BASEBALL STORIES, ed. by Jeff Silverman. 252 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. pub. @ $16.00

6942156 A FRANCHISE ON THE RISE: The Twenty Years of the New York Yankees. By Dom Amore. Illus. 308 pages. Sports Publishing. Paperbound. pub. @ $18.95


2980105 RUN FOR YOUR LIFE. By Mark Cucuzzella. 364 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. pub. @ $16.95

2908050 DOG AND LEVENTHAL. Paperbound. pub. at $19.99

1997233 DORLING KINDERSLEY. 9x11. Pub. at $24.95

1997232 BOKER. Paperbound. pub. at $24.95

1997231 PALLADIUM. Paperbound. pub. at $24.95

1997230 SCHIFFER. Paperbound. pub. at $24.95

1997229 FALTZ. Paperbound. pub. at $24.95

1997228 DORLING KINDERSLEY. 9x11. Pub. at $24.95

1997227 SCHIFFER. Paperbound. pub. at $24.95
Travel

370087 THE HUNT FOR THE BURU: The True Story of the Search for a Prehistoric Human in New Guinea by Ralph Lazzard. This is a firsthand account of a 1948 journey to a treacherous valley in northern India in search of a mysterious creature. The book chronicles the movement in a remote valley in Assam, on a quest for the Buru, an elusive, monstrous reptile well documented by those native to the area. Photos. 176 pages. Craven Street. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $19.95


376414 POP-UP & BUILD NATIONAL PARKS. By Mike Graf. Discover the beauty of America’s national parks through pop-up and build models. Each national park is featured here in this lavishly illustrated volume. 176 pages. National Trust. Hardcover. Pub. at $28.95 $28.95

374051X RUINS: Discover Britain’s Wild and Beautiful Places. By Jane Eastoe. From romantic ruined castles to mountainous landscapes with this three-dimensional tour of its national parks. Each of the 59 U.S. national parks is profiled in this highly visual model of the nation’s most prominent parks—Yellowstone, Yosemite, Grand Canyon, Everglades, and Badlands—are featured as pop-up models that you will assemble. Fully illus. in color. 31 pages. Thunder Bay. Hardcover. Pub. at $24.99 $24.99

370997 BUMPING DOWN HIGHWAYS: From Boardrooms to Back Roads in an RV. By Jenni Rainey Edwards. Have you ever dreamt of getting behind the wheel of an RV? That’s exactly what a Prada-heeled, wearing-through airports, successful business woman and entrepreneur in her forties did. Take the adventure of a lifetime with Edwards as she bounces down one highway after another, facing the dangers with her “can-do attitude.” 287 pages. Post Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $16.00

294468 NORTH AMERICAN ROAD TRIPS: Unforgettable Journeys of a Lifetime. By Martin Derrick. Offers a broad cross-section of the many roads in the U.S., Mexico, and Canada—drives that have a deep cultural or historical significance. Within these pages there are mountain, ocean, desert, river, lake, and forest drives with each drive offering a truly unique experience. Fully illus. in color. 188 pages. Chartwell. 10x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $17.99

2921545 WHITE MOUNTAIN: A Cultural Adventure Through the Himalayas. By Robert Ferrigan. Following a winding road across the Himalayas to its physical end in Nagaland on the Indian-Burma border, Twigger encounters incredible stories from a unique culture. Along the way the author meets various robbers, pundits and prophets. The result is a sweeping, enthralling, and surprising journey through the history of the world’s greatest mountain range. Photos. 438 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $38.95 $38.95

2971224 CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’ ALONG ROUTE 66. By Joe Sonderman. This collection of vintage postcards is combined with photographs from highway departments, some modern images, and archival sources to capture the whole Route 66 experience. Film noir, juke joints, gas stations, restaurants, and roadside attractions along the legendary Route 66. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $21.99

3790522 ROUTE 66 ROADSIDE SIGNS AND ADVERTISEMENTS. By Joe Sonderman. Highlights iconic signs such as those for the Blue Swallow in Tucumcari, New Mexico, the Munger Moss in Shamrock, Texas, and more. Such signs harken back to a simpler time when traffic went bumper to bumper on Route 66 and companies could tout their businesses along the storied highway. Fully illus., most in color. 143 pages. Voyageur. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $19.99

3693805 CHURCHES AND CHURCHYARDS OF ENGLAND AND WALES. By Richard Hayman. This compact and accessible guide explores all aspects of the parish church, beginning by examining why churches are built where they are, and going on to explain how both church buildings and churchyards have changed over time. An indispensable primer for anyone who is curious about these fascinating properties. Well illus. in color. 152 pages. Shire. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $20.00


296927 GREETINGS FROM THE LINCOLN HIGHWAY. By Brian Bulko. The first continuous road to connect the coasts, the Lincoln Highway allowed newly motorized Americans to cross the country by car. This colorfully illustrated guide will take you through more than a century of the highway with stops at historic landmarks, bridges, taverns, movie palaces, diners, gas stations, ice cream stands and roadside attractions. 288 pages. Globe Pequot. 11x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $28.95 $28.95


3692949 THE 50 GREATEST CHURCHES AND CATHEDRALS OF GREAT BRITAIN. By Sue Dobson. Britain is famous for its churches and cathedrals, and these grand structures are full of little-known facts, histories and stories. Dobson takes you on an enlightening tour around these historic buildings, and provides fascinating details and interesting anecdotes. Photos. 288 pages. Icon Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $14.95

6929453 THE MOST BEAUTIFUL VILLAGES OF TUSCANY. By James Bentely, photos by H. Palmer. A stunning selection of the most beautiful villages in Tuscany, from 18th century villages to the 18th century towns of the Chianti region and the valley of the Orcia. 216 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $26.95

3791367 TIME SONG: Journeys in a Search of a Submerged Land. By Julia Blackburn. Blackburn, with Doggerland, the stretch of land that once connected Great Britain to Continental Europe but is now submerged by the North Sea. Blackburn brings us along on her journey to discover ancient and modern landscapes, introducing us to paleontologists, archaeologists, fishermen and others she meets along the way. 292 pages. Pantheon. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $27.95

3772721 THE SEINE: The River That Made Paris. By Claire Blaise. A river guide that takes the reader on a journey along one of the most historic and romantic rivers in the world. We are offered a vibrant, enchanting tour of the Seine and are invited to explore its magic for ourselves. Illus. 370 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95 $26.95

3755849 THE DOG WENT OVER THE MOUNTAIN: Travels with Albie–An American Journey. By Peter Zhoul. On the cusp of turning sixty-five, a man and his beloved rescue dog of similar vintage take a poignant, often bemusing journey across America. A big-hearted, welcoming country filled with memorable characters, a new-found appreciation for the life they temporarily left behind, and a determination to live more fully than ever. 24 pages of color photos. 270 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $27.95

3772047 RUBY FALLS, LLC. Found in Chattanooga, Tennessee, Ruby Falls is a chosen destination for half a million adventure seekers from around the world each year. Discover this iconic towering waterfall through the beautiful photographs and learn the history of its discovery in this fascinating volume. 95 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $12.95

3751198 WALKING WITH GHOSTS in PAPUA NEW GUINEA. By Rick Antonson. Brings to life a journey of physical and mental endurance in Antonson’s signature fashion, blending fascinating historical context with thrilling, true trials and tribulations of discoveries in faraway lands he narrates his most challenging adventure yet: a formidable trail through the remote regions of Papua New Guinea. 265 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $26.95

2945274 FULL MOON OVER NOAH’S ARK. By Rick Antonson. Takes readers through the shadows and broad landscapes of Turkey, Iraq, Iran, and Armenia, and showcases a troubled but fascinating area of the world. Antonson mixes vivid historical anecdotes with unexpected travel vignettes as he treks up Mount Ararat’s nearly 17,000 foot 382 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $24.99

3724093 TANGIER: From the Romans to the Rolling Stones. By Richard Hamilton. In this intimate portrait of a city, the former BBC correspondent explores Tangier’s hotels, cafes, alleys, and dark secrets to find out what it is that has inspired so many international writers, artists and musicians. 16 pages of photos, some color. 300 pages. Tangier through the history of the Faddist and French colonial eras to the present day, and investigating changing attitudes toward crime, punishment, detection, and policing. 160 pages. CICO Books. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $24.95

2979284 SHERLOCK HOLMES’S LONDON: Explore the City in the Footsteps of the Great Detective. By Rose Shepherd. Illustrated with photographs, drawings, maps, posters, and newspaper headlines, this volume offers an insight into the key role of the city in the life and work of Sherlock Holmes, from 1887 to the present day, and investigates changing attitudes towards crime, punishment, detection, and policing. 160 pages. CICO Books. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $24.95

2994880 THE OUT TAIL. By Mary Roberts Rinehart. This is the author’s adventures in the West, from fishing at Puget Sound to hiking the Bright Angel Trail at the Grand Canyon. Rinehart offers observations and insights into the history of twentieth century travel with humor and clarity of detail. 178 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $14.95

2984997 CHINA A TO Z, 2015 EDITION: Everything You Need to Know to Understand Customs and Culture. By May-Jee & Winberg Chai. Provides a practical and accessible guide to an ancient but rapidly changing culture. Perfect for business travelers, tourists, or armchair travelers, it explains the customs, languages, and etiquette essential for any trip or anyone wanting to understand this complex country. 320 pages. Plume. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $17.00

PUBLISHING
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**Puzzles & Games**

*The Everything Tabletop Games Book.* By Bebo. You’ll find more than 100 of today’s most popular tabletop games, including Azul, Codenames, Domino, Dungeons & Dragons, and more; photography showing how to set up games; along with information about hundreds of new expansion options to add a spark to some of your old favorites. 320 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $6.95

**370824 CELTIC DESIGNS: Classic & Color.** Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $6.95

**6953948 DOT-TO-DOT NATURE SCENES.** Would you like to keep your brain challenged while you chill out? Then choose this compelling new genre of dot-to-dot games. You get puzzles of nature scenes that combine brain training with puzzle solving and coloring-in fun. Parragon. 9½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**2947294 CHALLENGING TWISTERS.** By Fred Coughlin. Whether you are looking to practice your critical thinking skills or you just want to keep your mind sharp, these puzzles will provide a challenge for your workaday lobes—and you’ll have fun in the process. Includes 100 logic and number puzzles. Solutions provided. 116 pages. Skyhorse. $4.95

**2930277 FAMILY FUN NIGHT! TRIVIA NIGHT!** These lively placements are designed with your family meal in mind, with more than 35 family friendly trivia questions to get you and your family talking, thinking, and laughing! Some questions are easy, some are hard, and some are just plain fun. With 24 different placements, you can host a family trivia evening! Illus. in color. Cider Mill. 17x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

**3708759 DAY OF THE DEAD DOT-TO-DOT.** By Maddy Broek. Each of the sumptuous images in this volume is guaranteed to be a haunting journey of discovery. And when you're done, you can connect the dots and enjoy the images with your favorite color. Cider Mill. 17x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

**697242X ABSOLUTELY NASTY DOT-TO-DOT, LEVEL 1.** By Conceptis Puzzles. Take a break from the nasty world with these meditative and accessible dot-to-dot puzzles, revealing animal tracks, landscapes, and more. Solutions provided. 160 pages. Puzzlewright. Spiralbound. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95

**7009256 TERRIFIC DOT-TO-DOT PUZZLES.** By Conceptis Puzzles. Your favorite dot-to-dot puzzle designer is back with these elaborately and engaging puzzles. Subjects include a cat being rescued from a tree, a surfer riding a wave, a group of parrots on a perch, and much more. Solutions provided. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95

**3795179 MAGIC! Clear & Concise Explanations of Classic Illusions.** By E Iliou. A republication of the work originally published in 1903. From little table tricks to grand illusions, this how-to guide by a famed performer and author offers every aspiring magician with more than 200 popular illusions accompanied by explanations. Illus. 130 pages. Dover. Paperback. $7.95

**3789713 SINISTER SUDOKU.** By Frank Longo. Provides a sly, alluring test for even the best, most proficient experts, starting with advanced puzzles, then moving on to Sudoku that could crush even the most stalwart of solvers. Solutions included. 192 pages. Puzzlewright. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**3759296 WAY BEYOND BLACK BELT SUDOKU.** By Frank Longo. Go way beyond beginners with super-busting sudoku that require upper level strategies. The sudoku gradually become increasingly difficult as you go along from “pretty dam hard” to “excruciating.” Are you ready for the challenge? Solutions included. 192 pages. Puzzlewright. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**3780833 THE GREAT BOOK OF SUDOKU.** A bumper crop of more than 250 sudokus! A real treat for fans of all levels of ability, from beginner to expert. Solutions included. 304 pages. Sirius. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**2971082 MIND STRETCHERS, VOLUME 2.** Ed. by Allen D. Bradgon. Test your general knowledge and learn new facts with these fun and informative brain teasers that progress in skill level from “Warm-up” to “Merciless.” Includes word puzzles; sudoku; word searches; crossword puzzles; and much more. Solutions provided. 192 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8x10¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**2971080 MIND STRETCHERS, VOLUME 3.** Ed. by Allen D. Bradgon. Test your general knowledge and learn new facts with these fun and informative brain teasers that progress in skill level from easy to difficult. Includes: number puzzles; sudoku; word searches; crossword puzzles; and much more. Solutions provided. 192 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8x10¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**3754014 MIND STRETCHERS, VOLUME 4.** Ed. by Allen D. Bradgon. Stimulate those brain cells with these fun visuospatial, numerical, and logic puzzles. Tickle your neurons into action with a number puzzle. Fire up those synapses as you immerse yourself in word sudoku. Delight your densities with a word search workout! Solutions provided. 192 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8x10¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**2871262 LOST ICONS OF ROCK: Dot-to-Dot Portraits.** Thirty of rock’s greatest legends who were lost to us before reaching their prime. If you can connect the dots to portait, you’re done! $12.95 $4.95

**6975836 THE VERY BEST ONE-LINE MYSTERIES & BRAIN TEASERS.** By S Silverthorne & J. Warner. Sharpen your sleuthing skills with these super brain strainers! Put on your detective hat and prepare to solve the best mental challenges, wordplay, visual conundrums, and more is like a stealth boot camp for the brain. Solutions provided. 426 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**3787575 THE LITERARY BOOK OF ANSWERS.** By Carol Bolt. An updated edition of the bestselling divination tool and party favorite—a yes or no question, open the volume, and discover your answer in the form of quotations from the world’s most compelling literature. Hachette. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

**3791130 THE MOVIE BOOK OF ANSWERS.** By Carol Bolt. An updated edition of the bestselling divination tool and party favorite. Ask a yes or no question, open the volume, and discover your answer in the form of quotations from well-known movies. Hachette. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

**3720143 PUZZLELEPODDA.** By Robert Lighton et al. This is the A-Z collection of more than 200 quirky, brain bending, endlessly fun, and unusually unique puzzles. All you need is a sharp pencil and a little creativity to solve word searches, anagrams, and word finders. Price includes shipping and handling. 278 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**2930265 FAMILY FUN NIGHT CONVERSATION STARTERS.** These lively placements are sure to get you and your family talking, thinking, and laughing! With 24 different placements, and 375 thought provoking questions, they will brighten up any table and keep the family conversation flowing like never before. Illus. in color. Cider Mill. 17x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

**3160173 399 GAMES, PUZZLES & TRIVIA CHALLENGES SPECIALLY DESIGNED TO KEEP YOUR BRAIN YOUNG.** By Nancy Linde. Organized on an increasing scale of difficulty from “Warm-up” to “Merciless,” here are 399 puzzles, trivia quizzes, brain teasers, and word games that are both fun and engaging to play, and are expertly designed to stimulate the growth of new brain cells. Solutions included. 402 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**6789013 THE SATURDAY EVENING POST POST THE DIFFERENCES PICTURE PUZZLES.** By Sara Jackson. Features twenty-five pairs of color reproductions of iconic covers from The Saturday Evening Post, that invite you to spot the the eleven to fifteen differences between them. 64 pages. Dover. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**2956577 1001 DOT-TO-DOT DAY OF THE DEAD: Incredible Puzzles to Liven Up Your Day.** Features 42 dot-to-dot puzzles that provide hours of enjoyment and relaxing contemplation for those seeking to explore the heritage of the Mexican Day of the Dead. Each dot-to-dot puzzle includes informative text about the history, traditions, and celebrations associated with the day that honors those who came before, and whose memories we cherish. Thunder Bay. 9½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95
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Sudoku puzzles perfect for beginners; big grids with lots of space for easy solving, and an introduction by the puzzle-master himself—Will Shortz. Solutions included. St. Martin’s. 8½x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. [PRICE CUT to $4.95]

376933X WILL SHORTZ PRESENTS LARGE-PRINT TRAIN YOUR BRAIN SUDOKU PUZZLES. By Pzpl.com. LARGE PRINT EDITION. This collection of puzzles has everything you need for days, months, even years of solving. Included are 500 easy Sudokus, 250 medium, and 250 difficult, with lots of space for easy solving, and an introduction by the puzzle-master himself—Will Shortz. Solutions included. St. Martin’s. 8½x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. [PRICE CUT to $4.95]

370053X POSH LARGE PRINT LOGIC: 100 Puzzles. By The Puzzle Society. 9½x12¼. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Features one hundred large print medium-difficult logic puzzles that will exercise your mind while being easy on the eyes. Solutions provided. 232 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. [PRICE CUT to $4.95]

3778525 LARGE PRINT INSPIRATIONAL DOT-TO-DOT. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Features one hundred dot to dot puzzles is packed with over 120 inspiring pictures. Each one comprises 150–200 dots in an easy to read large print type, to ensure a relaxed enjoyable experience with no eye strain. 128 pages. Thunder Bay. Pub. at $8.99. [PRICE CUT to $2.95]


5751640 THE ULTIMATE COLORING FOR GROWN-UPS. By R. Hunter & T. Jensen. This activity book is packed full of coloring pages, connect-the-dots, paper dot, and color by numbers and patterns, and more—with a healthy dash of creative wit and grown-up themes. Includes more than 150 activities to distract from your most urgent work-related responsibilities. Fully illustrated. 172 pages. Plume. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. [PRICE CUT to $2.95]

3720187 WILDLIFE PARADISE: Dot-to-Dot in Colour. Using tree-forming species of trees and leaves, the puzzles are color-coded, each design is itself a work of art—connect the dots to reveal regal jungle beasts, minute insect masterpieces and pretty feathered friends, then color them in with markers or markers, Apple. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. [PRICE CUT to $2.95]

3734811 GAMES WITH CODES AND CIPHERS. By Norman Pallas. Intrigue your friends with these brain bending games and puzzles. By R. Hunter & T. Jensen includes playing cards and trick cards, along with a fully illustrated guide introducing you to tricks that are easy to do and require few special moves. Perfect for novices as well as those with a card-handling experience. 80 pages. Thunder Bay. Pub. at $19.99. [PRICE CUT to $9.99]

3740400 WILL SHORTZ PRESENTS THE GREAT BIG BOOK OF SUDOKU. VOLUME 2. This extra-large collection of 500 Sudokus is everything you need for days, months, even years of solving. So grab your pencil (or pen if you want to live dangerously) and enjoy passing the time with these great big grids! Solutions included. St. Martin’s. 8½x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99. [PRICE CUT to $9.95]
Crosswords & Word Games

3700313 Posh Large Print Crosswords 1: 100 Puzzles. By The Puzzle Society. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Features our hundred large print medium-difficult crosswords that will exercise your mind while being easy on your eyes! Solutions provided. 256 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

3763588 Large Print Inspirational Word Search. By Joke Fadgott et al. LARGE PRINT EDITION. If you love word search, this collection is sure to challenge your powers of observation but not your eyes! All the puzzles are themed around a motivational topic and the solutions are included in the back. 9x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

3787524 Large Print Acrostics. By Francis Hearney. LARGE PRINT EDITION. These all-new puzzles have been specially constructed with shorter quotes and fewer clues, which means these acrostics are quicker to solve, making them perfect for those who want to take a short puzzle break! Solutions included. 288 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

3786260 Large Print Word Search Puzzles #58. By M. Danna. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Challenging, baffling, and absorbing—these word search puzzles are easy to read and fun to do. There’s a little bit of pop culture, sports, and timelessly beloved topics to keep things interesting. Solutions included. 287 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $11.95

377676 THE HISTORY OF THE CROSSWORD. By John Haldern. Tells the fascinating story of how a seemingly simple black and white grid became the puzzle that has ultimately satisfied solvers for generations. Includes tips for black and white grids. 479 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Pub. at $28.95 $22.95

370386X THE CENTENARY OF THE CROSSWORD. By John Haldern. Celebrating the 100th anniversary of that most beloved word puzzle, this volume tells the fascinating story of how a seemingly simple black and white grid has confused, frustrated, and ultimately satisfied solvers for generations, with plenty of tips, puzzle samples, crossword stories, and more. Solutions provided. 221 pages. Andre Deutsch. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

285127X BRADFORD’S POCKET CROSSWORD SOLVER’S DICTIONARY. By Anne R. Bradford. Regarded as the authority for solvers and setters alike, this remarkable volume is the result of Bradford’s lifetime devotion to crossword solving—over 195,000 solutions for quick and cryptic crosswords. 564 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

2987088 TWISTY WORD SEARCH PUZZLES. By Dave Tuller. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $3.95


2988482 GREAT 30-MINUTE CROSSWORDS. By Martin Ashwood-Smith et al. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $3.95

2871769 WIDE-OPEN EASY THEMELESS CROSSWORDS. By Martin Ashwood-Smith. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $3.95


2988752 MENTAL FLOSS CRUNCHY CROSSWORDS. By Matt Gaffney. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. 8¼x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $3.95

2880883 BIZARRE CROSSWORD VARIANTS. By Henry Hook et al. 224 pages. Puzzlewright. Spiralbound. PRICE CUT to $2.95

Trivia & Impenetrables

3775208 UNCLE JOHN’S BATHROOM RESTAURANT MARKET CALLS. By The Bathroom Readers’ Institute. Earth’s teeming biosphere comes to life with this wild book about all creatures great and small, bizarre beasts and natural wonders such as an ape that dances like a bleu that plays video games, the explosive history of America’s deepest lake, two real continents that sank (like Atlantis); and the history of dirt. 436 pages. Portable Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

3830085 Things You Didn’t Know You Didn’t Know. By Tom Standaage. A mesmerizing display of smart, informed answers to questions that will otherwise torment you. Explains subjects both topical and time-honored. Is perfect for anyone interested in the world around them, this is the enlightening guide to nearly everything you wish you knew. 247 pages. The Economist. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

3610917 UNCLE JOHN’S BATHROOM READER TUNES INTO TV. Channel-surf your way through this reference and read about the origins of your favorite shows, cult hit phenomenons, the TV that influenced you, and the TV that you influenced. Including: newscaster boomers, how TV affects your brain, classic talk show feuds, Gilligant’s seven deadly sins, the untruths of reality TV, and much more. 504 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $4.95

3706230 NAPOLEON’S MORBIDITIES: And Other Small Events That Changed History. By Phil Mason. Hilarious, fascinating, and a roller coaster of dizzying historical what-ifs and lesser known anecdotes, this compendium is a potpourri for serious historians and casual history buffs that reveals how much of history turned out to be the consequence of fortune, accident, or luck. 253 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

2986078 MYTHS AND MISCONCEPTIONS: Uncovering the Truth About People’s Mistaken Beliefs. By Jon M. Samson. L.vnements, the Space Pen, the Salem Witch Trials, and Other Things You Thought You Knew. By Richard Benson. This volume will set the record straight on all the common myths that most people take for fact, making you the most well-informed smart-aleck in town. You’ll learn the truth about Panama hats, Jerusalem artichokes and much more! 94 pages. Racehorse. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

2986089 BUSTED: Mug Shots and Arrest Records of the Famous and Infamous. By Thomas J. Craughwell. Although the headlines fade, the humiliation, and the chilling smugness of the alleged criminal in the mug shot stands the test of time. Gathered here are 500 of the most famous, surprising, disturbing, and just plain laughable mug shots in history. Well illus. 479 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

2989455 THE UTTERLY COMPLETELY COMPELLING, ALL-CAPS SCIENCE FACT-O-PEDIA. By Wendy Leonard. Loaded with nearly 2,000 fun facts, this book will arm you with hundreds of useless (and not so useless) scientific tidbits. For instance, did you know that a single ounce of gold can be stretched into a wire more than five miles long, or that dolphins sleep with only half their brain at a time? Illus. 310 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

6923589 ABSOLUTELY CRAZY KNOWLEDGE: The World’s Funniest Collection of Amazing Facts. By Christian Millman. Amazingly interesting facts, revealed in a way guaranteed to make you laugh loud. Have a hilarious time testing your knowledge with multiple choice and true-false quizzes unlike any you’ve ever seen. Read the answers as you go, or challenge friends and family to see how smart they really are. Fully illus. in 150 pages. Studio Fun. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


3724118 RIPLEY’S BELIEVE IT OR NOT! Beyond the Bizarre! Text by Geoff Tribbals. Filled with thousands of strange stories, weird facts and hair-raising ordeals from around the world. Discover how one man lived in a sand castle for 20 years, and read about the cat with 28 toes, the superman that could travel fully illus. 256 pages. Ripley Publishing. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

3755314 THE ILLUSTRATED HISTORIES OF EVERY INVENTIONS. By Laura Hetherington. Here are the extraordinary true stories of the toaster, the passport, the toothbrush, the pizza saver, and sliced bread–along with many, many more fascinating discoveries! Illus. 145 pages. Whalen Books. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

6698203 EMBARRASSING WAYS TO DIE: The Ultimate Collection of 1,001 Daily and Undignified Ways You Can Exit the Stage of Life. By David Southwell. A side splitting treasury of the most absurd accounts of death by misadventure–and sadly they’re all true. 288 pages. Prior. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $7.95

2803275 THE BUMPER BOOK OF THINGS THAT NOBODY KNOWS. By William Hartson. Bringing together The Things That Nobody Knows and Even More Things That Nobody Knows, this bumper collection offers up a delightful collection of gaps in our knowledge of cosmology, mathematics, animal behavior, medical science, music, art, and literature–never before has ignorance been so entertaining. 512 pages. Atlantic. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

2988280 HOW FAT WAS HENRY VIII? And Other Questions on Royal History. By Raymond Lamont-Brown. Ever wondered how fat Henry VIII really was? Or what made Mary “Bloody”? This book provides the inquisitive reader an in-depth look at the secrets of our past royals. 190 pages. History Press. PRICE CUT to $3.95
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3149005 S'OTHER: The Story of a Man, His Mom, and the Thousands of Alltoogether Insane Letters She's Mailed Him. By Adam Chest. The author is the son of a very loving mom who, for almost thirty years, has peppered his life with uncollected advice, news updates, and morality lectures in the form of letters full of embarrassing, and utterly crazy letters. A very funny memoir based on these correspondences, Illus. 170 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $15.95 $3.95

374412 IN DOG YEARS I'M DEAD. By Growing Old (Dis)Gracefully, by Carol Lynn Pearson. This humorous collection of quips is for that vast half of humanity who realize they are on the inevitable road to aging and know that sharing laughter with friends is one of the best ways to live until you die. 128 pages. Gibbs Smith. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

314683 THE QUOTABLE WILL ROGERS. Edited by Joseph C. Carter. The West's favorite cowboy, humorist, and member of the cattlemen's deputizing service, Will Rogers, covers the details of Rogers's family history, the many milestones in his professional life, and America's fascination with this incredible figure. Rogers's famous quotes are woven throughout the volume, making it a thoroughly enjoyable read from start to finish. Well. Illus. 95 pages. Gibbs Smith. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


289276X IF YOU GIVE A BUNNY A CUPCAKE. By Sam Miserendino, illus. by O. Dum. Featuring humorous full-color illustrations that accompany the text, this heartwarming cautionary tale will amuse readers as it highlights the dangers of mixing alcoholic and small mammals. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $8.95

314633 THE AMAZING JOKES BOOK: The Ultimate Collection of Hilarious One-Liners, Puns and Gags. By Joel Jessup. Set out in an A to Z format, from alcohol to zombies, there's a joke here for every gag lover talking about Scottish and others from all over the world relating to stories, quotes, quips, and anecdotes from Scots

2899105 THE AMERICAN PEOPLE. By David Sedaris. Whether you chuckle at life and its absurdities. Titles like “How to Move to Canada: A Discontented American's Guide to Canadian Relocation” by Andre du Bree. Fed up with American social politics yet? This guide can not only get you to the Great White North, but it can also help you through the crucial information you’ll need to know upon arrival, like: How cold does it really get up there? Is it legal to ride a wild moose? Is maple syrup an acceptable substitute for money? And more. Illus. 134 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2830233 SHAKESPEARE FLUSH WITH VERSE: Classic Quotations for Times of Deep Thought. Did you ever wonder where the Bard came up with Shakespeare? Now, as you sit upon your own royal throne, you can spend a few minutes with the Bard himself. This hilarious collection of quotes will have you rethinking your Shakespeare knowledge all the way through. And these funny quotes won’t be so easy to flush out of your system! 62 pages. Cider Mill. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95

3738965 NONE OF MY BUSINESS. By P.J. O'Rourke. After decades covering war and disaster, O’Rourke takes on his scariest subjects yet—business, investment, finance, and the political phalanx. Whether you’re a corporate lawyer or just can’t. $12.95 $9.95

3738960 HOW TO MOVE TO CANADA: A Discontented American’s Guide to Canadian Relocation. By Andre du Bree. Fed up with American social politics yet? This guide can not only get you to the Great White North, but it can also help you through the crucial information you’ll need to know upon arrival, like: How cold does it really get up there? Is it legal to ride a wild moose? Is maple syrup an acceptable substitute for money? And more. Illus. 134 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2830314 THE WICKED WIT OF SCOTLAND. By Rod Grant. Illustrated by the author. This book collects witty together stories, quotes, quips, and anecdotes from Scots talking about Scotland and others from all over the world relating what they most admire about the country. 158 pages. Michael O' Mara. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

369734 I NEED A LIFEGUARD EVERYWHERE BUT THE POOL. By L. Scoteline & F. Serritella. The mother-daughter team returns with a new collection of funny and relatable true stories in which Lisa and Francesca as they regret drinking-on-line, try smelly-dating, and explore the freedom of a hiatus from men. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95


2807440 THE JOKEST KNOCK-KNOCK JOKE BOOK EVER WRITTEN...NO JOKES! By Brian Boone. Jam packed with more than 1,000 jokes about every subject under the sun, this collection will entertain you and your friends for countless hours. Illus. 232 pages. Castle Point. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

599365 LIVE RIGHT AND FIND FAME (ALTHOUGH BEER IS MUCH FASTER): Life Lessons and Other Fasters from Dave Barry. During the course of living (mumble, mumble) years, Barry has learned much wisdom, and he is eager to pass it on to the next generation of would-be geniuses. That in this uproarious funny examination of what one generation can teach another. Dave truths to his grandson and to his daughter. By Barry. Illus. 225 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

374160 ELECTED! PRESIDENT TRUMP PARODY BY T. Connor & J. Downey. Follow President Trump on his historic, world-altering journey from the cradle to The Donald to the Oval Office. In this inaugural and who's who of TrumpTimeline, President Trump promises to re-make America in his own image. Fully Illus. in color. 64 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

370177 A DIE HARD CHRISTMAS: The Illustrated Holiday Classic. By Doogie Horner, illus. by J.J. Harrison. For forty years, Sedaris has kept a diary in which he records everything that captures his attention. It is an account of how a drug abusing drop-out in the International House of Pancakes and a chronic inability to hold down a real job became one of the funniest people on the planet. 514 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

2899003 HOW TO MOVE TO CANADA: A Discontented American’s Guide to Canadian Relocation. By Andre du Bree. Fed up with American social politics yet? This guide can not only get you to the Great White North, but it can also help you through the crucial information you’ll need to know upon arrival, like: How cold does it really get up there? Is it legal to ride a wild moose? Is maple syrup an acceptable substitute for money? And more. Illus. 134 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95
**Humor**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>KAMA POOTRA: 52 Mind-Blowing Ways to Poop.</strong></td>
<td>Daniel Coughlin</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JAMES THURBER: Writings and Drawings.</strong></td>
<td>Edited by Garrison Keillor</td>
<td>Prentice Hall</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE JACKASS WHISPERER: How to Deal with the People You Work with at Home, Work and Online—Even When the Jackass Is You.</strong></td>
<td>By Scott &amp; Alison Stratton</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DAD JOKEs: The Good, the Bad, the Terrible.</strong></td>
<td>By Paul Woodgate</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TALKING NORTHERN TO ME.</strong></td>
<td>By Gary E. Motz</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>YOU'RE FORTY.</strong></td>
<td>By Dave Barry</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FASTER.</strong></td>
<td>By Dave Barry</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAUGHTER NEVER GETS OLD.</strong></td>
<td>By Alex Byrne</td>
<td>Michael O'Mara</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BETTER TIPS.</strong></td>
<td>By Dave Barry</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WHISPERS FROM THE GOD OF ABSURDITY.</strong></td>
<td>By John Martin</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE WICKED WIT OF IRELAND.</strong></td>
<td>By Alex Byrne</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GET OFF THE GRID!</strong></td>
<td>By Dave Barry</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE LIVING ROOM FARTEN LEXICON.</strong></td>
<td>By Dave Barry</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WHISPERS FROM THE GOD OF IDIOTY.</strong></td>
<td>By Alex Byrne</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE LITTLE BOOK OF SCOTTISH JOKES.</strong></td>
<td>By Greig Findlay</td>
<td>99 Cent University</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE SOCIAL JUSTICE WARRIOR HANDBOOK.</strong></td>
<td>By Lisa De Pasquale</td>
<td>99 Cent University</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SCANDINAVIA: NEVER STOP GROWING.</strong></td>
<td>By Mary Anne Cotter</td>
<td>99 Cent University</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAMINATED BOOKS.</strong></td>
<td>By Dave Barry</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $2.95</strong></td>
<td>By Dave Barry</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WIT’S END: What Wit Is, How It Works, and Why We Need It.</strong></td>
<td>By James Gentry</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Gardening Fundamentals & Techniques**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $5.95</strong></td>
<td>By Gordon &amp; Mary Hayward</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bugs &amp; Insect Pests.</strong></td>
<td>By Scott and Alison Stratton</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $5.95</strong></td>
<td>By Scott and Alison Stratton</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WONDERFUL GARDEN SEED BOOK.</strong></td>
<td>By Bob Flowerdew</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $9.99</strong></td>
<td>By Bob Flowerdew</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $5.95</strong></td>
<td>By Gordon &amp; Mary Hayward</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WONDERFUL GARDEN SEED BOOK.</strong></td>
<td>By Bob Flowerdew</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $9.99</strong></td>
<td>By Bob Flowerdew</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**General Non-Fiction**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GETTING YOUR CROP; and more.</strong></td>
<td>By Bob Flowerdew</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BOY AND HIS DOG THE BOOK OF THE SHOW.</strong></td>
<td>By Bob Flowerdew</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SIZE DOESN'T MATTER.</strong></td>
<td>By Bob Flowerdew</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>$8.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Food & Drink**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3758433 ZAPPED BY THE GOD OF ABSURDITY.</strong></td>
<td>By Paul Krasner</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>920034 PRAKTS AND TRICKS: Practical Jokes and Gags to Wind People Up or Get Your Revenge!</strong></td>
<td>By Paul Zenon</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2910772 THE LITTLE BOOK OF SCOTTISH JOKES.</strong></td>
<td>By Greig Findlay</td>
<td>99 Cent University</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE SOCIAL JUSTICE WARRIOR HANDBOOK.</strong></td>
<td>By Lisa De Pasquale</td>
<td>99 Cent University</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SCANDINAVIA: NEVER STOP GROWING.</strong></td>
<td>By Mary Anne Cotter</td>
<td>99 Cent University</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAMINATED BOOKS.</strong></td>
<td>By Dave Barry</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $2.95</strong></td>
<td>By Dave Barry</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WIT’S END: WHAT WIT IS, HOW IT WORKS, AND WHY WE NEED IT.</strong></td>
<td>By James Gentry</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Gardening**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $5.95</strong></td>
<td>By Gordon &amp; Mary Hayward</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WONDERFUL GARDEN SEED BOOK.</strong></td>
<td>By Bob Flowerdew</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $9.99</strong></td>
<td>By Bob Flowerdew</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Health & Self-Help**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAUGHTER NEVER GETS OLD.</strong></td>
<td>By Alex Byrne</td>
<td>Michael O'Mara</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BETTER TIPS.</strong></td>
<td>By Dave Barry</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WHISPERS FROM THE GOD OF IDIOTY.</strong></td>
<td>By Alex Byrne</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE LITTLE BOOK OF SCOTTISH JOKES.</strong></td>
<td>By Greig Findlay</td>
<td>99 Cent University</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE SOCIAL JUSTICE WARRIOR HANDBOOK.</strong></td>
<td>By Lisa De Pasquale</td>
<td>99 Cent University</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SCANDINAVIA: NEVER STOP GROWING.</strong></td>
<td>By Mary Anne Cotter</td>
<td>99 Cent University</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAMINATED BOOKS.</strong></td>
<td>By Dave Barry</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $2.95</strong></td>
<td>By Dave Barry</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WIT’S END: WHAT WIT IS, HOW IT WORKS, AND WHY WE NEED IT.</strong></td>
<td>By James Gentry</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Travel & Adventure**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADVENTURE IN HANDCUFFS.</strong></td>
<td>By Paul Jillette</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAMOUS MEN WHO WERE MURDERED.</strong></td>
<td>By Dave Barry</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOMELAND.</strong></td>
<td>By Dave Barry</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TELL ME WHERE THE STONES ARE.</strong></td>
<td>By Dave Barry</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $3.95</strong></td>
<td>By Dave Barry</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Language & Literature**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZAPPED BY THE GOD OF ABSURDITY.</strong></td>
<td>By John Martin</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAUGHTER NEVER GETS OLD.</strong></td>
<td>By Alex Byrne</td>
<td>Michael O'Mara</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HATTIESBURG: ONE COMEDIAN’S TOUR OF THE SOUTH.</strong></td>
<td>By Paul Jillette</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRINCIPLES AND PRAGMATICS OF A LATE-NIGHT SHAMAN.</strong></td>
<td>By Alex Byrne</td>
<td>Michael O'Mara</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE LITTLE BOOK OF SCOTTISH JOKES.</strong></td>
<td>By Greig Findlay</td>
<td>99 Cent University</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE SOCIAL JUSTICE WARRIOR HANDBOOK.</strong></td>
<td>By Lisa De Pasquale</td>
<td>99 Cent University</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SCANDINAVIA: NEVER STOP GROWING.</strong></td>
<td>By Mary Anne Cotter</td>
<td>99 Cent University</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAMINATED BOOKS.</strong></td>
<td>By Dave Barry</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $2.95</strong></td>
<td>By Dave Barry</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WIT’S END: WHAT WIT IS, HOW IT WORKS, AND WHY WE NEED IT.</strong></td>
<td>By James Gentry</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For Young Readers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $5.95</strong></td>
<td>By Gordon &amp; Mary Hayward</td>
<td>Andrews McMeel</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WONDERFUL GARDEN SEED BOOK.</strong></td>
<td>By Bob Flowerdew</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $9.99</strong></td>
<td>By Bob Flowerdew</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gardening Fundamentals & Techniques

2962276 PRUNING, TRAINING, AND TIDYING: Bob’s Basics. By Bob Flowerdew. Offers the most effective pruning basics, and explains how to get maximum results without obsessing over the growing pattern of every plant. Flowerdew takes you through the different types of trimming and the techniques for building the most effective supports. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

2965723 GARDENING WITH BIOCHAR: Supercharge Your Soil with Bioactivated Charcoal. By Jeff Cox. The key to growing bigger, more nutritious crops is biochar, a raw material made by slow-roasting organic matter into a highly porous, nutrient-rich fertilizer. Biochar—slow-roasted organic material inoculated with compost—creates the perfect habitat for soil enriching microorganisms. Learn to make and use this powerful soil amendment with long-term benefits for your garden. In color. 128 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

2911345 THE WELLNESS GARDEN: Grow, Eat, and Walk Your Way to Better Health. By Shwana Coronado. Details exactly how Coronado has learned to use her garden as a tool in her battle with osteoarthritis and other chronic pain issues. In this inspiring but highly practical book, you’ll learn her life-changing garden experience how to create your own Wellness Garden and gain the healthier lifestyle you desire and need. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Cool Springs Press. Paperback. Pub. at $32.99 $12.95

★ 5540836 THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO AQUAPONIC GARDENING. By Meg Stout. Learn how to raise two crops (fish and vegetables) in a single, self-contained, eco-friendly space. This book provides nutrition for the plants, while the plants clean the water for the fish. This guide provides all you need to know to build and care for an aquaponic garden. Illus. 334 pages. Alpha. $19.95

2867613 50 WAYS TO KILL A SUGAR. By Sarah Ford. Written with a “side of humor,” this little but informative guide provides you tips and tricks for getting rid of your garden’s number one enemy: the sug. Illus. 96 pages. Hamlyn. Paperback. Pub. at $5.99 $3.95

★ 3790655 FOR HEDGE, B OXLAND: THIRD EDITION. By Brian Capon. First published in 1990. The most complete, compact, and accessible introduction to the world of botany. From plant anatomy to basic growing techniques, this book describes the science of plants in plain language anyone can understand, and can make anyone a better gardener. Well illus. in color. 268 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $14.95

★ 6930859 GARDENING UNDER LIGHTS: The Complete Guide for Indoor Growers. By Leslie F. Hallack. The key to growing indoors is understanding how plants use light, then providing what they need. The author covers it all: the basics of photosynthesis, the most up to date growing tools and techniques, and techniques to help plants thrive inside. These bright ideas will light up your indoor garden, no sun required. Well illus. in color. 246 pages. Timber. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

★ 2963726 THE CANNABIS GROW BIBLE, 2ND EDITION. By Ed Rosenthal. This is the Bible of cannabis growing, now updated with more than twice as much information. Ed Rosenthal has gathered all his knowledge of growing techniques and procedures: growing indoors and outdoors; propagating your crops (fis... $15.95


★ 3701068 DAFFODIL: The Remarkable Story of the World’s Most Popular Flower. By J. Whitworth. Charts the story of the daffodil, from the tombs of the Pharaohs to Cornwall’s burgeoning bulb business and diversity in the modern era. The listings focus on those species most suitable for growing in North America, whichever of the hardiness zones your garden or yard is situated in. Fully illus. in color. 576 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

★ 3730840 HAPPY CACTUS: Cacti, Succulents, and More. Ed. by John Pitblado. Features more than 100 popular cacti and succulents, along with practical advice about where to position your plant, how to help it flower, and how to keep it healthy. Showing you what makes your cactus or succulent unique and how it might behave when given a little love, this is your essential guide to pleasing your plants. Illus. in color. 144 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

★ 3790207 BEST PERENNIALS FOR SUN AND SHADE: Home Grown Gardening. Profiles the easiest to grow and best performing perennials for both sunny and shady locations. From controlling pesky bugs and deadheading to staking tall plants and taking root cuttings, everything a beginning gardener needs to start a garden is here. Fully illus. in color. 245 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $9.95

3787818 LOVES ME, LOVES ME NOT: The Hidden Language of Flowers. By Peter Loewer. This beautifully illustrated reference explores the hidden meaning of floral messages with intriguing stories. You’ll find plant lore, unexpected historical connections, or simply an opportunity for romance with a beloved in a unique way.

3790215 BEST ROSES, HERBS, AND EDIBLE FLOWERS: Home Grown Gardening. This quick reference to roses, herbs, and edible flowers takes the guesswork out of gardening with a selection of the easiest to grow and best performing plants. No trial and error—you’ll get it right the first time with this guide. Fully illus. in color. 263 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $9.95

★ 3758419 DIY AUTOFLOWERING CANNABIS: An Easy Way to Grow Your Own. By Jeff LOWENFELD. Written by a gardening authority, this full-color illustrated guide provides insight into the history and benefits of Autoflowering Cannabis, its origins, chemistry, and growing habits; step by step growing methods, including tips and tricks; and how to breed your new plants. 166 pages. New curious. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95


★ 6805485 50 BEAUTIFUL DEER-RESISTANT PLANTS: The Prettiest Annuals, Perennials, Bulbs, and Shrubs That Don't Tolerate Deer. By Ruth Rogers Clausen. This inspiring guide offers everything a plant-lover with a deer problem needs to know. Clausen also includes dozens of deer-resistant companions and smart design tips for pulling it all together. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

★ 3700003 FLORA AMERICANA: A Gardener’s Encyclopedia of Plants, Trees, and Shrubs of the American Garden. By David Austin et al. A comprehensive encyclopedia containing detailed information, organized in A to Z format, with a subject index. The listings focus on those species most suitable for growing in North America, whichever of the hardiness zones your garden or yard is situated in. Fully illus. in color. 576 pages. Book Publishing, 9/1 at 12.
Plant Directories & Growing Guides

**3730476 GROWING HEIRLOOM FLOWERS:** Bring the Vintage Beauty of Heirloom Flowers to Your Garden. By Chris McLaughlin. This volume is your introduction to the beautiful world of heirloom flowers. In these pages you’ll learn about the most important heirloom species, detailed advice on growing, propagating, and cutting, inspired design ideas and projects, and everything you need to become a part of the heirloom flower movement. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Cool Springs Press. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95.

**5715288 BOTANICA: The Illustrated A-Z of over 10,000 Garden Plants and How to Cultivate Them.** By Geoff Bunni et al. A comprehensive reference which, in alphabetical order, relates all the information necessary for successful gardening, reveals useful background and interesting anecdotes, featuring dozens of species from all over the world. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. White Lily. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.

**3795198 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PLANTS & FLOWERS.** Ed. by Christopher Brickell. Find the best for your garden with this lavishly illustrated catalog of more than 8,000 plants, from trees and shrubs to water plants and exotics. Organized by size and color within each plant type, such as bulbs, climbers, and bedding plants, to make selection easy and enjoyable. 744 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9¾x11. Paperback. Pub. at $75.00.

**2998955 THE FLOWER-POWERED GARDEN: Supercharge Your Borders and Containers with Bold, Colourful Plant Combinations.** By Andy Vernon. For a garden bursting with color, the author’s tips on re-imaging beds and borders, his expert advice on plant care and fifteen dazzling color themes; and a foreword by Anthony Trollope. Illustrated throughout. To make your plan a reality. 296 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95.

**3189294 TEMPERATE GARDEN PLANT FAMILIES: The Essential Guide to Identifying Your Own Garden Plants.** By Stephen Goldblatt & J.C. Manning. Botanists, horticulturists, gardeners, and students will find this guide helpful with the information you need to make a confident identification and be able to recognize similarities among related genera. Well illus. in color. 316 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95.


**3731111 THE VEGETABLE BIBLE.** By Tricia Swanton. It’s not hard to eat your vegetables when you have this cornucopia of information on more than 140 varieties, with detailed growing charts and helpful gardening facts for each. Includes information on how to grow the five best vegetables for every region, as well as hundreds of delicious, healthy recipes. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Thunder Bay. 6x11¼. Hardcover. Pub. at $24.95.

**3703835 THE WILDFLOWERS OF NEW ENGLAND: The Wildflower Book for the 21st Century.** By Stephen Leslie. Provides an in-depth focus on the tools, methods, and technical expertise you need to successfully manage a market garden with draft animal power. Lessons are enhanced with reports from the field, including farm profiles, detailed descriptions of new tools and home-built solutions contributed by more than 60 draft animal experts. Well illus. in color. 3 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95.

**4622448 GROW ALL YOU CAN IN 3 SQUARE FEET.** Ed. by Tia Sarker. No matter how small your space, get every inch of it growing with tasty fruit and vegetables. This guide proves you can grow anything. Learn what to grow, how to use your space efficiently and how to maximize your yield. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.

**389887X THE ORGANIC NO-TILL FARMING REVOLUTION: High-Production Methods for Small-Scale Farmers.** By Andrew Mefferd. If the ground could be prepared for planting without tilling, time and energy could be saved, soil and organic matter increased, carbon sequestered, and dependence on machinery reduced. This is the only manual of its kind, specifically written for natural and small-scale farmers who wish to expand or explore chemical free regenerative farming. Well illus. 236 pages. New Society. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99.


**3741516 PLANTS THAT CAN KILL: 101 Toxic Species to Avoid.** By Nancy J. Ondra. Take control of the weeds in your yard. This is the only manual of its kind, specifically written for natural and small-scale farmers who wish to expand or explore chemical-free regenerative farming. Well illus. 236 pages. New Society. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99.


Vegetable Gardening

2979063 GROW SOMETHING DIFFERENT TO EAT. By Matthew Biggs. A need to plot a guide to growing and enjoying more than 50 incredible edible plants guaranteed to spuce up your harvest and thrill your taste buds: hearty greens and succulent roots such as Salsola and Yacon; flavorful herbs and spices like Sweetleaf and Japanese Ginger; and delicious fruits such as Finger Limes. Well illus. in color. 222 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95


3729835 THE BONSAI WORKSHOP. By Heri L. Gustafson. Showcases numerous examples of the ancient art of plant containment and sculpture, examines the rules of styling, pruning and training, the types of bonsai available, and the how-tos of creating, caring for and maintaining a specimen. Fully illus. in color, 208 pages. Sterling. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

3785636 STRAW BALE SOLUTIONS. By Joel Karsten. In this collection of fascinating illustrated stories of straw bale gardening you’ll meet dozens of gardeners who will inspire you to give it a try. In any climate and on any continent, you can grow beautiful fresh vegetables where no food has grown before. 176 pages. Cool Springs Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99.

GARDENING WITH JUNK: Simple and Innovative Planting Ideas. By Adam Caplin. Demonstrates how you can take all sorts of containers and recycle them into fun and practical pots. Learn which plants are best suited to which pots; make great containers; and create stunning garden features for you or your friends and family. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. ICO Books. Pub. at $19.95

HOW TO WINDOW BOX: Small-Space Plants to Grow Indoors or Out. By C.A. Gordon. Whether the window faces south where the sun floods in or north with nothing but shade, these indoor and outdoor projects show you how to grow your own herbs, sunny and shady vegetables, and other edible plants in containers. Includes all the information you need to get started, including complete crop selection charts. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

GARDENING: A Beginner's Guide. By Janit Calvo. Discover how to craft your own beautiful tiny gardens with lush plantings, stylish accents, functioning water features, and perfect pathways. Choose the best plant varieties, learn the secrets of scale and illusion, and design and create a unique miniature work of art. Well illus. in color, 256 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

MINIATURE JAPANESE GARDENS: Beautiful Bonsai Landscape Gardens. By Kent Kobayashi. Rooted in the ancient Zen garden tradition, this guide shows you how to select all the materials, and utilise what nature has given you. Packed with complete miniature gardens, detailed plans of 40 different miniature gardens provide templates for trying various types of arrangements, inspiring your creativity. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Tuttle. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $19.99
Garden Features & Furniture

3710319 THE REVOLUTIONARY YARDSCAPE: Ideas for Repurposing Local Materials to Create Containers, Pathways, Lighting, and More. By Matthew Levesque. Shows you how to find the best salvage materials, and how to transform them into unique, sustainable garden projects. From simple creations like a planter made from an old toolbox to projects such as arbors made from window shutters, the ideas in this guide represent the best in innovative re-use garden design. Fully illus. in color. 189 pages. Timber. Pub. at $22.95. PRICE CUT to $13.95.


INSECTIVOROUS PLANTS. How They Catch Their Prey and What They Can Tell Us About Evolution. By Peter H. Raven. In this beautifully illustrated book, the author offers a fascinating glimpse into the world of insectivorous plants. 284 pages. Timber. Pub. at $27.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95.

LITTLE FREE LIBRARIES & TINY SHEDS. By Philip Schmidt. Small structures are sprouting up in front yards and green spaces around the world, evidence of a growing trend toward community building through the distribution of free books, nonperishables, and other items. This guide is a source of inspiration and how to find out more about joining this growing phenomenon. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. PRICE CUT to $13.95.


Trees, Shrubs & Plants

3702324 SHRUBS: Discover the Perfect Plant for Every Place in Your Garden. By Andrea Clark. Shrubs are a shrub for virtually any garden situation, and McIndoe, one of the world’s foremost woody plant experts, offers invaluable recommendations on the type and height a shrub requires for every space in your garden. He also suggests shrubs and companion plants that smell heavenly, bloom effusively, repel pests, and attract wildlife. Fully illus. in color. 332 pages. Timber. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95.

2942682 TREES: Owners’ Workshop Manual. By K. Rogers & T. Kirkham. A comprehensive guide to selecting, planting and maintaining trees. The many recommended trees for the right place and explains some of the many benefits of trees that are applicable to homeownes. Learn how trees can reduce your heating bill, lower filter air pollution. Well illus. in color. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95.

3731707 FANTASTIC FUNGI! How Mushrooms Can Heal, Shift Consciousness & Save the Planet. Ed. by Paul Stamets. This visually compelling companion to The Magic Beneath Us, the life-affirming film about mushrooms, expands upon the film in every way through extended transcripts, new essays, and interviews, and even more facts about the fantastic realm of fungi. Fully illus. in color. 181 pages. Earth Pictures. 8¾x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95.

3734460 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO OUTDOOR CARPENTRY, 2ND EDITION. From picnic tables to garden bridges, creating beautiful, functional furnishings for your yard is a great way to develop your woodworking skills. The projects and crafts in this guide rely on homgrown and foraged materials that will inspire creativity and capture the bounty of the seasons. There are easy practical and decorative projects for use in the garden and home. Includes step by step instructions as well as simple crafting and gardening tips that will make your projects successful. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95.

37709X THE ONCE AND FUTURE FOREST: California’s Iconic Redwoods. By Andy McIndoe. There is a bounty of information on the Redwood League’s history of redwoods and a source of inspiration about the iconic forests and the people who work to protect them. Filled with 175 monographs on 135 lesser-known plants. 286 pages. Save the Redwoods League. $21.95.

3758516 BEE HOTEL: All You Need to Know in One Concise Manual. By Melanie von Orellow. Contains easy to follow instructions on making every kind of bug hotel and includes ideas for some first-year accessories for a fraction of the cost of buying them. Over 40 plans with clear instructions for all skill levels, including seating, yard structures, garden projects and more. 240 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. $7.95.

3777146 GARDEN BUILDER: Plans and Instructions for 35 Projects You Can Make. By Jo Ann Moser. Shows you how to create unique items that will make your garden work more efficiently or look more appealing. With complete plans and how to instructions, you will see how easy it is to become an accomplished garden craftsman. Projects include birdhouses, sculptures and structures. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95.

370212X CONCRETE GARDEN PROJECTS. By M. Nilsson & C. Arvidsson. Offers up an inspiring array of creative projects that can be made next to your house or office, including simple creations like a planter made from an old toolbox to projects such as arbors made from window shutters. Fully illus. in color. 132 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95.

3756047 HANDMADE FOR THE GARDEN. By Susan Guaguilmi. Enhance your outdoor space with DIY ten project instructions, embellishing ideas and more with the 75 ingenious projects in this guide. Among the myriad projects are hothouses, painted, shaped containers, tips for using terracotta and raised bed boxes; and more. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Stewart, Tabori & Chang. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.50. $9.95.

3725052 PALLET WOOD PROJECTS FOR OUTDOOR SPACES. By Hester van Overbeek. Packed with ideas for using pallet wood to make stylish garden furniture and accessories. Features clear step by step instructions and color photos showing how to make the 33 contemporary projects which include: benches, tables, shelving units, storage ideas, and much much more. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8¼x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.

3742593 LITTLE FREE LIBRARIES & TINY SHEDS. By Philip Schmidt. Small structures are sprouting up in front yards and green spaces around the world, evidence of a growing trend toward community building through the distribution of free books, nonperishables, and other items. This guide is a source of inspiration and how to find out more about joining this growing phenomenon. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. PRICE CUT to $13.95.
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The world's most beautiful plants, an essay on the world's most beautiful flowers, an essay on the world's most beautiful trees.
Garden Tours & Notable Gardens

3783529 THE SECRET GARDENS OF CHARLESTON. By Louisa Pringle Cameron. Charleston is famous for its 1800s mansions and gardens, many of which are open to the public.

3785048 AMERICAN GARDENS 1890-1930: Northeast, Mid-Atlantic, and Midwest Regions. Ed. by Sam Watters. This volume explores the gardens of notable people such as Frank Lloyd Wright.

3750749 ROYAL GARDENS: Extraordinary Gardens from Around the World. By M. Chamblas-Ploton, photos by J.-B. Leroux. These gardens are open to the public and feature remarkable designs.

3702549 GARDEN MAGIC: Making the Ordinary Extraordinary. By George Carter, photos by H.C. Wright. This book features gardens that are transformed into magical spaces.

3720840 ALL THE PRESIDENTS’ GARDENS. By Darlene Zimmerman. Inside you’ll find 22 top-drawer technique projects featuring beautiful 1930s reproduction fabrics.


2991827 FINDERS KEEPS CALICO’S. By E. McCutcheon. Make 16 Triangle Quilts with One Easy Technique. By Kathy Brown. Provides an astonishing collection of 16 quilts—all based on the same cut from a single ruler. Inside you’ll find visually appealing designs for all skill levels, each created using a right-angle triangle ruler.

3722112 SPOTLIGHT ON NEUTRALS: Quilts and More for Any Decor. By Pat Wys. If you think neutral fabrics are only for backgrounds and frames, think again. See what can happen when sophisticated taupes, warm browns, rich creams, and contemporary greens take center stage. Includes instructions and large quilt designs as well as smaller quilt designs.

299495X THE QUILTMAKER’S BUTTERFLY FLY. By Felicia T. Bronco. Features twelve full-size butterfly patterns with color schemes that stitch up fast using raw-edge applique. There are eight projects, from large quilts to pillows and place mats, for you to try at your hand. Includes pull-out templates and step by step instructions.

6567782 SLASH YOUR STASH: Scrap Quilts from McCall’s Quilting. By Mary V. Green. Enjoy an array of scrap quilts especially selected for their variety of styles, skill levels, techniques, and sizes. Choose from 16 attractive pieced and appliqued designs from the pages of McCall’s Quilting; gather inspiration from expert designers and play with a variety of scraps to give your projects depth and individuality.

2995115 SIMPLY STUNNING SEAMLESS QUILTS: 14 Easy Projects to Fuse. By Anna Faustino. Includes 14 projects using easy to cut QuiltLine Designs, fusible techniques, and no piecing. Faustino gives expert advice on finishing raw edges and adding embellishment, cutting tips, plus everything you need to create amazing stunning quilts.

2996863 QUILT WITH TULA & ANGELA. By T. Pink & A. Walters. Known for her cool, innovative style, Tula will inspire you to toss your color wheel and commit to her signature bags, baskets, and pouches.

3760300 TRIBUTES AND TREASURES: 12 Vintage-Inspired Quilt Projects. By Heather & Elissa Willms. Twelve unique projects for all skill levels, techniques, and sizes. Choose from small wall hangings to today’s modern quilters. Fully illus., color. 190 pages. Landauer Publishing. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. 3.95.

3777093 ADVENTURES IN CIRCLES: Quilt Designs from Start to Finish. By Leigh E. McDonald. Discover the excitement of working with curves in this collection of twelve quilts. Learn the latest tricks for cutting and sewing circles; then apply your new skills in eight creative projects. Choose from small wall hangings to today’s modern quilters.

3721014 SIMPLE COMFORTS: 12 Cozy Lap Quilts. By Kim Diehl. A fresh approach to combining colors, inspired by heartwarming stories you can relate to. With the step by step information provided, you’ll move beyond quilting with strip sets, templates, techniques, and ideas for creating.

2994941 QUILT TRADITIONS. By Desiré Lavigne. The twelve projects included here are repeat-block quilts, inspired by heartwarming stories you can relate to. With the step by step information provided, you’ll move beyond quilting with strip sets, templates, and ideas for creating.

2974967 NEW CLASSIC PATCHWORK: 78 Original Motifs and 10 Projects. By Yoko Saito. Yoko Saito offers a cornucopia of original designs in her signature lap quilt style. She brings her unique interpretation of folk-inspired blocks—stars, crosses, pinwheels, circles, and other shapes—to ten beautiful projects, including her signature bags, baskets, and pouches.

6942725 LITTLE RIBBON PATCHWORK AND APPLIQUE. By HeartSpace Studios. Presents 20 designs for ribbon patchwork designs based on 12 historic Maine lighthouses. Offers charming quilting patterns in nautical themes, including ships, boats, stars, and anchor designs as well as historic directions.

3790754 THE WEEKEND QUILTER: 25+ Fabulous Quilts to Make in a Weekend or Less. By Pat Wys. The perfect guide for anyone looking to quilt beautiful patchwork masterpieces in a fraction of the time. With step by step instructions, projects Based on the same cut from a single ruler.
GUIDE TO INTERFACING: Carry-Along Reference Guide. By Kristine Poor. A convenient guide to 25 types of interfacing. Includes information on characteristics, fiber content, brand name examples, uses and tasks. With expert tips you can now understand and choose the right interfacing for all your projects. Well illus. in color. 64 pages. FoxChapel. Paperbound. $6.95

**370983** WORLD WAR II QUILTS. By Sue Reich. Many paper-wound movement quilts to benefit U.S. soldiers during the period 1940-45, either as outright gifts or as raffle prizes to raise money for good causes. The author researched newspapers and magazines to authenticate this collection of patterns and designs available at the time. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Schiffer. $11.99

**370984** TRICKS POCKET GUIDE. By Jane Monk. Get the basics of tangle drawing are taught step by step. 15 fascinating tangle designs, and follow the continuing developments today. They also celebrate the heroes who fought for rights, as well as the events that have drawn the attention of the news media and the public. Then, how to try out tangle stitching. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Schiffer. $29.95

**370981** TANGLE TAKEDOWN: Human Rights Stories in Fabric. By Susanne Miller Jones. These 65 quilts created by forty-seven artists from six countries focus on the history of the battle for human, civil, and political rights and the continuing developments today. Includes basic how-to instructions. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. C&T. $17.95

**373199** KNITTER’S KNOW-HOW: 127 Techniques Every Knitter Needs to Know. By Cap Sease. Learn different ways to join balls of yarn, to make butterfly joins, to use markers, to know the yarn yardage, and much more. Includes more than forty designs to knit, one ball of yarn! The projects included here range from perfect hats, scarves, and ear warmers to slouchy bags and gifts for your furry friends. Includes basic how-to instructions. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. Martingale. Paperbound. $22.95

**373173** HEY CREATIVE! 200+ Essential Skills for the Complete Beginner. By Tim Barrett. For those with little or no knitting experience, this reference guide will teach you the essential skills of the craft. Each technique is clearly explained, followed by a stylish project to put your newly acquired knowledge into practice. Well illus. in color. 92 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen, Paperbound. $12.95

**376086** PATCHWORK CANVAS. Showcases a collection of 25 must-have garments and accessories for every occasion and for all skill levels. From simple garter stitch to leaf patterns, structured pieces, and cables and lace motifs—you’ll discover a variety of beautiful designs. Includes basic how-to instructions. Well illus. in color. 152 pages. Interweave. Paperbound. $24.95


**373940** THE BIG BOOK OF KNIT STITCHES: Cables, Lace, Ribs, Textures, and More. By Fox Chapel. The choice of embroidery stitches can be overwhelming at first, but with this book you’ll be able to create a wide variety of stitches for your projects. Includes basic how-to instructions. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Martingale. 9x11¼. Spiralbound. $28.99

**379721** HAPPY FEET: Unique Knits to Knock Your Socks Off. By Cathy Caron. There are more than forty designs in these pages to give you fresh inspiration, and if you’ve never knitted a pair of socks, this collection of “all manner of knees-down knits” with its step by step instructions and colorful photos can help guide you. Also included are basic sock-knitting instructions. 160 pages. Sixth&Spring. 8¼x10. Paperbound. $12.95

**379894** NICKY EPSSTEIN’S SIGNATURE SCARVES: Dazzling Designs to Knit. Inside you will find patterns to delight and inspire, from a fabulous twowrap with appliquéd leaves, to a scarf comprised of bright circles, to a mosaic piece that, upon close inspection, sports tiny rows of skeletons, including patterns for thirty projects. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. Sixth&Spring. Paperbound. $19.95

**378379** ONE BALL OF YARN. Ed. by M. Parrish & S. Beatty. You’ll be amazed at what you can do with just one ball of yarn! The projects included here range from perfect hats, scarves, and ear warmers to slouchy bags and gifts for your furry friends. Includes straightforward patterns and handy techniques, and many can be made in just a few hours. Color photos. 96 pages. Darlington, Paperbound. Paperbound. $14.95

**378378** HOW TO KNIT: Creative ideas and projects for the Complete Beginner. By Tim Barrett. For those with little or no knitting experience, this reference guide will teach you the essential skills of the craft. Each technique is clearly explained, followed by a stylish project to put your newly acquired knowledge into practice. Well illus. in color. 92 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen, Paperbound. $12.95

**376148** ESSENTIALLY FEMININE KNITS. By Lene Holme Samsoe. Showcases a collection of 25 must-have garments and accessories for every occasion and for all skill levels. From simple garter stitch to leaf patterns, structured pieces, and cables and lace motifs—you’ll discover a variety of beautiful designs. Includes basic how-to instructions. Well illus. in color. 152 pages. Interweave. Paperbound. $24.95

**371787** THE BIG BOOK OF KNIT STITCHES. Cables, Lace, Ribs, Textures, and More. By Fox Chapel. The choice of embroidery stitches can be overwhelming at first, but with this book you’ll be able to create a wide variety of stitches for your projects. Includes basic how-to instructions. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Martingale. 9x11¼. Spiralbound. $28.99

**373773** OURSTORY AMERICA: Human Rights Stories in Fabric. By Susanne Miller Jones. These 65 quilts created by forty-seven artists from six countries focus on the history of the battle for human, civil, and political rights and the continuing developments today. Includes basic how-to instructions. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. C&T. $17.95

**377271** TANGLE STITCHES for QUILTERS + FABRIC ARTISTS. By Jane Monk. Learn how to combine tangle drawing and stitching to create beautiful art quilts, useful decor items, and heartfelt gifts. Enjoy more than 40 fascinating tangle designs, and follow Monk’s easy method for giving your fabric art pieces unique style in nine attractive projects. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Creative Publishing Intl. Paperbound. $24.99

**373962** FIRST TIME TANGLE QUILTING: Step-by-Step Basics Plus 4 Projects. By S. Field & A. Lobiger. Specific techniques to design fabric to stitch and fusing. This four small scale projects give you the opportunity to try out tangle stitching. Well illus., many in color. 32 pages. Quart. 8¼x11. Paperbound. $12.99

**373971** TANGLED QUILTING TIPS & TRICKS POCKET GUIDE. By Penny Haren. This pocket guide to quilting is packed with expert tips on equipment, shortcuts, organization, color, patterns, machine quilting, and tips and techniques for beginners, but also filled with information for experienced quilters. There’s something for everyone to try! Fully illus. in color. 47 pages. Landauer Books. Paperbound. $6.95

**370686** SIMPLY COLOR GREEN: A Crayon Box for Quilters. By Vanessa Christensen. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Lucky Spool Media. Paperbound. $16.95


**370265** SIMPLY COLOR GREEN: A Crayon Box for Quilters. By Vanessa Christensen. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Lucky Spool Media. Paperbound. $16.95
Knitting

2911299 EASY-KNIT MITTENS. By Carri Hammert. Learn the basics and create six knitted mitten styles that suit just about anyone. Designed with beginners in mind, traditional projects have helpful introductions, sizing information, and step by step photos. 32 pages. Quart. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

2976412 POP SOCKS: The History & Techniques of Hand Knit Footwear. By Nancy Bush. First published in 1994, this book kicked off the sock-knitting phenomenon, as it taught knitters in North America how to kni socks with helpful instructions, charts, and illustrations. This updated edition features 18 sock patterns of the Northern European tradition, including boot socks, cabled socks, and stockingfoot socks. Includes clear illustrations of all the techniques, and step by step photos. 174 pages. Interweave. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $6.95

3700744 LOOM KNITTING: 35 Quick and Colorful Knits on a Loom. By Lucy Hogging. Features 35 knitting projects that are great for beginners and more experienced loom knitters alike. You’ll find patterns for key rings, a headband, bags and cases, a patchwork pillow, placemats, and much more. Includes clear illustrations of all the techniques, and color photos of the finished projects. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

2908336 DODGE KNITS: Sweaters & Accessories for Your Best Friend. By Corinne Niessner. Keep your dog warm and fashionably dressed by knitting comfy, stylish sweaters. Each can be so easily knit in the same amount of time it takes to create a hat, scarf or mittens. Features eighteen projects and a techniques section. Fully illus. in color. 90 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

6548852 LOOM KNITTING PRIMER, SECOND EDITION REVISED: No-Needle Knits. By Isela Phelps. This updated, extended edition has been fully revised to include modern looms and boards. Also includes five new projects and ten additional stitch patterns with dual instructions for working in the round and flat panels. An essential resource that provides loom-knitting techniques and includes over 35 patterns for garments and accessories. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. St. Martin’s. Griffin. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

2988551 LOOM KNITTING AFGHANS. By Isela Phelps. If you have struggled to knit with needles, loom knitting is an easy craft to master. From snuggly blankets for your loved ones to lacy headbands for your pet, this guide can help you knit unique designs for your home. Most of these designs use the circular loom. Color photos. 144 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $7.95

$3174131 CAST ON, BIND OFF: 54 Step-by-Step Methods. By Leslie Ann Bestor. If you’re still using the cast-on and bind-off methods you learned when you began knitting, it’s time to explore new possibilities. Choose from among 33 cast-ons and 21 bind-offs to give your next project the perfect edge. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. Storey. Scarecrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

3694674 KNIT NORO: 30 Designs in Living Color. Ed. by Michelle Bredeson. In this guide, nature, art and design come together to produce 30 beautifully knitted designs that dazzle and delight the eye. Noro yarns are revered by knitters everywhere for their exquisite colorways that range from subtle blends to striking contrasts. Each of the 30 patterns and colorways presented are here. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Sixth&Spring. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

3696691 CLASSIC KICKS FOR LITTLE FEET: 16 Knit Shoe Styles for Baby’s First Steps. From ballerina slippers to basketball shoes, from sandals to snow boots, and sized for babies from zero to 9 months, these shoes are all knitted flat and require only a small quantity of yarn—great stash-busters! Includes sixteen projects with complete step by step instructions. Well illus. in color. 64 pages. Sixth&Spring. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

$2973439 NUDINUTS: A Naughty Knit Style. By Nancy Bush. This huge volume is stuffed full of British eccentricity, bare bottoms and some rather large double entendres, but as with all Knit Wit projects, this includes complete instructions for each of the–ahem–naughty projects. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Collins & Brown. Pub. at $22.00 $23.95


2866778 KNITTED SCARVES: Knit–13 Stylish Projects to Make. Ed. by Richard Wiles. The scarf is the perfect accessory for any outfit, and any of these designs will brighten the day. This guide offers easy to follow patterns suitable for all abilities. Ideal portable projects for knitters on the go; and a technique section explaining all the necessary basic skills. Color photos. 112 pages. Stackpole. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95


2938031 TEA COZIES 3. By Sian Brown et al. Why not dust off that neglected teapot and brighten it up with a jolly knit cozy? This guide offers easy to follow patterns suitable for all abilities. Ideal portable projects for knitters on the go; and a technique section explaining all the necessary basic skills. Color photos. 48 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95


Crochet

2966145 REVERSIBLE COLOR CROCHET: A New Technique. By Laurinda Reddig. An innovative crocheter, Reddig has created a unique and award-winning form of crochet that allows images that look exactly the same on both sides. Discover about this new method here with 28 reversible squares, plus ten projects that use them. Well illus. in color. 145 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

3701190 CROCHET FLOWERS STEP-BY-STEP. By Tanya Shiliazko. Each flower comes with a chart, a written pattern, and a clear and easy to follow, step by step photo sequence. These crochet flower patterns are perfect for beginners. Once the seed is sown, you won’t want to stop making these adorable little embellishments! 112 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95
CROCHET

2942119 MELISSA LEAPMAN’S DESIGNER ACCESSORIES. This beautiful designer and author shares inspired patterns for 25 fresh and beautiful crocheted accessories. Every project includes instructions in both words and stitch diagrams using international symbols and an inspirational photo of the finished piece. From cozy hats and scarves to colorful handbags, you can crochet your way to a new look today! CICO Books. 8½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. PRICE CUT to $16.99


3721129 9 MONTHS TO CROCHET: Count Down to the Big Day with Crochet! By Mary K. Marzling. Includes 128 pages. Martingale. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. $5.95


★ 5930561 EVERY WHICH WAY CROCHET: 139 Patterns for Customized Edgings. By Edie Eckman. 216 pages. Storey. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.95. $13.95


5804728 100 COLORFUL RIPPLE STITCHES TO CROCHET. By Leonie Morgan. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. $6.95


Sewing


3709563 SEW4HOME BAGS AND TOTES. By L. Johnson & A. Adams. In this handy beginner’s guide, the authors show you just how easy it is to make great go everywhere projects, from clutches and shoulder bags to a sleek yoga mat satchel and a vintage kids’ satchel. No paper patterns required! You’ll find clear, step by step instructions and design details that give your projects a professional finish. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Fons & Porter. 8⅝x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95. PRICE CUT to $16.95

4549545 ANYONE CAN SEW! A Step-by-Step Guide to Essential Sewing Skills. By Charlotte Gerlings. Sewing is an indispensable skill if you want to become more resourceful, enabling you to fix a button, mend a split seam, or even make your own clothing. Included in this book are basic sewing techniques accompanied by step by step illustrations, straightforward instructions, and patterns and templates. 128 pages. Skyhorse. 8⅝x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $3.95


★ 3792226 HANKIE COUTURE: Handcrafted Fashions from vintage Handkerchiefs. By Marsha Greenberg. Shows a large collection of unique mix and match outfits and accessories—all made from reclaimed handkerchiefs. Includes simple pattern and sewing instructions so you can transform treasured heirlooms and colorful flea-market finds into one of a kind fashions for you and your family. 224 pages. Running Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00. $12.95

2909154 DOLL COUTURE: Handcrafted Fashions for 18-Inch Dolls. By Marsha Greenberg. An inspiring collection of 18 simple-to-sew doll clothes, from dresses to pants, jumpers, blouses, and shoes—each crafted from vintage handkerchiefs, tablecloths, and sheets. Includes simple patterns and sewing techniques section for those new to sewing, Easy, inexpensive and fun to make, they are sure to become favorites with the little ones in your life. 128 pages. Master Craftsman. 8⅝x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95


2962135 DOLCE VITA CONFIDENTIAL: Fendi, Paciotti, and the Swinging High Life of 1950s Rome. By Shawn Levy. A romp through the worlds of film, fashion, and titillating journalism that made 1950s Rome the sexiest city on the planet. Fashionable icons private parties and trysts were long seen by some as a narcissist, an insouciant ditherer, and at times, a rampaging tycoon. Gross lays bare the truths of the unknown personality behind the designer’s charade. Pictorial. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

3796833 GENUINE AUTHENTIC: The Real Life of Ralph Lauren. By Michael Gross. To the public Lauren is a gentle and modest, yet secure and purposeful man. Inside the walls of his palatial New York City residence is a face of an aesthetic perfection. This collection features a Vivien Leigh figure and 28 costumes from a dozen films. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

2987627 GRETA GARBO: The Mystery of Style. By Gray Horan. Exhibition catalog. Offers the never before published wardrobe of a timeless star. The fashion and film career of Garbo is imitated, even occasionally reviled, but never fully examined until now. 215 pages. Skira. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $50.00

2895314 BIKINIS, BELLOTT-BOTTOMS & LITTLE BLACK DRESSES: 70 Great Fashion Classics. By Kate Mulvey. In the fickle world of fashion, little is certain except the sure knowledge that fashions come and go. With affection and humor, Mulvey chronicles some fashion classics—seventy of the most influential and exciting items of clothing of the last 100 years. Well illus., most in color. 192 pages. Merrell. Pub. at $27.95

3784069 FAIRY TALE FASHION. By Colleen Hill. The first volume to examine how the magic of fairy tales has filtered through the lens of high fashion. A comprehensive introduction to the topic of fairy tales and dress is followed by a selection of short essays on thirteen stories and film history. Her dresses, suits, impeccably tailored coifs with a slightly masculine look and the indispensable accessories, created, imitated, even occasionally reviled, but never fully examined until now. 215 pages. Skira. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $50.00

3734773 FAMOUS MOVIE DANCE STARS: Paper Dolls. By Tom Tierney. This shop-staging collection is filled with stars from 15 popular dance films, from such classics as The Red Shoes and The King and I to Moulin Rouge and more recent films. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

3202704 FASHION PLATES: 150 Years of Style. By April Cañan. This lavishly illustrated volume provides a comprehensive survey of 200 color plates selected from 1778 to the early twentieth century, organized chronologically and accompanied by authoritative and illuminating texts. 426 pages. Dover. 10x13½. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

2963073 THE FASHION ENCYCLOPEDIA: A Visual Resource for Terms, Techniques, and Styles. By Emily Auntie. A wide range of reference for the fashion student, dressmaker, and anyone interested in clothes and design. This stunning compendium comprises over 5000 entries with techniques from embroidery and lace, to stitching and tailoring, but also reveals the connections between social, political, and artistic movements and the evolution of fashion. 352 pages. Barron’s. Pub. at $29.99

3740382 BRIGITTE BARDOT: My Life in Fashion. By Henry-Jean Servat. In photographs that capture her attending receptions by Queen Elizabeth II and Charlie de Gaulle or on glamorous visits to the U.S., film shoots and on film sets, or relaxing on a grassy field, Weldon reveals how this sexy, playful, decent, and vibrant pattern once reserved for royalty became a fashion style. Weldon’s book shows how Bardot dared to wear it through the ages. 232 pages. Harper. Pub. at $24.99


2804581 LINGERIE: Two Centuries of Luscious Design. By Norma Shephard. From French gauzy trapeze-thongs, hundreds of fascinating garments are shown in over 500 color photographs that reflect ever changing social factors, including a full glossary, value guide, and index. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

3730028 IN INTIMATE DETAIL: How to Choose, Wear, and Love Lingerie. By Cora Hammeke. This beautiful illustrated and empowering guide, a lingerie expert demystifies intimate apparel, making it accessible to all sizes, ages, and budgets. This no nonsense handbook empowers you to buy, wear, and care for the underpinnings of your dreams. 143 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $25.00

2913834 STAR TREK COSTUMES: Five Decades of Fashion from the Final Frontier. By J. T. & T. J. Ednam. Showcases the unique costumes of the Star Trek saga, taking in 50 years of iconic and influential designs. This volume explores the creative force behind the most memorable garbs in the galaxy, telling the complete story of how Star Trek’s outlandishly chic wardrobe has been expanded in thrilling ways throughout the years. Well illus., in color. 255 pages. Insight Editions. 9½x13. Pub. at $60.00

2990121 ELSA SCHiapARELLI’S PRIVATE ALBUM. By Maria Schiaparelli Berenson. A genuine avant-garde, Schiaparelli invented shocking pink, the power suit, the fashion show as theater, and symbolized a new type of glamour. She was a passport to memory, making this volume a fascinating journey, this volume recaptures the ambiance of the Nawabi Era and the British Raj in Aawadh and is the culmination of five years of research. This work is further embellished with rare photographs and selective pictures of the costumes and textiles of this time. 160 pages. Roll. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $29.95

3764337 FIERCE: The History of Leopard Print. By Cora Hammeke. This comprehensive illustrated encyclopedia for fashion fundamentals you can rely on! Fully illus., most in color. 192 pages. Hearst. 8¼x10¾. Pub. at $29.95

2844987 MAKE: PROPS AND COSTUME ARMOR: Create Realistic Science Fiction and Fantasy Weapons, Armor, and Accessories. By Shawn Thorsen. This indispensable guide you’ll need to fabricate, replicate, paint, and weather your way to making amazing realistic pieces for game, comic, and anime conventions; theatrical presentations; costume parties; and live action role playing. With step by step instructions you’ll be able to make professional-grade props and costume armor from scratch in color. 268 pages. Maker Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

3750523 COSTUMES & TEXTILES OF AWADH: From the Era of Nawabs to Modern Times. By Susanah Swarup. Taking a fascinating look at the volume recaptures the ambiance of the Nawabi Era and the British Raj in Aawadh and is the culmination of five years of research. This work is further embellished with rare photographs and selective pictures of the costumes and textiles of this time. 160 pages. Roll. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $29.95

3724131 ESQUIRE DRESS CODE: A Man’s Guide to Personal Style. By Nick Fager. A definitive personal style guide from the editors of Esquire that offers witty, wry, and practical advice for men looking to dress their best. The authors cover closet essentials, investment pieces, offbeat essentials, and how to develop and express your personality: fashion fundamentals you can rely on! Fully illus., most in color. 192 pages. Hearst. 8¼x10½. Pub. at $29.95

2898534 DISPLAY CRASH COURSE: A Complete Guide to Creating Cosplay Wigs, Make-Up, and Accessories. By Mina Petrovic. Step by step, you’ll learn how to turn ordinary household objects into impressive toys, easy to manipulate thermoplastics, wigs and other humbler materials into original costumes you’ll wear with pride. You’ll even learn awesome hair and makeup effects to complete the look. Armed with the know how in these pages, who will you become? Fully illus., in color. 128 pages. Impact. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

2004572 EARLY 1960S: Fashionable Clothing and Sear’s Catalogs. By Tina Skinner. One in a series documenting fashion trends in America. These guides are an indispensable resource for costume designers working to recreate an era, for collectors who want to document vintage clothing, and for fashion designers looking to revive and rework retro styles. A visual treasure chest of images. 160 pages. Dover. 11x14¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

3775445 EDWARDIAN FASHIONS: A Snapshot in Time from Harper’s Bazar 1906. By Kristina Stehanshko. This compilation bridges the gap between the popular Edwardian-era fashion and the fashions of the early 1900s. These delightful illustrations of hats and fance aprons to French evening gowns and bridal attire—a fascinating reflection of American values at the turn of the twentieth century. 135 pages. Dover. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95

3779205 PAINTED FACES: A Colourful History of Cosmetics. By Susan Stewart. Anyone who has ever wondered how the Romans used algae to color their faces and under what circumstances the world’s most famous beauty pageants became a popular 1930s beauty trend, or how make-up survived the war will enjoy this colorful journey through the human obsession with the face. 256 pages. Flammarion. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

2849256 LITERATURE ON COSTUME AND DRESS: A Library Guide. By Elizabeth Eames. Here you’ll find tutorials on recreating the star’s wardrobe to manipulate thermoplastics, wigs and other humbler materials into original costumes you’ll wear with pride. You’ll even learn awesome hair and makeup effects to complete the look. Armed with the know how in these pages, who will you become? Fully illus., in color. 128 pages. Impact. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99
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Ceramics & Pottery
3718166 ODE TO JAPANESE POTTERY: Sake Cups and Flasks. By Robert Lee Yellin. In the world of Japanese pottery lie the aesthetic sensibilities of traditional Japanese culture. The author delivers, in this detailed volume, a luminous insight into modern and contemporary Japanese pottery, in particular ceramic sake cups and flasks. 336 pages. Coherent Pap. @ $26.95

3758540 MASTERING KILNS & FIRING: Raku, Pit and Barrel, Wood Firing, and More. By Lindsay Oesterrit. Drawing on years of experience and extensive interviews with fellow potters and featuring galleries illustrating firing variations and unique surface styles from a variety of artists, this is an incomparable resource for the ceramic artist. 320 pages. Pap. at $26.95

Decorative Painting
3791179 HOW TO DRAW SHARPIE ART. By Jessica Mazurkiewicz. With tutorials on all the quick and simple things you can use your Sharpie Marker on and easy to follow instructions, this guide will show you how just to spruce up an assortment of items DIY style, with a rainbow of Sharpie colors to use. Style your napkins, flowers, lamp shades, glassware, Christmas ornaments, and more! Fully illus. in color. 161 pages. Racehorse. 8¼x10¾. Pap. at $16.99 * $11.99

2080084 A YEAR OF STONE PAINTING: 52 Mandalas Designs to Inspire Your Spirit. By F. Sehnaiz Bac. 120 pages. Dover. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub at $19.95 * $12.95


Puppets, Dolls & Dollhouses
5085370 FAIRY HOUSES: How to Create Whimsical Homes for Fairy Folk. By Sally J. Smith. Smith reveals the secrets behind her amazing fairy house creations. Crafted exclusively from natural elements gathered from the forests near her studio in the Adirondack Mountains, these miniature fairy homes will delight anyone with even a passing interest in mystical creations. Includes full step-by-step instructions. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8¼x10¼. Pap. at $30.00 * $21.95

6882447 THE WORLD OF MINIATURES: From Simple Cabins to Ornate Palaces. By Sarah Walkey. In this entertaining compendium of miniature buildings, Walkey looks at the wide variety of constructions that can be created by miniatures enthusiasts. Plus a collection of beautiful photos she showcases the best examples of the dolls’ house hobby to demonstrate what can be achieved when working in miniature. 192 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 9¼x10¼. Pub. at $35.09 * $24.95

Metal Crafts
2083046 HORSESHOE CRAFTS: More Than 30 Easy Projects to Weld at Home. By BarbieTheWelder. Whether you’re a beginning welder or a more experienced crafter, this inspiring guide shows you how to make use of those old horseshoes in a fun and creative way. Inside you’ll find step by step instructions for making projects like a wine rack, a fruit bowl, candleholders, and much more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Skyhorse. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub at $17.99 * $12.99

6061620 MINI-LATHE FOR HOME MACHINISTS. By David Fenner. The personally mini-lathe has become a best-selling item in the hobby engineering market and is often purchased as an introductory tool by beginners. This guide presents a comprehensive course on setting up and improving the new generation of budget lathes. 112 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub at $12.95 * $9.95

3729672 A BLACKSMITHING PRIMER, SECOND EDITION: A Course in Basic and Advanced Blacksmithing, to Sandy McDaniel. Contains all you need to learn forging with step by step instructions; how to set up shop, forging and heat treating tools; forging welding; plans to fabricate your own coal forge and anvil; and more. 174 pages. Hebar. Paperback. Pub at $25.00 * $17.95

3745651 BLACKSMITH’S CRAFT: An Introduction to Smithing for Apprentices & Craftsmen. By COSIRA. Fully illustrated guide that includes over 30 lessons with step by step instructions for learning about the hearth, blast, and anvil, and methods and techniques for blacksmithing. 104 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub at $27.95 * $19.95

3706657 DECORATIVE IRONWORK: Some Aspects of Design and Technique. By COSIRA. This detailed instruction manual includes seven lessons on forging decorative iron grilles. With the amazing origami projects and also includes a DVD containing video explanations and instructions that are sure to inform and inspire. 143 pages. Tuttle. 9¼x11¼. Pap. at $24.95 * $18.95

Papercrafts
379735X ORIGAMI CARS, TRUCKS & TRAINS. By Taro Yaguchi. Learn to fold instructions for twenty-seven fun designs, along with 96 sheets of folding paper with vehicle designs and folding lines printed right on the sheets to ensure success. In no time you will be creating a dynamic looking fleet of origami vehicles! Tuttle. 13x17. Pap. at $14.95 * $9.95


3749083 HOLIDAY PAPER CRAFTS. By Larimer Craft + Design. Provides detailed instruction for creating more than 25 beautifully designed projects for decorating your home, along with thirty-handmade craft material, including stencil sheets, pattern sheets, blank note cards, and origami paper. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Weldon Owen. Paperback. Pub at $13.95 * $9.95

2899269 ORIGAMI ANIMAL FRIENDS: Fold 35 of Your Favorite Cats, Dogs, Rabbits, and More. By Man One. Features 35 amazing projects, that with just a few pieces of paper allow you to create all your favorite pets, including cute cats, dogs, rabbits, and horses alongside creepy crawly things, fish, animals, birds, and more. Includes 50 sheets of specially designed origami paper to get you started along with step by step instructions. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. 9¼x11½. Paperback. Pub at $19.95 * $13.95

3737985 MAKING ART FROM MAPS. By Michael Newhouse. Convinces you to an international array of artists using maps in astonishing ways. In each chapter–dec–books and boxes, fashion, collage, and more–Ben Berlant shows you through the how-to steps to create exciting map art of your own. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Rockport. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub at $24.95 * $17.95

208026 ORIGAMI ODYSSEY: A Journey to the Edge of Paperfolding. By Peter Engel. This magnificent work shows that origami is more than the sum of its folds. Contains fully illustrated step by step instructions for over 100 origami projects and also includes a DVD containing video explanations and instructions that are sure to inform and inspire. 143 pages. Tuttle. 9¼x11¼. Pap. at $24.95 * $18.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
SAY IT WITH PAPER.

Paper crafts are not just for children; they are a creative and relaxing activity for people of all ages. From simple origami figures to intricate kirigami designs, paper can be transformed into a variety of beautiful objects. Here are some of the best books and kits for exploring the world of paper crafts:

- **Origami Garden**: Perfect Mindful Origami by Mark Bolitho. This collection of origami includes more than 25 inventive paper projects, from a simple rose to a complex leaf system and butterfly. Each project is superbly designed and clearly explained with fully illustrated instructions. Also included are 30 sheets of origami paper to get you started on a creative and relaxing activity. 128 pages. Price: $16.99. **Price Cut to $9.95**

- **Crepe Paper Flowers**: The Beginner's Guide to Making & Arranging Beautiful Blooms by Lisa Engelbrecht. Explains the uses of both traditional and cutting-edge handmade lettering tools, from classic calligraphy pens to bling-producing metallic foils and glue pens. Each chapter features complete alphabet designs and paper projects. Price: $4.95. **Price Cut to $2.95**

- **Lettering Kit**: Perfect Mindful Origami Papers by Mark Bolitho. Features more than twenty inventive origami paper box projects, ranging from simple folded classic forms to complex polygonal, hexagonal, and octagonal boxes with integral twisted lids. Includes illustrated step-by-step instructions and 32 sheets of origami paper. Price: $19.99. **Price Cut to $9.95**

With practice and patience, you can create magnificent works of art from paper. So grab your scissors, glue, and origami paper and start exploring the world of paper crafts today!
Cooking Techniques & Guides

300890 KITCHEN CREATIVITY: Unlocking Culinary Genius—with Willpower, Discipline, and Inspiration, from the World’s Most Creative Chefs. By Karen Page. The ultimate reference for culinary brainstorming that will spur your creativity to new heights. Perfect for the kitchen and beyond. This paradigm-shifting guide will inspire you to think, improvise, and cook like the world’s best chefs. Illus. in color. 427 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95

3174085 BUTCHERING BEEF. By Adam Danforth. This comprehensive, photographic guide to humane butchering and cutting of cattle shows you how to be well-prepared for slaughter day, how to get the cuts you want from each primal, preparing the cuts properly to ensure quality, appearance, and freshness, and more. 342 pages. Storey. $18.95 (1/10/16)

3174115 BUTCHERING POULTRY, RABBIT, LAMB, GOAT, PORK. By Adam Danforth. This comprehensive, photographic guide to humane butchering and cutting teaches you every step of the slaughtering process, from selecting the proper equipment to preparing, stunning, and bleeding the animals, helps you maximize food yield and get the cuts you want, and more. 446 pages. Storey. $24.95 (12/22/15)

320514 POWER BLENDER REVOLUTION. By Vanessa Simkins. This essential high speed blender companion offers over 300 recipes for delicious drinks from juices to slushies, hummus, guacamole and other tasty spreads and dips, stews, soups and side dishes mostly made in the power blender, and one dish meals packed with proteins and healthy fats. Over 300 color photos. 288 pages. Harvard Common. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

3296702 SALT, FAT, ACID, HEAT: Mastering the Elements of Good Cooking. By Samin Nosrat, illus. by W. MacNaughton. Master the use of just four elements: salt, which enhances flavor; fat, which delivers flavor and creates texture; acid, which balances flavor; and heat, which ultimately determines the texture of food—and anything you cook will be delicious. By explaining the hows and whys of good cooking, Nosrat will teach you how to make delicious meals with any ingredients. Illus. 462 pages. S&S. Pub. at $37.95 $26.85

3704869 FIX, FREEZE, FEAST, 2ND EDITION. By K. Neville & L. Ahrens. Cook one bulk recipe and feed a family of four for three nights with this helpful kitchen resource that will help you fill your freezer with homemade meals. Includes 150 recipes for traditional favorites like Chicken Parmigiana and Tomato-Basil Soup to delectable delights such as Moroccan Meatballs, Sissy Ribs, and Lemon-Blueberry Strata. Fully illus. in color. 248 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


3772882 THE ULTIMATE COMPANION TO MEAT. By A. Puhaarich & L. Traviesos. 510 pages. Countryman. $45.00


2803003 SNOW’S KITCHENALIA: How Everything Works. By Alan Snow. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Weldon Owen. Pub. at $25.00 PRICE CUT TO $9.95


Recipe Collections

3755479 TASTE OF HOME CASSEROLES: 377 Dishes for Families, Potlucks & Parties. Ed. by Janet Briggs. Your family will be delighted to taste the creamy goodness of these one dish meals such as Meatball Stroganoff. You’ll find main dishes from beef, pork and chicken to seafood, meatless and brunch. These recipes are ideal for two, families and potlucks. There’s also a sampling of sides to round out meals or to take to gatherings. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Reader’s Digest. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

3788938 THE ENTREES: Remembered Favorites from the Past. By Gail Monaghan. Packed with main courses from past generations. Chicken, Sheep, Turkey and ham, and all the wonderful vegetables and selections. Color photos. 192 pages. Rizzoli. 9/4x11 1/4. Pub. at $45.00 $3.95

3789668 JOHN WAYNE CAST IRON OFFICIAL COOKBOOK. By Dan Whalen. Jam-packed with recipes that take advantage of your cast iron’s unique characteristics. With over 100 mouthwatering recipes such as Fighting Kentucky Chicken, Maple-Beef Brussels Sprouts; Skillet Roasted Apples with Salted Caramel Sauce; and much more, plus fascinating stories, photos and trivia about Duke. Fully illus. in color. 252 pages. Media Lab Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $4.95

3057895 SWEET POTATOES: Roasted, Loaded, Fried, and Made Into Pie. By Frances Heck. Flavorful ingredients such as chiles, coconut milk, and chocolate transform your favorite super food into sixty bold, creative, and delicious recipes. Includes recipes like Chicken and Dumplings, Sweet Potato Chips, Sweet Potato Ravioli, Sweet Potato Tacos, Sweet Potato Ice Cream, and more. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

3753231 PILLSBURY BAKING HACKS: Fun and Inventive Recipes with Refrigerated Dough. Ed. by Deb Brody. It’s super simple, start with refrigerated dough and end up with a great meal or treat. From German Chocolate-Coconut Baked Doughnuts to Bacon Cheeseburger Calzones, these recipes deliver great taste in almost no time. Includes more than 125 inventive recipes for appetizers, sweet breads, savory breads, main dishes and desserts. Well illus. in color. 271 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

2945010 AN AFRICAN AMERICAN COOKBOOK, REVISED: 375 Recipes. By Velma Bailey. Woven among the four hundred recipes included here are the rich historical anecdotes and sayings of the imaginative African Americans who created them. Recipes from the States and the Continent, such as Red Beans and Rice, Sassafras Dumplings, and Kwanzaa Pancakes, include African recipes such as Ghanaian Okro Soup, Tuncheke, and West African Chicken Soup. Well illus. in color. 319 pages. Square One Books. Spiralbound. Pub. at $21.95 $10.95

3798860 THE TACO TUESDAY COOKBOOK. By Laura Fuentes. Here you’ll find fifty-two taco recipes, all of which are made with real food ingredients and most of which are ready in 30 minutes or less. There are also vegetarian, gluten-free, and paleo options throughout. Sample delicious tacos from Elotes Ranchero Tacos, Chicpea and Butternut Squash Tacos, Mexican Short Rib Tacos, and Baja Fish Tacos. Color photos. 176 pages. Fair Winds. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $9.95

2894319 TOTS! 50 Tot-ally Awesome Recipes from Totchos to Sweet Po-tot-o Pie. By Dan Whalen. This quirky collection features more than 50 recipes for making fun, delicious and over the top meals with tater tots, from Chicken Tot Pie to Cheeseburger Tots. Recipes include Totchos, store-bought tots but directions for making tots from scratch are throughout. Sample delectable foods such as Totchos with Caramelized Onions, Totchos with Kale, Tots with Chorizo, and Tots with black beans. Includes recipes for Stuffed Cabbage Rolls, Apple Caramel Cobbler, Sloppy Joes and much more. 120 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.95 $4.95

3751929 THE LITTLE HOUSE COOKBOOK, REVISED: Frontier Foods from Laura Ingalls Wilder’s Classic Stories. By Barbara M. Walker. Celebrates the life of a pioneer family working, cooking, and eating together. More than 100 unique recipes are included, all modern kitchen includes excepts from the Little House books and invites the reader to recreate the very foods described, from pancake men to homemade sausage, vanilla cakes to strawberry jam. Well illus. in color. 304 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

2948621 GET SAUCY. By Grace Parisi. Bursting with 500 simple and flavorful sauce recipes, this collection will help you inject variety into dinner dishes from all over the world. From Tandoori Chicken Marinade, Pineapple Mango Ketchup, or Hearty Italian Meat Sauce. 346 pages. Harvard Common. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95
Recipe Collections

3967252 | I LOVE MEATBALLS. By Rick Rodgers. An all-around delicious meatball cookbook that doesn’t just dress up your spaghetti. This collection of over 50 recipes, ranging from traditional to cutting-edge and mounting, expands the role of the beloved meatball. Try Fried Olive Meatballs, Indonesian Meatball Soup, or Holiday Meatball Lasagna. Color photos. 156 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pap. at $19.95. $3.95

3787297 | THE SUPER BIG BOOK OF EASY, DELICIOUS, & HEALTHY RECIPES THE WHOLE FAMILY WILL LOVE! You’ll find more than 500 kid- and parent-pleasing recipes that are full of nutritious whole foods without extra additives and empty calories including: Confetti Scrambled Eggs; Chili Mac and Cheese; Chocolate Cupcakes; Baked Zucchini Stacks; and more. Color photos. 399 pages. Andrews Media. Pap. at $19.99. $4.95

3787397 | ICE CUBE TRAY RECIPES: 75 Easy and Creative Kitchen Hacks for Freezing, Cooking, and Baking with Ice Cube Trays. By Jen Kastreich. Trays are now available in many different styles with a variety of decorative shapes as well. This book teaches you how to use these trays to create everything from infused ice cubes to one bite appetizers and even mini main dishes. Recipes include: Candied Bacon Twists; Oreo Crust Mini Cheesecakes; Polenta Spicy Chicken Pot Pie; and more. Well illus. in color. 169 pages. Sylphome. Pap. at $16.99. $4.95

3582434 | ROBIN TAKES 5: 500 Recipes, 5 Ingredients or Less, 500 Calories or Less, 5 Nights a Week at 5:00 PM. By Robin Miller. With 380 main dishes, there are entire weeknight dinners in this collection to create a different meal seven nights per week for an entire year without having the same thing twice. There’s also a huge selection of side dishes and desserts to keep things interesting. Each recipe uses 5-ingredient, 500-calorie promise. Color photos. 401 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pap. at $29.99. $5.95

6858015 | THE GREAT LITTLE PUMPKIN COOKBOOK. By Michael Kenneally. No matter how your palate changes from your garden, a farm stand, or even a can, whether it’s cut out to be a fearsome porch ornament, an ingredient in exotic slow, or plain old pie, you’ll love this collection of recipes from around the world. 108 pages. Celestial Arts. Pap. at $6.99. $3.95

3777559 | ONIONS ETCETERA: The Essential Allium Cookbook. By K. Winslow & G. Ambrosino. This collection is for allium lovers who can’t imagine cooking dinner without onions. In these pages the wonderful versatility of the humble onion will be explored. You’ll find 130 onion centered dishes including Pearl Onion Tarte Tatin, Appalachian Chimichurri, Scallop Sesame Pancakes, Grilled Fish with Charred Garlic Scapes, Red Onion And Herb Vinaigrette, Green Onions Fried Rice, Hot and Cold Pickled Heritage Onions, and more. Burgess Lea Press. 8¼"x10¼" Paper. at $35.00. $9.95

377002X | THE ULTIMATE PROTEIN POWDER COOKBOOK: Think Outside the Shake. By Anna Sward. Learn how to choose the right protein powder for you and embrace a brand-new way to be fit and healthy with more than 150 tried and tested, gluten-free, sugar-free, dairy-free, and egg-free recipes including Protein Waffles; Whey Protein Bread; Protein Quiche Lorraine; Strawberry & Dark Chocolate Protein Bars; and more. Illus. in color. 276 pages. Countryman. Pap. at $24.99. $7.95

2044210 | 101 THINGS TO DO WITH A BUNDT PAN. By Jenny Harlin. Packed with “nothing Bundt” tasty recipe ideas baked in everyone’s favorite iconic pan, this collection offers fun breads, breakfasts, appetizers, casseroles, desserts, and more. Recipes include Lemon Poppy Seed Bread, Hawaiian Monkey Bread, Bacon-Wrapped Baked Bundt and more. 128 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pap. at $9.99. $7.95

2991152 | DINNER FOR TWO. By Julie Wampler. Has your life become so busy that you no longer enjoy preparing a meal? Then pull up a chair, and revisit the pleasures of cooking and eating at the end of a long day. Whether you’re alone or with loved ones, these easy recipes are those that are most likely in your cupboard and include: Rustic Pot Pie with Biscuits and Ranch Chicken Bacon Burgers. Fully illus. in color. 172 pages. Potbelly. Pap. at $24.95.

297861X | GOOSEBERRY PATCH OUR FAVORITE PUMPKIN RECIPES. When suppertime comes around, serve family and friends a warm bowl of pumpkin soup, a slice of pumpkin pie, or a scoop of Pumpkin Sundaes along with Pumpkin Cornbread. Or give them some homemade Pumpkin-GingerSnap Ice Cream! This little volume offers a variety of delicious pumpkin recipes for you to try. 126 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Spiralbound. Pap. at $8.95. $6.95

372719X | DELICIOUS AMISH RECIPES. By Phyllis Peltman Good. Amish families gather around their long kitchen tables for three meals together each day. What they eat is a matter of choice and what food they enjoy is beyond the ordinary. Enjoy some of their favorite recipes such as Baked Corn, Chicken Roast, Potato Rolls, Cracker Pudding, and more. 36 pages. Good Books. Pap. at $8.95. $3.95

2945223 | FIX-IT AND ENJOY-IT! 5-INGREDIENT RECIPES. By Phyllis Peltman Good. More than 780 recipes in this handy, lip-smacking collection offer you five ingredients or less quicker “make it again” meals—all of which only need 5 simple ingredients to create! Featuring dishes like Mexican Egg Casserole, Marvelous Mini Meat Loaves, Chicken Pot Pie, Cabbage Casserole, and more. 284 pages. Good Books. Pap. at $15.95. $4.95

3722900 | THE REALLY QUITE GOOD BRITISH COOKBOOK. Ed. by William Sitwell. What do you cook for the people you love? Asked this question, 100 of Britain’s food heroes have shared their most beloved recipes to make this an extraordinary resource for the serious cook. Recipes include: Gordon Ramsay’s Chocolate Guinness Cake; Rick Stein’s Shrimp & Dill Smokey Mountain Cobbler; and Jamie Oliver’s Fantastic Fish Pie. Color photos. 428 pages. Nourish. 8¼"x10¼" Pap. at $34.95. $7.95

3712168 | LAURA IN THE KITCHEN: Favorite Italian-American Recipes Made Easy. By Laura Vitale. This companion to the YouTube cooking show is filled with recipes for 120 simple, delicious Italian-American inspired dishes such as Chicken with Potatoes, Wine, and Olives; Spinach and Artichoke-Stuffed Shells; Pot Roast alla Pizzarola; Cheesy Garlic Bread; and No-Bake Nutella Cheesecake. Perfect for anyone looking to have fun cooking. Color photos. 240 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pap. at $24.99.

2871022 | THE POTATO COOKBOOK. Text by Dale Wyybrow. This collection of 80 recipes shows you how to get the most flavor out of all your favorite cuts. Recipes include you can cook potatoes and sweet potatoes, Try Potato, Leek and Cashew Soup; White Fish and Red Pepper Casserole; Balsamic Chicken and Potatoes; and many more. 125 pages. Potbelly. Pap. at $24.99. $7.95

3057925 | TASTE OF HOME ANNUAL RECIPES 2018. Ed. by Catherine Cassidy. From a special holiday menus, this spectacular collection features a full year’s worth of favorites as well as dozens of bonus dishes. More than 500 recipes including “Nothing Bundt” tasty recipes like Knotted Rolls; Grilled Sausages with Summer Vegetables; Citrus-Molasses Glazed Ham; Sweet Potato & Carrot Casserole; and so much more! Well illus. in color. 360 pages. Taste of Home. Pap. at $24.99. $11.95

3746380 | TASTE OF HOME EVERYDAY CHICKEN COOKBOOK. Ed. by Catherine Cassidy. There’s everything you and your family could want in this comprehensive collection of chicken recipes, from tantalizing appetizers to satisfying soups. Choose from Individual Chicken Potpies, Chipotle Chicken Fajitas, Greek Slow-Pecan-Crusted Chicken and much more. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Taste of Home. 9½"x11½" Spiralbound. Pap. at $9.95.

3057933 | TASTE OF HOME EVERYDAY SLOW COOKER & ONE DISH RECIPES. Ed. by Catherine Cassidy. With more than 360 hearty specialties, this three in one cookbook features sections devoted to stovetop classics, slow-cooked favorites, and savory oven entrees. Recipes include Bavarian Pot Roast; Greek Sloppy Joes, Lemon Chicken Tortellini, Crab Alfredo; and much more. Color photos. 256 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8¼"x11¼" Pap. at $9.95.

3787632 | TASTE OF HOME ANNUAL RECIPES 2019. Ed. by Catherine Cassidy. Here are a few years worth of Taste of Home favorites plus dozens of bonus dishes—over 500 recipes in all including “nothing Bundt” tasty recipes like Baked Zucchini Stacks; and more. Well illus. in color. 168 pages. Reader’s Digest. Pap. at $24.99. $11.95

3789611 | TASTE OF HOME HEALTHY FAMILY FAVORITES. Ed. by Amy Glander. Get the skinny on eating healthy. With helpful tips, tricks and how-tos, you can indulge your inner chef. Each recipe includes five different variations to showcase your culinary creativity. Includes fabulous recipes for salads, soups, main courses, and more. Illus. in color. 175 pages. Countryman. Pap. at $19.95. $3.95

3738563 | LET BETTY CROCKER LEARN WITH BETTY: Essential Recipes and Techniques to Become a Confident Cook. Whether you’re new to the kitchen or an experienced cook, this collection of recipes, photos and how-tos, you can indulge your inner chef. Each recipe includes five different variations to showcase your culinary creativity. Includes fabulous recipes for salads, soups, main courses, and more. Illus. in color. 288 pages. HMH. 8¼"x10¼" Pap. at $25.00. $9.95

3789861 | TASTE OF HOME HEALTHY FAMILY FAVORITES. Ed. by Catherine Cassidy. Here, the pork expert Libbie Summers. Here, the pork expert Libbie Summers brings us more than 100 inventive and inspiring recipes. From cranberry-glazed pork centerpieces, to meatloaf to shoulder, and ham, you’ll learn tips for getting the most flavor out of all your favorite cuts.

Along with the recipes, Tastey tells the stories behind the food. Color photos. 191 pages. Rizzoli. Pap. at $30.00. $9.95
Recipe Collections

3791114 MOM'S COMFORT FOOD. By Joyce Khystrna. These easy to make dishes will inspire fellowship around fabulous food. You will find a delicious, down to earth recipe for every gathering, special occasion, and everyday meal including: Chicken Fried Steak, Creamy Slow Cooker Potato Soup, Dutch Butter Bars, and Pecan Joy Pie. Well illus. in color. 244 pages. Good Books. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95


2992531 WRAPPED: Crespas, Wraps, and Rolls from Around the World. By Galin Pargach-Chandra. Whether as a snack on the go or as part of a family feast, filled pancakes or wraps are found on every main street and served up in homes all over the world. This delicious collection of recipes includes such favorites as tacos, burritos, spring rolls, dosa, kebabs, dumplings, giddle cakes, pancakes, and pastries—all wrapped, rolled, or parcelled. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Interlink. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

3744302 101 THINGS TO DO WITH PUMPKIN. By Eliza Cross. Celebrate the flavor of pumpkin year-round with this delicious collection of recipes, including Curried Pumpkin Soup; Pumpkin Apple Pecan Chicken; and Decadent Pumpkin Butter Cake. 126 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $6.95


3788903 COOKING WITH YOGURT. By Tian Iliav. Offers a wonderful selection of inspiring and creative yogurt recipes like Fried Yogurt Fritters and Chicken with Mustard Yogurt Sauce, using a range of yogurt based flavors. From creamy parmesan to rich chocolate, these yogurt combinations together with precisely chosen spices will satisfy even the most fastidious tastes. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

3747832 FLAVOR BOMBS: The Umami Ingredients That Make Taste Explosive. By Adam Fleischman with T. Nguyen. Helps you up your game in the kitchen with ingredients, flavor principles, and techniques that powerfully punch up flavor. Fleischman shows you how to build a pantry that will help you create great dishes, and offers a simple Blender Gazpacho and Five-Minute Pork-Confected Salad to Midnight Garlic Noodles. Color photos. 256 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $16.95

4529162 101 THINGS TO DO WITH MAC & CHEESE. By Toni Patrick. Whether cooking on a budget or for a pack of picky eaters, these tasty recipes are for you. All recipes are based on pre and post cooking techniques. Blackened Bacon Quiche: Barbecue products, with the creative use of additional ingredients and/or alternative methods of preparation. 120 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

3771451 STILL LIFE WITH GRITS. By Harris Cotttingham. Enjoy the versatility of the Southern staple that’s sweeping the nation. With delicious and inventive recipes, you’ll be serving grits at every meal. Try Sassafras Fish, Salmon and Grits Cakes; Jalapeno and Bacon Grits; and Hazelnut Grits Napoleon. 128 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

3735950 WELCOME HOME HARVEST COOKBOOK. Quick-and-Easy Farm-to-Table Dinners and Desserts. By Hope Comerford. Ring Bound. Discover wholesome farm to table meals without a lot of fuss! Come to these meals from home cooks across the country, offering over 450 recipes that Autumn Chicken and Veggies, Rhubarb and Apple Clafoutis, Tuscan-Style Pork Ribs with Balsamic Glaze; and more. Color photos. 578 pages. Good Books. 9x½x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

2812355 THE ANNE OF GREEN GABLES GOURMET BOOKS: Cooking Recipes from Anne and Her Friends in L. M. Montgomery. Have you ever wanted to sneak a sip of Diana Barry’s Favorite Raspberry Cordial or try Gilbert Blythe’s famous Liniment Cake? Now you can, with the delightful tea time snacks, mains, desserts and more, all inspired by the beloved children’s classic. Well illus. in color. 111 pages. Race Point. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

3744345 101 THINGS TO DO WITH A SHEET PAN. By Madge Baird. From appetizers and breakfasts to full meals, vegetables, and desserts, these recipes will help you serve up easy, delicious meals. Includes Italian Chicken with Lemon, Asparagus and Garlic; Quick Bread, Taco Salad Fixin’s and Spicy Fries, and more. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $6.95

2865823 THE GOURMET COOKBOOK: More Than 1,000 Recipes. Ed. by Ruth Reichl. With engaging introductions to each chapter, entertaining head notes, indispensable information about ingredients and techniques, hundreds of tips from Gourmet’s test kitchens, and an extensive glossary, this volume is the essential kitchen companion for anyone interested in cooking. Well illus. in color. 202 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95


372058X THE GREAT ITALIAN CHEF COOKBOOK. By Mario Batali. Elegant yet comforting, quick to prepare yet nutritious, flavorful yet versatile, rolleische chicken is perfect for many occasions. Here are over 100 great meals using this amazing ingredient, from Chili Chicken Mini Tostadas to Pulled Chicken Sliders, plus sides to complement any chicken dinner. Well illus. in color. 202 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

3771584 THE ULTIMATE PASTA AND PIZZA: Over 100 Innovative Recipes for Classic Pizzas to Dessert Pizzas, there’s something for everyone. Try Chicken, Cranberry, and Brie Pizza; Caramelized Onion, Prosciutto, and Peach Pizza; Banana, Chocolate, and Pecan Pizza, and many more. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

3722581 GABLES COOKBOOK: Charming Recipes from Across the Country. By Larry Edwards. A collection of over 100 great meals using this amazing ingredient. Includes 51 recipes and loads of tips for making every meal more delicious. Well illus., in color. 300 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

3759072X PIZZA: Over 100 Innovative Recipes for a wide variety of pizza bases and more. From classic pizzas to dessert pizzas, there’s something for everyone. Try Sweet Porridge with Fresh Balsamic Glaze; and more. Color photos. 578 pages. Good Books. 9x½x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95


2912525 SUPER TUSCAN: Heritage Recipes and Simple Pleasures from Our Kitchen to Your Table. By Gabrielle Corcos and /& Mark Lindsay. Includes dishes for busy weeknights like Chicken Saltimbocca and Fettuccine with Mushrooms and Asparagus. Other dishes include Potato Gratin; Pork Chops with Prosciutto, and Peach Pizza; Banana, Chocolate, and Pecan Pizza, and many more. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

2815243 THE MAC & CHEESE COOKBOOK: Over 100 Great Recipes for the Ultimate Comfort Food. By Pat Crocker with T. Nguyen. It’s all unique, and from...the one and only Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Whiskey in every meal. Try Sweet Porridge with Fresh Balsamic Glaze; and more. Color photos. 578 pages. Good Books. 9x½x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

3754189 COLORFUL VEGGIES: 50 Tried and True Recipes. By Julia Rullet. Features 50 recipes that are sure to become instant family favorites including Italian Sausage-Summer Squash Soup; Pumpkin-Pecan Dessert; Turkey and Winter Squash Pot Pie; and Pumpkin-Cream Cheese Streusel Muffins. Fully illus., in color. 136 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

6855977 WILL IT SKILLET? 53 Irrisistible and Unexpected Recipes to Make in a Cast-Iron Skillet. By Diana 8. Celebrates a wondrously versatile cooking instrument, revealing the endless culinary possibilities that a cast-iron skillet can offer. Whether you’re cooking anything from a meal of the day. Use it to stuff your Grilled Vegetable and Cheddar Nachos; roast your Salt-Roasted Potatoes; take your Giant Chocolate Chip Skillet Cookie; and much more. Color photos. 206 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95
Recipe Collections

**3744337** 101 THINGS TO DO WITH A JAR. By Barbara Beety. Twist, pour, and enjoy! Enters into pickling jars, desserts, and giftable meal kits, simple glass jars can be used for much more than just jam and pickles. Recipes include: Pickled Ale Corps, Pickled Avocados, BLT Salad, Tie-Dye Rainbow Cupcakes, and more. 128 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3756963** THE NECROTRONOMICON: Recipes and Rites from the Lore of H.P. Lovecraft. By Mike Slater. The authors have summoned forth 50 funny, bizarre, and horrible dishes such as The Deep Fried Deep Sea Monster, The Great Old Buns, Gin and Miskatonic and more. Like Lovecraft’s Necronomicon, the legendary tome of the dead, this collection of recipes will be a unique addition to your library, dungeon, or castle! 205 pages. Countryman. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**3696812** THE YELLOW TABLE. By Anna Watson Carl. Featuring delicious seasonal recipes just right for feeding the people you love, this gorgeous collection includes everything from Crockpot-Guisa Lorraine and Pumpkin Spice Pancakes to Roasted Vegetable Skirt Steak with Chimichurri. Includes vegan, vegetarian, and gluten-free options. Color photos. 272 pages. Sterling. $4.95

**3744565** FRENCH TOAST: Stacked, Stuffed, Baked. By Kelly Kelly. Kelly begins with simple, classic French toast recipes and takes you on an adventure of different styles, stuffings, toppings, and techniques to turn this breakfast favorite into decadent desserts, hearty sandwiches, and even casseroles. Color photos. 202 pages. Countryman. $11.95

**3787654** BETTY CROCKER'S COOKBOOK FOR BOYS AND GIRLS. This full reproduction of the 1957 classic for boys and girls includes 245 kid-tested recipes and ideas. Kids can make Clown Cupcakes, Pizza Sticks, and Flag Rolls. 161 pages. Countryman. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**3786334** SEASONED WITH GRACE: Recipes from My Generation of Shaker Cooking. By Bertha Lindsay. Offers an authentic, illustrated guide to the Shaker cooking tradition that continues to fascinate the hundreds of thousands of people who visit Shaker museums and communities each year. Passed down through the generations these classic recipes include Maple Sugar Cake; Raised English Muffins; New England Apple Pie. 230 pages. Countryman. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**378625X** THE SWEET POTATO LOVER'S COOKBOOK. By Lyniece North. Stacked, Stuffed, Baked. By Lyniece North. Offers an authentic, illustrated guide to the Shaker cooking tradition that continues to fascinate the hundreds of thousands of people who visit Shaker museums and communities each year. Passed down through the generations these classic recipes include Maple Sugar Cake; Raised English Muffins; New England Apple Pie. 230 pages. Countryman. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**3786705** GRANNY HAMPTON'S FAST AND FAVORITE COOKBOOK. By Peggy Glenn. With split-siding pot-pretty commentary, yummy dishes for every occasion and directions even the dumbest of cooks can follow, includes: Roasted Potatoes, Turkey, Cobb Salad, Apple Butter, Skinny Pumpkin Pie, Stuffed Oatmeal, and much more! 600 pages. HMH. $35.00

**3830309** COOKING WITH BOOZE. By George Harvey Bone. The author demonstrates that wine, beer, and spirits can be incorporated into recipes for every meal of the day with incredibly delicious results. From beer batter for onion rings to ribs braised in wine, from the perfect penne a la vodka, Bone presents a delicious collection of easy-to-follow recipes. 146 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95


**3785969** TASTE OF HOME GRANDMA'S FAVORITES. This incredible collection of over 400 recipes offers hundreds of comforting dishes, each of which are sure to remind you of Grandma’s kitchen. Chock-full of holiday dinners and all of those touching moments shared in Grandma’s kitchen. Includes complete menus, savory stews, soups, side dishes, Sunday dinners, snacks and desserts. Well illustrated in color. $16.99

**3727491** THE COOK'S DICTIONARY. By Deni Grig. The ideal reference tool for anyone with a healthy interest in food, containing over 5,000 entries covering a range of subjects including: basic foodstuffs, cooking techniques, cooking utensils, macabroctic terms, and more. Color photos. 272 pages. New Holland. Pub. at $9.95 $18.95

**3784614** INSPIRALIZED & BEYOND. By Ali Maffucci. Among the 125 healthy recipes in this collection you’ll find Flourless Breakfast Crepes with Peaches & Sunflower Butter; Cucumber Noodles with Grilled Cheese; and Mint Chocolate Avocado Ice Cream. Rest assured, Maffucci offers up brand-new spiralized dishes for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. Color photos. 268 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $21.95 $14.95

**3774464** THE ULTIMATE ROTISSERIE COOKBOOK. By Diane Phillips. Creatively takes the countertop rotisserie well beyond chicken to every kind of food and every course. Recipes include: Asian Salmon Burgers, Porcini Roasted Chicken, Rotisserie Caramel Apples, Microwave Brats, and Mango Black Bean Veggie Burgers. 560 pages. Voracious. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**3753752** THE LITTLE WOMEN COOKBOOK. By J. Bergstrom & M. Osada. Experience Louisa May Alcott’s classic novel in an entirely new and delightful way, as a cookbook. Step back into the history, lore, craft projects, growing projects, and recipes that will be enjoyed by families, foodies, and students alike. 560 pages. New Holland. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**3728073** HOW TO BRAISE: Classic, Modern, and Foolproof. By America’s Test Kitchen. An authoritative guide from the experts at America’s Test Kitchen on the art and science of braising with over 230 unique kitchen-tested recipes that include: Beef and Bone, Braised Short Ribs; Beef and Brisket; Braised Oxtail; and much more! Fully illustrated with close-up photography. 448 pages, America’s Test Kitchen. Pub. at $35.00 $16.95

**3783538** AFRYER PERFECTON. By America’s Test Kitchen. Discover how to cook a whole meal in one pot. Includes more than 100 recipes that the people you trust from America’s Test Kitchen. Offering tips and tricks, they’ll show you how to cook Sweet and Smoky Pork with Black Beans & Spicy Rice; Grilled Sausage, Butternut, and Roasted Squash, Southwestern Beef Hand Pies; and Top Sirloin Steak with Roasted Mushrooms and Blue Cheese Sauce. Well illustrated in color. 182 pages. America’s Test Kitchen. Pub. at $29.95 $17.50

**3728073** MARY BERRY: Foolproof Cooking. Foolproof, delicious recipes that you can depend on completely. With simple weekday suppers, spectacular dinners, and easy entertaining tips, all using artificial ingredients or substitutes, this collection of more than 200 ingenious recipes will supercharge your time in the kitchen without sacrificing quality or flavor. Featuring new ways to use the kitchen tools and ingredients you already own, this guide will show you how to make a great supper easier like Creamy Pork and Cabbage Stew with Caraway Dumplings, with sheetdrip and pressure cooker directions. Photos. 332 pages. BBC. Pub. at $45.00 $34.95

**2788675** COOK’S ILLUSTRATED ALL-TIME BEST DINNERS FOR TWO. By the eds. at America’s Test Kitchen. Cooking for two has never been easier with these 75 recipes that have been re-engineered to serve two. From Teriyaki-Glazed Steak Tips, to Garlicky Pork with Eggplant and Singapore Noodles with Shrimp, anyone starting out and empty-nesters alike will love these meals tailored just for them. Color photos. 182 pages. America’s Test Kitchen. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**2951509** AMERICAN INDIAN COOKING: Recipes from the Southwest. By Carolyn Niethammer. A cookbook and a fascinating guide to the rich culinary traditions of the American Indians of the Southwest featuring 150 authentic fruit, grain, and meat dishes such as Mesquite Gruel; Hackberry Jam; Dandelion Wine; Yucca Flower Soup; and more. Originally published as American Indian Food and Lore, Illus. 192 pages. Bison. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

**2959946** THE MILK STREET COOKBOOK, REVISED EDITION. By Christopher Kimball et al. Featuring more than 275 tried and true recipes, this volume is the ultimate guide to high quality, low effort cooking and the perfect companion for cooks of all skill levels. You’ll find simple recipes that deliver big flavors and textures faster. From Chicken with Snap Peas and Basil, Roasted Cauliflower with Miso Glaze, French Apple Cake, and more. Well illustrated in color. 560 pages. Voracious. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

**2887873** USING THE TIME-HONORED TECHNIQUE. By America’s Test Kitchen. An authoritative guide from the experts at America’s Test Kitchen on the art and science of braising with over 230 unique kitchen-tested recipes that include: Beef and Bone, Braised Short Ribs; Beef and Brisket; Braised Oxtail; and much more! Fully illustrated with close-up photography. 448 pages, America’s Test Kitchen. Pub. at $35.00 $16.95

**3527896** MAKING WINE: How to Start, Make, and Drink. By Christopher Kimball et al. Featuring more than 1,000 low-calorie recipes from America’s Test Kitchen. Originally published as America’s Test Kitchen. Foolproof, delicious recipes that can be incorporated into recipes for every meal of the day with incredibly delicious results. From beer batter for onion rings to ribs braised in wine, from the perfect penne a la vodka, Bone presents a delicious collection of easy-to-follow recipes. 146 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95
379837X Quick Meals You’ll Ever Need. By Julia Holland. Here are 50 simple recipes for the campfire or a picnic, with a variety of meal options, from desserts to appetizers to entrees, including Lemon Meringue S’mores, Sausage and Gravy Biscuit Cups, Greek Chicken, Cutting Board Pizza Rolls. 72 page. Advertisements. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

3560538 THE WILDERNESS GUIDE TO DUTCH OVEN COOKING. By Kate Howinski. Offers a collection of 73 recipes and photographs that are great for camping or backpacking alike. Recipes include: Beef and Bean Cornmeal Pie; Rosemary Garlic Pork Tenderloin; Wild Blueberry Dumplings; Perfect Roast Chicken with Onions and much more. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

2891425 KOREAN BBQ: Master Your Grill in Seven Sauces. By Bill Kim with C. Ram. Starting with seven master sauces, and three spice rubs, you’ll be able to whip up a whole array of knockout recipes, including Hosin and Yuzu Edamame, Kimchi Potato Salad, Ko-Rican Pork Chops; Seoul to Buffalo Flat-Rib Red Honey Soy Flake Steak. Everything you need for a fun and relaxing time around the grill with your family and friends. Color photos. 232 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $22.00

2912066 FROM GARDEN TO GRILL: Over 250 Vegetable-Based Recipes for Every Grill Master. By Elizabeth Orsini. Well illus. in color. 312 pages. Cider Mill, 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $24.95

26584X PRAISE THE LARD. By Mike & Amy Mills. Well illus. in color. 336 pages. HMH. Pub. at $26.00


280709S PASTA LOVERS: The Complete Pasta Cookbook. By Steven Raichlen. Here’s how to blow torch and sauté, smoke and grill your way through pasta with these authentic recipes for sauces including: Bolognese to a skillet baked spaghetti—even dessert! Color photos. 384 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $28.00


3746348 PASTA: More Than 55 Delicious Recipes for Pasta Lovers. By Carla Bard. Use these 55 simple and creative recipes for your family every day of the week. Includes classics from Spaghetti with Bolognese Meat Sauce to Lasagna with Champagne Sauce. All sauces are made with some healthy options too. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. McBride Publishing. 11¼x11¼. Pub. at $9.95

3751902 KINDA VEGAN: 200 Easy and Delicious Recipes for Meatless Meals (When You Want Them). Do you want to give your vegan diet a try but aren't ready to totally go meatless? In this collection you'll discover 200 recipes that are so tasty you won't believe they're vegan, including: Easy Vegan Breakfast Parfait; Spicy Roasted Tomato Soup; Greek Lemon Rice with Spinach; Pumpkin Black Bean Stew; and more. Well illus. in color. 268 pages. Anna Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

37064X BUNNER'S SIMPLE & DELICIOUS GLUTEN-FREE VEGAN TREATS. By A. Wittig & K. MacAllister. In just a few years, Bunner’s Bakes has taken Toronto by storm with delicious gluten-free and vegan takes on traditional bakery favorites made with non-traditional ingredients. Now, with numerous awards under their apron ties, the Bunner’s team share the recipes that made them famous. Well illus. in color. 264 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $19.95

3749987 VEGAN FOOD FOR THE REST OF US. By Ann Hodgman. Featuring entirely fresh, healthy, honest, and hilarious writing, and the very best Dall’s family recipes (tested by Dall’s four children), this collection of more than 70 recipes are how to plan and prep ahead, so your meals are ready to go when you’re ready to eat. This collection includes: Spicy and Caramelized Mushrooms; 60-Minute Chia Pudding; Vegan Burgers; Corn Fritters; and more. Color photos. 375 pages. Avery. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $35.00 $25.95

2938588 NATURALLY VEGETARIAN: Recipes & Stories from My Italian Family Farm. By S. Tornatore & A. Rodriguez. This cookbook offers a glimpse of a year on an Italian farm and the recipes that come with the changing of the seasons like: Creamy Sunchoke Soup with Olive Tapenade; Roasted Ramagiona with Grilled Vegetables and Tomato Pesto; and Pistachio and White Chocolate Tiramisu–125 delicious recipes in all. Color photos. 265 pages. Avery. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $35.00 $25.95

2965593 THE 24-DAY REVOLUTION COOKBOOK. By Marco Borges. From decadent classics such as Mac ‘n’ Cheese and juicy Black Bean & Quinoa Burgers to the innovative flavors of the Teriyaki Veggie Bowl with Meatless Balls and Walnut Chili, these 150 mouthwatering plant-based recipes will help you take control of your health and happy life. Color photos. 173 pages. The Experiment. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.99

★ 6911935 VEGGIE BURGERS EVERY WHICH WAY: Fresh, Flavorful & Healthy Vegan & Vegetarian Burger Cookbook. By Raquel Pelzel. Ingenuously built around the use of eight umami rich ingredients, aged cheese, tomatoes, mushrooms, soy sauce, miso, caramelized onions, smoke, and more, these 150 recipes here are bursting with flavor. Part of the brilliance in this collection is how the recipes layer these key ingredients to amplify their effect. Well illus. in color. 245 pages. Workman. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


★ 3938529 LUCKY PEACH PRESENTS POWER VEGETABLES! By Peter Meehan. Well illus. in color. 271 pages. Clarkson Potter. $35.00 $29.99


★ 29320X COOKING WITH TINNED FISH. By Birte van Ophem. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Willowbn Owen. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

BONUS OFFER! ORDER YOUR COPY OF THE 24-DAY REVOLUTION COOKBOOK & GET YOUR COOKING WITH TINNED FISH BOOK FREE! Only at the 24-DAY REVOLUTION COOKBOOK website for a limited time.
Notable Chefs & Celebrities

369444 BESH BIG EASY: 101 Home Cooked New Orleans Recipes. By John Besh. This new book offers the award-winning chef’s tribute to the authenticity of New Orleans cooking with recipes like Mamma’s Seafood Gumbo, Duck Camp Shrimp and Grits, Silver Cranberry, Crabmeat Sausage, and many more. This volume is chock-full of the lively personality that has made Besh such a popular culinary icon. Fully illus. in color. 212 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8¾x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

378857 BROMBERG BROS. BLUE RIBBON COOKBOOK: Better Home Cooking. By Bruce Brumberg et al. Just like their restaurants, Bruce and Eric Brumberg cover all meals in their cookbook: snacks, appetizers, soups, sides, desserts, breakfasts, and salads. Try Baked Short Ribs with Succotash, a Blue Reuben Sandwich, Northern Fried Chicken, Homemade Challah Bread, or a Fresh Strawberry Sunday. Color photos. 256 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $35.00 $4.95

289414 DESSERTS LABELLE: Soufflé Recipes to Sing About. By Patti LaBelle et al. With Patti LaBelle’s deeply personal reminiscences about family, music, and much else, this is a cookbook you’ll want to sit down and read as well as bake from. Mouthingwater recipes include Chocolate Turtle Brownies, Lemon Meringue Cake, Cheesecake, Cream Cheese Icing, and much more. Well illus. in color. 383 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

293714 JACQUES PEPIN HEART & SOUL IN THE KITCHEN. Spiced with reminiscences and stories, this collection of more than 200 recipes reveals the unorthodox philosophy of the man who taught millions of Americans how to cook, including his frank views on molecular gastronomy, how to raise a child who isn’t a picky eater, and the love story and movement, and more. Well illus. in color. 436 pages. HMH. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $35.00 $14.95

285175X GEORGIA COOKING IN AN OKLAHOMA KITCHEN. By Trisha Yearwood et al. In addition to recipes for inviting soups, bright salads, style entrees, colorful side dishes, and irresistible desserts, Trisha shares practical advice, time-saving tips, and creative ingredient substitutions to accommodate all tastes and dietary needs. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Clarkson Potter. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

3750906 STIR CRAZY: 100 Deliciously Healthy Stir-Fry Recipes. By Ching-He Huang. With tips on everything from choosing the best ingredients, the healthiest cooking methods, and the ingredients this collection includes 100 stir-fry recipes which are arranged by time of day. Try Seedy Date Bars; Smoked Seared Tuna; Black Bean and Corn; Davina, The General’s Fried Chicken; Cider House Fondue; Open Sesame Noodles; Chocapocalypse Cookie, and many more. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

2852403 TRISHA’S TABLE: My Best-Good Favorites for a Balanced Life. By Trisha Yearwood. This book offers up recipes that taste good and also that are good for you. Try Billie’s Houdini Chicken Salad; Edamame Parmesan; Snappy Pear Cranberry Crumb Salad; Georgia Pulled-Pork Barbecue. SHOPWORN. Color photos. 224 pages. Clarkson Potter. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

314946 DEBBIE MACOMBER’S TABLE: Sharing the Joy of Home with Family and Friends. In this treasure trove you’ll find one hundred delicious dishes that have become Debbie Macomber’s staples, some inspired by her novels and others by family and friends. Try Buttermilk Barbecue Chicken, Spicy Grilled Fish Tacos with Cilantro Lime Sauce; Gratitude Bread; Honey Chipotle Oven Roasted Ribs, Eggnog Cookies, and Guinness Puff Pies. Well illus. in color. 212 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

2983079 THE UNOFFICIAL POLDARK DICKENS. By Cohen L. Edwards. Celebrate the magic that is BBC’s and PBS Masterpiece’s Poldark with this unofficial kitchen companion. Learn to cook and eat like a miner, a Ruthless banker, a scullery maid, or an heiress. Try a smoky chicken noodle potpie, or a hearty serving of steamed vegetables. Fully illus. in color. 322 pages. Eco. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

2912147 MOLTO BATALI: Simple Family Meals. By Mario Batali. From simple hearty winter braisees, these easy seasonal dishes enliven any dinner table, from a weekend meal to a holiday celebration. Better yet, the recipes are organized into perfect containers for stellar meals. Fully illus. in color. 322 pages. Eco. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

290900 SIMPLY NIGELLA. By Nigella Lawson. From quick and calm weekday dinners like Miso Salmon and Cauliflower and Cashew Nut Curry, to stress-free ideas when cooking for a crowd, like Chicken Traybake with Orange & Fennel, to the instant joy of bowfowl like Thai Noodles with Cinnamon and Shrimp—whatever the occasion—food should always be pleasurable. These recipes are the perfect antidote to boring meals. Illus. in color. 464 pages. Bloomsbury. 8x11. Pub. at $27.99 $14.45

4441834 LIDIA’S FAVORITE RECIPES: 100 Foolproof Italian Dishes, from Basic Sauces to Irresistible Entrees. By Lidia Bastianich & T.B. Manuali. From the classic sauces to the delicious desserts, these recipes have been revised and updated with new tips and techniques. Fully illus. in color. 368 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $35.00 $11.95

2802163 THE BEST OF AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN 2019. This best-of-the-year collection pulls back the curtain on the test kitchen and gives you the inside scoop on 150 recipes the editors have voted the standouts of the year. Add to that a 40 page section packed with our favorite reader-submitted quick tips; equipment and ingredient ratings; and practical cooking techniques, and you have a must have resource for every serious cook. Color photos. 318 pages. American test kitchen. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

298822 WEEKNIGHTS WITH GIANA. By Giada De Laurentiis. Flavor, freshness, and fun take center stage while cooking tonight. From quick and calm workday dinners like Chicken Meatball Stuffed Shells to stress-free ideas when cooking for a crowd, like Chicken Traybake with Orange & Fennel, to the instant joy of bowfowl like Thai Noodles with Cinnamon and Shrimp—whatever the occasion—food should always be pleasurable. These recipes are the perfect antidote to boring meals. Illus. in color. 464 pages. Bloomsbury. 8x11. Pub. at $27.99 $14.45

314946X GIADA’S FAMILY DINNERS. By Giada De Laurentiis. Unpretentious and delectable Italian-style dishes offer new flavors in simple, yet elegant recipes. Such savory ingredient substitutions like Panini with Mozzarella, Garlic and Citrus Chicken, Pizza Rustica, and Nutella Ravioli are suited for meals small and large. Color photos. 254 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

2851766 GIADA’S ITALY. By Giada De Laurentiis. A complete collection of recipes and photographs taken in and around Rome, and recipes that include Calamari Panzanella and Chicken Agrodolce, you’ll fall in love with Italian cooking. 288 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

6949622 RECIPES FOR LIFE: My Memories. By Linda Evans with S.C. Derek. A combination of the story of a life well-lived and a treasured trove of recipes, this is the story of the legendary chef Still Dean and Wayne’s “The Duke’s” Crab Dip; Ina Garten’s Filet of Beef Bourguignon; and many more. Photos. 298 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95
929089 BEST HOLIDAY SWEETS & TREATS. By Danita mattei. Keep the holiday spirit alive with the quick and easy recipes included here. Snickerdoodles for Santa; Egg nog Cookies; Cranberry Bliss Bars; Peppermint Chocolate Bark; and Holiday Trifle all make for delicious and terrific holiday treats as well. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

296662X BEST SALTY SWEET SNACKS: Gooey, Chewy, Crunchy Treats for Every Occasion. Can’t decide between salty and sweet? Now you don’t have to! Take your favorite flavors to the next level with these delicious recipes. Gooey, chewy, crunchy treats include Double-Sugar Cookies, Candy Bar Sticks, Honey-Salt Popcorn, and more. Illus. in color. 126 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

3969464 FESTIVE HOLIDAY RECIPES. By audrey gundie. This food network star offers easy, delicious holiday recipes all in one place, for everyone looking for that last-minute dish for entertaining. From easy appetizers like caramelized onion tarts, to the best bread to serve for your thanksgiving meal, this collection is a winner. Will illus. in color. 226 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95


39664X THE ESSENTIAL NEW YORK TIMES BOOK OF COCKTAILS. Ed. by Steve Hedderciffe. From classics to contemporary craft cocktails, this compendium of sophisticated drinks brings together more than 350 recipes, and the wit and wisdom of decades of the New York Times best cocktail coverage. Illus. in color. 480 pages. Cider Mill. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

6831591 THE WALDORF ASTORIA BAR BOOK. By Frank Caiafa. One of the most iconic hotels since it opened in 1893, the Peacock Alley bar within has been highly celebrated. blending recipes, history and how-to, this volume from the master mixologist of the bar is full of tips and variations. Includes 160 recipes and 240 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $25.00 $5.95

376049 DRINKING WITH THE SAINTS. By Michael P. Foley. The author offers the faithful drinker witty and imaginative instruction on the appropriate libations for the seasons, feasts and saints’ days of the Church year. With more than 300 cocktail recipes and lively sketches of scores of saints, this collection offers a perfect concoction that both sinner and saint will savor. Will illus. 480 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

376045JULEP: Southern Cocktails Refashioned. By A. Huerta & M. Stets. With historically-inspired yet contemporary cocktail recipes, ranging from the iconic mint julep to modern inventions such as the Snake-bit Julep, Liquid Currency, and Hot Julep, this book accounts the history and traditions that have shaped cocktail culture in the American South today. Color photos. 212 pages. Lorena Jones. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

374424 DOWNTOWN ABBEY COCKTAILS. By C.R. Sampson. Illustrated. Tied to coincide with the much anticipated Downtown Abbey movie, this enticing collection of cocktails is an essential addition to your home bar. Includes 160 recipes. Color photos. 216 pages. Weldon Owen. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95


370422J EASY CHRISTMAS CUT-UP CAKES. By Melissa Barlow. Easy directions and hints on how to make cake mistakes in rectangular, square, and round pans, then cut them up and piece them back together creating stunning designs. Includes instruction on patterns with no expensive pans or molds needed for a Penguen, Snowman, Polar Bear, Wreath, Christmas Tree, and even Santa himself. Color photos. 72 pages. Gibbs Smith. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

2937085 BETTY CROCKER CHRISTMAS COOKBOOK. Chock-full of terrific recipes for appetizers, entrees, desserts, drinks and gifts--a perfect blend of classic favorites and fresh ideas including Double-Sugar Cookies, Honey-Basil Fruit Dip, Apple Crisp Pancakes; Green Bean and Leek Casserole; Raspberry Poinsettia Blossoms; and much more. Will illus. in color. 304 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

374124 DOWTOWN ABBEY COOKBOOK. By B.B. Bumstaple. Tied to coincide with the much anticipated Downtown Abbey movie, this enticing collection of cocktail recipes is an essential addition to your home bar. Includes 160 recipes. Color photos.
**6856568 TABLETOP DISTILLING: How to Make Spirits, Essences, and Essential Oils with Small Still Kits.** By Kai Moeller. With a small, 0.5 liter distiller, you can easily create brandies, whiskies, and even essential oils in your own kitchen. Learn the tools, techniques, and procedures to distill raw natural materials for a variety of applications. Complete with a guide to distilling essential oils this is the ideal companion for the home distiller. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer Pub. at $22.95. **PRICE CUT to $19.50**

**3732959 MAKE MEAD LIKE A VIKING.** By Jereme Zimmerman. Embrace the traditional Nordic culture and rituals surrounding mead through experimentation in fermentation and flavor. Whether you’re new to homebrewing or looking to expand your knowledge, this guide will help you craft a sense of wild authenticity and individuality into your homemade brews. Illus. in color. 223 pages. Voyageur Press. **PRICE CUT to $15.95**

**8285700 THE ART OF DISTILLING, REVISED.** Ed. by Bill Owens et al. Your pass into the world of small-scale distilling with wine, beer, and other spirits. This comprehensive guide, Owens will teach you how contemporary master distillers transform water and grain into the full range of exquisite, timeless spirits. In color. 320 pages. Broadway. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**3796944 SIMPLE HOMEBREWING: Great Beer, Less Work, More Fun.** By D. Beechum & D. Conn. Simplifies the complex concepts of homebrewing to return brewing to its fundamentals. Explore easy techniques for managing the four main ingredients of water, malted barley, hops, and yeast. This in-depth guide features expert advice for brewers of all levels. Illus. 235 pages. Brewers Publications. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**3789592 HOMEBREW ALL-STARS.** By D. Beechum & D. Conn. Owes its roots to the brewery of twenty-five of today’s most talented homebrewers. Fick their brains about ingredients and equipment, learn their techniques, and of course, try their recipes. Whether you’re looking to become a better brewer or for a new recipe to try next weekend, this guide is a must-have brew for references. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Voyageur Press. **PRICE CUT to $16.95**

**4559010 CRAFT DISTILLING: Making Liquor Legally at Home.** By Victoria Redheld Miller. From mashing and fermenting to building a small column still, Miller offers a complete guide to creating high-quality whiskey, rum, and more at home. Packed with recipes and techniques, it also explains the licensing process and proposes fair regulations for hobby distillers. National Distillers Society. Paperbound. **PRICE CUT to $16.95**

**DVD 3794768 POURED IN PENNSYLVANIA.** Widescreen. From America’s oldest brewery to taprooms showcasing artisanal mezcal and tequila across the commonwealth, GK Visual’s documentary film illustrates the importance of this ancient but newly re-developed beer industry and its impact on the Pennsylvania liquor market. GC. 91 minutes. Dreamscape Media. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**2799456 THE JOY OF BREWING CIDER, MEAD, AND HERBAL WINE.** By Nancy Kozol. Whether you want to try a simple sponge or a complex microbrewed cider, this book takes you into the world of wines with herbs foraged from your backyard, you’ll find the inspiration and instruction you need to follow through to the finished product with this thorough guide. It pick up some fun facts about ethical consumption, sustainable farming, and the history of these ancient brews. Color photos. 139 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. **PRICE CUT to $16.95**

**6767764 AMERICA’S BEST BREAKFASTS.** By L.B. Schnarr & A. Sussman. Inspired by down-home diners, iconic eateries and unique, the newest hot spots, these recipes combine two of America’s honored traditions: hitting the open road and eating an endless variety of breakfasts. Re-create America’s mouthwatering breakfast dishes from restaurants across the country. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Clarkson Potter. **PRICE CUT to $23.00**

**274234X DRUNK BEER QUALITY MANUAL, FOURTH EDITION.** By Brewers Association. 107 pages. Brewers Publications. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**6788330 ARTISAN BREADS.** By Jan Hedh. The author gives us the basics for baking delicious artisan breads right in our homes. Includes tips on how to bake bread for maximum taste and aroma, the proper way to knead dough, the type of flour to use, and correct oven temperature and baking time. With recipes from all over the world, this collection is a must-have for those who love to bake. Fully illus. in color. 235 pages. Skyhorse. **PRICE CUT to $19.99**

**3796795 EASY COOKIE RECIPES.** By Adam Reifsnyder. From Apple Pies to Bars to Red Velvet Thumbprints, this collection of 103 easy cookie recipes will please even the most refined palates, You’ll also find the Best Chocolate Chip Cookies Ever; 5-Minute No-Bake Cookies; and Strawberry Cheesecake Bars. Satisfy your cookie cravings with this playful collection of recipes for all occassions. Color photos. 226 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. **PRICE CUT to $19.99**

**2945118 CHRISTMAS COOKIES.** By Monika Romer. Embrace the cheeriness of yuletide baking during the busy holiday season with these scrumptious recipes for bakers of all levels, even the little ones in your family! Festive recipes include Coconut Balls, Gingerbread Houses, Honey Cake, Springerle Cookies, and more! 177 pages. Skyhorse. **PRICE CUT to $17.99**

**3712222 TODD ENGLISH’S RUSTIC PIZZA.** With H. Rodino. With more than 150 easy recipes to make pizza from scratch, including a gluten-free caprese pizza crisp in your very own oven. Recipes include Pizza Classico; Chicken Chili Pizza; Quattro Formaggio Pizza; Ricotta and Cherry Tomato Pizza; Spicy Chicken Sausage Pizza, and much more. Color photos. 214 pages. Ten Speed. **PRICE CUT to $24.95**

**3798505 GOOD MORNING BAKING! Delicious Recipes to Start the Day.** By Mani Niall. Star the day right with freshly baked scones, sweet rolls, muffins, cobblers, doughnuts, coffee cakes, yeasted breads and so much more with these recipes from the celebrated baker. Also included is a chapter featuring spreads, creams, and sauces to add the finishing touch. Color photos. 144 pages. Egg & Dart. **PRICE CUT to $22.95**

**3700046 BAKING ARTISAN BREAD WITH NATURAL STARTERS.** By Mark Miller. Learn to create your own starters: San Francisco Sourdough, Knead in a Bottle, Ferment, and Biga, the Italian pre-ferment, with the help of this guide. This “Farm to Market” master bread maker guides aspiring bakers from starter to warm, aromatic baked bread in no time, and offers variations on these four core recipes. Illus. 146 pages. The McMillan Co. Paperbound. **PRICE CUT to $32.95**

**3726955 THE NEW HEALTHY BREAKFAST IN FIVE MINUTES A DAY, REVISED.** By J. Hertzberg & Z. Franklous. Includes the many health benefits of whole grains and nuts, fruits, dining on the foods and utilize the showcases whole grains and heirloom flour, such as spelt, sprouted wheat, and Kamut. There are weight equivalents for everything included in the mix, plus a variety of oils, such as coconut, avocado, grapeseed, and flaxseed. Recipes include: Georgian Cheesy-Egg Bats; Avocado-Guacamole Bread; and many more. Well illus. in color. 416 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. **PRICE CUT to $52.99**
COOKING WITH CHOCOLATE: Essential Recipes and Techniques. Ed. by Frederic Bau. Offers 100 fundamental techniques and building-block recipes: chocolate basics; bonbon fillings; decorations, pastry, doughnut and cookie batters, chocolate mousses; ice creams, sorbets, and sauces; and pâtissier’s secrets. Each method is explained in text and step by step photographs, with 14 of her favorite clafoutis, including the accompanying 30-minute clafoutis. 416 pages. Flammarion. 9½ x 12. Pub. at $49.95. $14.95

COOK’S ILLUSTRATED BAKING BOOK. By the eds. of Cook’s Illustrated. An authoritative baking reference and recipe collection for those who want to learn how to bake and for those who want to bring their baking skills to a higher level. 380 illustrated recipes that covers everything you’ve ever wanted to master, cookies, cakes, pies, tarts, biscuits, breads, pastry, and more. Well illus., many in color. 18 pages. America’s Test Kitchen. 9x10.1. Pub. at $40.00. $29.95

COOK’S ILLUSTRATED BAKING BOOK. By the eds. of Cook’s Illustrated. An authoritative baking reference and recipe collection for those who want to learn how to bake and for those who want to bring their baking skills to a higher level. 380 illustrated recipes that covers everything you’ve ever wanted to master, cookies, cakes, pies, tarts, biscuits, breads, pastry, and more. Well illus., many in color. 18 pages. America’s Test Kitchen. 9x10.1. Pub. at $40.00. $29.95
Beverages

2815516 INFUSED WATER: 75 Simple and Delicious Recipes to Keep You Hydrated and Feeling Happy. By Daliah Tarhuni. Provides a simple and tasty way for you and your family to get your daily dose of water. The book shows how to infuse water are the answer to staying healthy, hydrated, and happy. Using such ingredients as cucumber, strawberries, mint, coconut, and many other herbs, fruits, and vegetables you can provide you with benefits such as energy, balance, or detoxification. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

2815311 THE COMPLETE HEALTHY SMOOTHIE FOR NUTRIBULLET. By Jason Manes. Perfect as a base for green smoothie recipe. Many of the recipes are fantastic on their own, they can also be easily used as templates to expand your Nutribullet smoothie repertoire. Learn about adding healthy fats such as virgin olive oil, avocado, and coconut oil, and get advice on eliminating separation and foam. Everything you need to know about healthy smoothies. Fully illus. in color. 191 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

282549X THE SODA FOUNTAIN. By Gia Gisallo et al. A quintessentially American institution, the soda fountain speaks of a bygone era and classic taste. Brooklyn Farmacy & Soda Fountain. opened in 2010, revives this forgotten pastime in these pages, offering up delicious recipes for creating classic sodas at home. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

2930307 INFUSED WATER AND ICE: Pump Up Your Agua with over 100 Recipes! By Amy Hunter. This collection is packed with more than 100 creative and refreshing recipes sure to please. Whether you’re looking to boost your metabolism, enhance your energy levels, or add a little glitz to your water, there’s a recipe for everyone. Featuring delicious and unexpected flavor combinations such as Citrus Fizz, Cucumber Mint, Raspberry Jalapeno Sparkler, and more. Well illus. in color. 218 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

2883209 THE COMPLETE SODA-MAKING BOOK. By Jill Houk. Re-create your favorite sodas in your own home, without the high price tag or all the artificial, too-sweet ingredients. Featuring 100 all-natural recipes, this volume shows you how to use your soda-making appliance to craft classic and unique soft drinks, from traditional Sodas, Soda & Pop. By Stephen Cresswell. Basics and Seasonings for making all sorts more than 60 traditional and modern soft drink recipes, fabulous, fizzy creations like Old-Fashioned Root Beer, Sarasparilla Soda, Virgin Islands Ginger Beer, and Raspberry Shrub. 122 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

2863930 THE COMPLETE MARINADES BOOK. By John Hopp. Perfect as a base for many grilled and roasted meats and vegetables. Featuring 100 all-natural recipes, this volume shows you how to use your marinade appliance to craft classic and unique marinades, from traditional Marinades, Bastes, Butters, and Glazes. By Robin Rippely. Collects 500 tips for pickling, canning, curing, smoking, and preserving food at home. For easy reference, the tips are divided into eight chapters: Getting Started; Canning; Freezing; Drying; Fermenting; Salt Curing & Smoking; Marinades and Dry Brines. Well illus. in color. 257 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

Seasonings & Condiments

6976267 1000 SAUCES, DIPS AND DRESSINGS. By Nadia Arumugam. Preparing the perfect sauce, inspiration and recipes needed to lift meals, snacks, soups and more to new heights of deliciousness. Jaz up your meals with white sauces; brown stock-based sauces; pesto sauces; creamy dips, fusion and Asian sauces; oil and vinegar dressings; salsas; and more. Color photos. 495 pages. Norton. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $39.95 $7.95

3791297 ON SPICE: Advice, Wisdom, and History with a Grain ofSaltiness. By Caitlin PenzeyMoog. The author shares useful tips and fascinating tidbits on salt, pepper, and every spice in between. From humble ginger to exotic za’atar, each chapter takes a close look at spices and herbs from every angle. Complete with more than 350 color photos. Fully illus. in color. 376 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $21.99 $9.95

*3688453 MAKING & USING VINEGAR: Recipes That Celebrate Vinegar’s Versatility. By Bill Collins. Offers step by step instructions for making your own vinegars and developing flavor infusions for purchased or homemade vinegars. Enjoy your creations in refreshing shubs (a vinegar soft drink) and more than 30 delicious recipes. 32 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

*2975254 SPICED: Unlock the Power of Spices to Perform Your Cooking. By America’s Test Kitchen. Discover the many ways you can turn spices to take your cooking to the next level. Once you’ve learned the simple techniques used around the world to unlock the flavors of spices, you’ll be able to work intuitively with the contents of your spice cabinet to bring your dishes to life. This collection features 139 foolproof recipes and 150 color photos. Fully illus. 294 pages. America’s Test Kitchen. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

*6832970 JUST ADD SAUCE: A Revolutionary Guide to Boosting the Flavor of Everything You Cook. By the eds. at America’s Test Kitchen. This groundbreaking, one of a kind cookbook will teach you how to make, transform and combine more than 250 classic French recipes, modern sauces and pair them with over 100 easy recipes that put sauces to use in creative ways. From dolloping on veggies to drizzling on steak, simmering up curries to stir-frying shrimp, you’ll find all your favorite recipes, plus many more. Fully illus. in color. 318 pages. America’s Test Kitchen. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

Canning & Preserving


6935419 WISDOM FOR HOME PRESERVERS: 500 Tips for Pickling, Canning, Curing, and Smoking. By Susan Volland. Veers away from traditional and modern soft drink recipes. From dolloping on veggies to drizzling on steak, simmering up curries to stir-frying shrimp, you’ll find all your favorite recipes, plus many more. Fully illus. in color. 317 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $21.95 $9.95

3772728 MODERN PRESSURE CANNING. By Amelia Jeanney. A one stop resource for safely and deliciously preserving your bounty. After a comprehensive primer on the basics, you’ll find lots of tempting recipes. Try classics like Green Beans, Apple sauce, Creamed Corn, or Cranberry relish. With a chapter dedicated to meals and another to salsas, sauces, and broths, your pantry will never be the same. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Voyageur. 8½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

*3729957 PRESERVING FOOD WITH A PRESSURE CANNER. By the Gardeners & Farmers of Terre Vivante. This title celebrates the traditional but little known French techniques for storing and preparing edibles that maximize flavor and nutrition. Offers more than 250 easy and enjoyable sweet and savory preserving recipes featuring locally grown and minimally refined ingredients for those who seek healthy food for a healthy world. 197 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 $19.95

2876888 I LOVE JAM. By Rachel Saunders. Features more than 25 delectable recipes for making your own vividly flavored jams and marmalades at home. Along with several exciting sweet and savory jams, and many more, this collection brings the heat to a whole new level. Try Firey Blood Solder: Strawberry & Habanero; Thai Corn Chowder; Four Alarm Baked Mac and Cheese; and much more. Well illus. in color. 127 pages. Race Point. Pub. at $14.99 $2.95

2930692 RED HOT SRIRACHA: 50 Recipes That Will Kick Your Ass! By Melissa Simon. With over 50 of the hottest eye-watering recipes featuring everyone’s favorite hot sauce, this collection brings the heat to a whole new level. Try Firey Blood Solder: Strawberry & Habanero; Thai Corn Chowder; Four Alarm Baked Mac and Cheese; and much more. Well illus. in color. 127 pages. Race Point. Pub. at $14.99 $2.95


*2918528 PRESERVING: Conserving, Saltling, Smoking, Pickling, By Ginette Mathiot. Preserve fruit, vegetables, meat and fish with this thorough guide from a French expert. With more than 350 classic French recipes, both home cooks and chefs will learn traditional techniques for sweet and savory preserves. Includes classic instructions, mouth-watering flavor variations, and tips. Well illus. in color. 94 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

*3730972 BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS YOU CAN CAN. Ed. by Jan Miller. Color photos. 240 pages. HMH. 8½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

